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MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRANSIT 





rnAPrER 1 

IN'IROOOCTION 'ID PART I 

Chjectives of the Handbook 

&ery guide to selecting a microcomputer e:nphasizes the importance 
of selecting appropriate programs or s:>ftware, even before choosing 
\ohich hardware to buy. The purpose of this handbook is to rescribe a 
strategy for selecting s:>ftware, provide an cwerview of the spectnm of 
available s:>ftware with s:>me of its uses in the transit industry, and to 
provide an introduction to the concepts and wcabulary required fur 
software selection. The handbook docun£nts a mmber of applications 
Wlich have been developed and u;ed by transit agencies. 

The material presented rere is intended to be of oost use to IlBI1B.

gement of small to rredium-sized transit agencies eKploring the potential 
\Ees of microcomputers in their operations . It is assuned that the user 
has little or no prior experience with microcomputers . Familiarity with 
the applications rescribed in this handbook will give the agency access 
to many benefits from a microcomputer and will provide a fumdation for 
evaluation of oore complex and oore specialized oomputer applications. 

The Role of Microcomputers 

Microcomputers are relatively inexpensive and easy to use. These 
Characteristics have made data processing capabilities available to many 
users ltbo did not fonnerly have the financial resources or expertise to 
u;e computers. Furtheroore, it is feasible to ~rform tasks on micro
com{Uters \\hi.ch did not warrant the fixed costs of &toma.tion several 
years ago. These conditions are oost cbviou; in the small to nedium
sized agencies wch ~re mt funnerly able to support a staff person to 
cwersee computer applications , nor to justify the cost of reveloping 
applications . The benefits of having data en system performance (costs, 
maintenance, and s:> on) accessible and m9Ilageable through automation 
were not available to these agencies. 

The transit industry is rapidly recognizing the promise of this 
technology, and a::lopting it accordingly. A substantial runber of agen
cies are u;ing micros fur a variety of tasks , and m9Il)T roore are in the 
process of acquiring cne. Cbe of the first areas \\here many operations 
realize benefits from treir microcomputers is in the application of 
generic programs. In the longer term, more specialized application 
programs, either custom developed fur a particular agency, or for the 
industry as a \\hole, will have profound impact en the management of 
transit operations. 

The ''microcomputer revolution" is still tnderway. ~lopn:ent of 
rew technology, s:>ftware to take advantage of its capabilities, new con-
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cepts in Q>ftware, and a tiDre widespread mderstanding of the uses of 
computers is taking place rapidly. Whatever revelopnents may take place 
in the future, the capabilities of even the present generation of tech
rology will take time :fbr the industry to digest. 

Fmphasis in this hancbook is placed en the use of "generic" soft
"W&re packages , such as electronic spreadsheets, file managers, word JrO
cessors, and data base managers • ~se programs are relatively 
inexpensive, powerful , and very versatile and can be U9ed by people \ho 
are mt computer specialists. · IA1e to these characteristics they offer 
many benefits in transit operations: they turn the microcanputer into a 
flexible tool, completely controlled by the user, W:rl.ch can be ~plied to 
a wide range of transit management problems. 

· Q?mponents of the Microcomputer System 

A microcauputer system consists of three elements : the program or 
software, the computer itself with its attachments or hardware, and an 
operating system which links the two. These three elements are IllltUally 
supportive, and llllBt all be compatible. 

Software 

The ~plication progran, or s:>ftware, is the actual reason :fbr com
~er use • It is the element with wch the user comes into daily con
tact, and which llllkes the machine either valuable or ineffective :fbr an 
application. In all selection recisions concerning the system, it is 
the final application, and thus the application program, lfhich is the 
bottom line. A program nay be p1rehased or cbtained ready-to-use, or it 
may be written in a prograuming language by agency staff or an rutside 
programner fur your specific p.trpOSe. 

Hardware 

'!he haniware is the tool which performs the tasks refined by the 
progran. The core is the computer itself, made q> of the microprocessor 
ald components within the computer. Other components, called 
''peripherals," are attached to the computer. ~Y may inclu:le disk dri
ves, the keyboard, monitor, printer, and additional q>tional equipnent 
such as mdems :fbr conmunications and hard disks :fbr data storage. 'lhe 
hardware items must· be ~rful eoough to perform the tasks required by 
the program within the context of the agency's operation. rt>re infor
mation oo hardware components and selection can be fuund in a companion 
handbook, entitled Microcomputers in Transit: A Hardware Handbook. 

~rating System 

'lhe operating system is a master program which ~ts as interface 
between the hardware and the application software. It controls the 
birdware as required by the program, am performs a mnnber of fundamen
tal tasks COIIIIIOn to all applications. For example, when a program 
requires data to be printed, it tells the operating system, ~ich then 
alerts the computer to send the n:essage and data to the printer. A 
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similar ftmction is performed for the display screen and keyboard. 1he 
operating system includes programs vhich allow the user to perfonn a 
number of routine musekeeping tasks , such as copying disks • Operating 
systems' programming languages and U:ilities, \ohich are all programs rut 
have ro actual application by themselves, are called "system software." 
'Jhey support the development and u;e of the actual application software. 

Assembling a Microcomputer System 

Acquisition of a microcomputer system for a transit agency includes 
three major elements: 

-selecting of software 
-selecting of hardware 
-incorporating the facility in the organization 

'1he hardware is tangible and m::>st easily perceived; hO"wever, the soft
ware and incorporation of the tool in the organization are the keys to 
benefiting from the system. These two elements should drive the choice 
of hardware to re used. 

'1he combined rost of the roftware, training, staff time dedicated 
to incorporating the system in the organization, and, possibly, con
sultants, is likely to equal or exceed the cost of the hardware itself. 
In order to pennit economical and worthwhile introduction of the system 
to the agency, the £actors vhich affect these costs should receive care
ful planning and evaluation. This n:eans considering what the computer 
will do in the agency (through needs assessment and software selection) 
and 1rN it will be done (through an implementation plan) . 

Structure of Part I 

Material is presented in the order in mich it is likely to be 
encrnmtered in assembling a system. For this reason the chapters on 
generic and application software precede those on "system software" 
(operating system, programming languages and utilities) . 

The fullowing chapter, System Design, discusses rome of the issues 
~ch are encountered in assembling various pieces of roftware and hard
ware \\bich are intended to work together in a coordinated way, such as 
canpatibility, transferability, support, cost , etc • Chapters 3-7 each 
address the Characteristics and selection of a different type of soft
ware • flexible I 'generiC SOftware' I which is likely to re the first USe 
of the microcomputer, and can provide imnediate benefits, is discussed 
in Chapter 3. "Application Software," programs written for a specific 
j:m'pose , are described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 deals with operating 
systems, required to nm the generic Sld application programs. 
Progranming languages, which may be u;eful for writing custom-tailored 
programs are discussed in Chapter 6, fullO\tJed by utilities, which may 
enhance the use of your microcomputer, in Chapter 7 . Chapter 8 
addresses the issues involved in implementing a microcomputer system. 
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Olapter 3 is compleuented by doCUI~ented examples of rN& 20 applications 
:fn me :fn the transit industry, wch are included in Part II. A 
glossary of technical tenus and list of references are included in 
.Appendices A and B. 

General Perspective 

'lhere is ro right or wrong microcomputer system or way of using 
microcomputers in a transit agency. '!here are ooly systems that wrk 
oore or less well for the agency and individuals concerned. 

Ml.crocomputers offer a tremarxious resource to Dmlagement and staff 
in the transit industry. In the long nm they will mdoubtedly bec0100 
as entrenched as the typewriter or aiding machine, although they are 
far Ill)re versatile than either of those tools. At present their enor
oous potential is still being explored, and their role is limited ooly 
by the creativity of users and the S:>ility of organizations to incor
porate change. 

Discussion in this book avoids as nllCh as JX>Ssible the charac
teristics of p1rticular nachines , or particular products. The material 
is presented in general tenns \\hich apply to any product of the type 
being discussed. 



CHAPl'ER 2 

SYSTEM IESIGN 

This Chapter discusses the ~eral considerations fn selecting 
microcomputer software fOr transit applications. The Characteristics of 
transit operations, along with the current status of the technology and 
software development, suggest a rnnnber of general guidelines to fullow 
in assembling a software system. 

A transit operation is rich in processes Wl.ich could be a1tomated. 
Screduling, dispatching, service records, work orders , vehicle 
histories , ridership data, personnel records, financial records, etc . 
are all activities Which could potentially benefit from automation. 
FUrthenoore, these tasks are all interrelated, as data from ctle is used 
as input to others. 

A.rt:omation of some ~lection of these tasks is a Challenging 
problem, both technically and organizationally. It requires a careful 
evaluation of t:re benefits to be obtained by automating each, selection 
of a ~t of tasks to be included in the system, design of the system, 
assembly or creation of the system, and implementation, including 
training and procedural changes. The final product will be a collection 
of pieces of software, staff Wl.o are Ei>le and willing to me them, and a 
computer capable of nmning them. 

The Value of Computers 

In spite of its internal technical complexity, to the user a com
plter is like a nechanical tool. Many difficulties in its use are a 
result of the range of ways it can be med, the number of individuals in 
m organization Who are involved with it, the interrelationships bettNeen 
its uses and the rewness of the tool to many users. The actual capabi-
lities of the computer are not very complicated. · 

\t.hat a Computer Can (not) Do 

There are three things mich a computer does \Ell. First, a com
plter is very good at long and tedious Ill.l'lerical calculations . h:t 
example of this v.uuld be reducing a DX>Ilth 's ridership data to sunma.ry 
statistics such as average weekday, Saturday, and Sunday ridership. 

Second, computers are also excellent at repetitious tasks. The 
'~t-if" use of spreadsheets takes advantage of this characteristic. 
The computer .will very quickly recalculate a series of values or results 
for a rumber of different starting assunptions you want to test. nrl.s 
allows you to quickly evaluate different scenarios. For example, an 
operating budget can be recalculated to show the cost of several alter-
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mtive amounts of service offered. Word processors also take aW8ntage 
of this strength in allowing rapid production of n.aerous versions of a 
<bctment. 

Finally, large SIIDlmts of data can be stored in 51 organized 
manner, and retrieved in the desired :fbrm very quickly using an a..tto
uated database or fi.le manager. 'lh:is q.Jality allows the user to 
approach data in a DllCh mre flexible manner than is IX>SSible u:~ing 
manual database 8\JliDBries. 'lhe same set of work order data, for 
example, could be used to SlDDarize the use of various components, labor 
costs for completing various tasks , maintenance costs per mile fur each 
'\lehicle, failure rates fur each put, or other information. Although 
the same information is available from mmual work order records, the 
labor required to extract it is prohibitive. 

In SlJIID8rY there are three benefits to be cbtained from mtomating 
a process: 

1. Automation of processes involving 1oog cr repetitive calculations, 
my result in time savings. 

2. Tasks Vrl.ch require a trial 51d error nethod of testing wrious 
a:eoarios or-~ may also be cbne nDre effectively on a 
COllqU:er. 

3. 'Ihe increased a.ilability of :lnfor.tim from data bases, may 
pennit UDre infonned decision-making. 

Computers do mt have judgment (at least mt yet) . hry process 
\hich requires subjective or arbitrary decisions or ju:lgment calls may 
mt be appropriate for a.Jtomation. For ecample, computers by themselves 
cannot evaluate the performance of a particular route; t~ can ooly 
make an increased SDDUnt of information as defined by the planner 
available to enable the planner to do this. 

Benefits fran Use of Microcomputers 

Benefits from automation can take a lll.IDber of :fbrms, '\\bich may be 
SllliD8rized as : 

1. '!lae aavings. 

2. Jncmased flexibility. 

2. Additlonal. ~-

It is difficult to quantify benefits or translate them into dollar 
values • It is also hard to predict the actual effect of introducing 
microcomputers to 51 organization with its complex personalities and 
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:interactions . However, realistic expectations of the capabilities of 
microcomputers will avoid rrorale-dropping disappointments and encourage 
users to make the most of the possibilities. 

Time savings . Time savings my be achieved by automation, as the 
romputer may allow the wer to calculate, sort information, or try out 
alternatives faster than YJOUld be p:>ssible by manual techniques. These 
savings may allow the user to concentrate rrore en the data and the pro
cess than on the nechanics of generating a result. The time saved may 
allow tasks to be ~rformed better and more completely. fut the time 
saved is very mlikely to result in lower staff requirements. 

Increased flexibility. The increased flexibility a microcomputer 
nay offer is a by-prodUCt of time savings. By saving time in evaluation 
of a projected scenario, the user may be able to oonsider a range of 
alternatives in the time it previously took to evaluate a single roe. 
kt example of this type is in budgeting. The rumerous assunptions 
incorporated in a budget, such as bJdgeted aootmt of service, projected 
fuel cost, and wage rate can be changed to examine the effects of dif
ferent assumptions en expenses . In negotiations with state or local 
officials concerning the budget , revisions can be made q.rlckly am 
easily. This increased flexibility is at least a convenience, am at 
best a valuable asset fur decision-making staff, \<lho can consider a 
wider range of alternatives with little aiditional effort • 

.Additional information. The third benefit of microcomputers is the 
additional information cl'ley make available to managers, wch may be 
used for nore complete analysis of problems and better decision-making. 
kt example of this is the use of a database manager to mmage customer 
service records. The transactions are entered daily in the computer, 
and then provide a ~urce of reports en complaints by route, complaints 
and conmendations by anployee, complaints not yet resolved or responded 
to' and so on. These reports may relp the manger to identify and 
diagnose problems quickly, and to manage the process of responding to 
complaints rrore easily and efficiently. 

Planning the System 

There are rumerous functions in the transit agency \<lhich could be 
automated, but \J'lich \>JOUld rot benefit from it. Many of the cost 
savings from automation are imaginary; for example, tine saved aiding 
figures in a manual process may become time spent entering figures in an 
automated one. Each potential application. should be considered in order 
to identify real benefits \lhich could be c:htained by automation. If a 
manual process is \oXlt"king well and there are no clear benefits to be 
chtained by automating it, it should probably be left as is. "If it's 
rot broke, don't fix it.'' Ch the other hand, automation may create, not 
solve, problems with procedures that cb mt \oXlt"k manually. 

In order to identify the viable uses of a microcomputer in your 
agency, and a plan fur introducing roe, a five-step naeds assessment 
process Should be fOllowed: 
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1. Identify tasks 'thich are candidates fur using a microcomputer. 

2. Jdeo.tify p:ograas wch are available fur those tasks. 

3. tbilrare the tasks to the p:ograas identifying feasible ~plication 
programs. 

4. Select systaa elenents. 

5. DMd.op bp1ementatial plan. 

'!his process is complicated by the fact that many people are 
learning S>out microcomputers at the saue time that they are planning 
for them. A cycle of oonsidering your needs, learning S:>out microcom
puter use, and reassessing your needs invariably takes place. 

The learning process may be eased by taking mvantage of oppor
b.mities to learn Ebout microcomputers atd ~t a basic mderstanding 
of row they are used. If )10l1 know anyone \tho is using ooe, arrange to 
see row they use it, am even to try it yourself. Consider tBking 
a ~neral course oo microcomputers if roe is available in your area. 
Courses oo microcomputers in transit are offered p:!riodically by lMl'A 
and other institutions around the country. Browse through some of the 
many microcomputer 12riodicals available. Join the Transit Industry 
Microcomputer Exchange (TlME) User Support Group to ~t their t&~Sletter 
(see Appendix B) • 

O::her transit professionals are also a valuable ~urce of infor
mation. Find rut row other agencies of your size are using microcom
puters, Vlat has "Wrked fur them, and what has rot "Wrked • 

A key element of this process is involving the staff \\b.o will later 
be using the machine. Many people , especially those \tho have been doing 
things a certain way for years , may feel CJITen«lelmed or threatened by 
the idea of microcomputers . The success of using the microcomputer 
depends oo the interest and support of these p:!Ople. It is important to 
involve them in identifying the possible role fur the system in their 
areas of responsibility. If possible, arrange fur staff ~ will be 
using the microcomputer to have an opportunity to try using ooe in a low 
pressure, supportive situation. 

The process of selecting tasks fur &tomation is rot an exact 
science, and there is ro ''right" solution. It is important, h:>wever, to 
think through each candidate task carefully using the five steps as a 
guide. 

Step 1: Identifying Tasks 

Before evaluating any task fur &tomation it is important to &!fine 
it as clearly as possible. Dle IIDre completely a task can be &!scribed, 
the IIDre accurately the benefits and oosts of &tomating can be 
assessed, and the IIDre ~propriate the .solution will be. The &!scrip-
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tion of the task should include answers to the questions listed in 
colunn 2, Task Description, and 3, Task Needs, of Figure 2 .1. The 
q.Jestions in coluun 2 deal with characteristics of the task as it is 
currently being d:>ne. The cpestions in colunn 3 suggest general con
siderations lbich might uake the task more or less suitable fur a~toma
tion. 

The cpest:lons in Figure 2.1 fall into five categories, '\\hich 
clarify ether the tasks include :filnctions suitable fur wtomation, and 
\thether the potential ex:ists fur bmefits of time-savings, flexibility 
or increased information. The first set of cpestions, task analysis, 
generates a detailed description of the task and clarifies '\<hat ~ld be 
involved in art:omating the task itself. The cpestion on repetition 
indicates ether altomation could facilitate repeating the task, and 
lelps to quantify potential time savings en an annual bisis. The p:>ten
tial of a.ttomation to improve the performance of the task by increasing 
the usefulness and completeness of information generated is a1dressed by 
the third set of cpestioos . 

Possible constraints en SJ.toma.tion include the interest and Ebili
ties of staff W:lo ~ld be involved , the interrelationships between 
tasks, ald the furms in '\\hich data is input to the program and reported 
or ootput by the program. The fuurth and fifth set of 4Jestions concern 
these topics. 

<bee the task has been clearly defined in this way, the potential 
role of a.ttomation can be better mderstood. 'lhe answers to these 
cpestions provide a basis fur comparison with the programs that are 
available. 

Step 2: Identifying Programs 

Having reviewed the agency functions '\\hich might be suitable fur 
microcomputer applications , the next step is to look for programs which 
could fill yrur teeds. 

Sources of information. A good 0\Terview of software being used in 
the transit iridUStry iS provided by two free sources . 'lhe 
Microc~ters in Tr~rtation: Software and Source Book (see 
:AppendiX fOr irifOrmatOn en d>taining this) provides a listing of 
programs lobi.ch are available or being ceveloped, including information 
oo ltla.t they do, lt.ba.t system tley nm en, and row they are available. 
'Ihe Transit Industry Microcomputer Exchange (TIME) Support Center 
publishes a newsletter, "Time Capsule," which includes brief articles 
about relevant topics and lists of programs developed mder Urban Mass 
Transit Administration (lMrA) sponsorship and distributed by TIME. 
(Their a1dress is included in Appendix B.) 

'Ihe best source of information en a program lt.bich is already in use 
is a:wa~e lilo Ills Uled it. Many difficulties with programs nay be hard 
to fi:>resee or seem mi.oor mtil they occur in the actual ~plication. 
O:her transit agencies in similar circumstances to your own who have 
implemented a particular program or application nay be located through 
the American Public Transit Association (APrA) , TIME, or UMTA. A signi-
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fi..cant reason for obtaining the, assistance of a conSultant :In the system 
selection process is that oo or sha may be familiar with the range of 
programs available, arxi the experiences that various agencies have had 
with them. 

A less reliable s:>urce of infonnation concerning conmercially 
available software is sales staff. Many employees of computer retail 
outlets have never used the products they are selling, and do mt know 
W:lat ~y can or carmot do. More s:curate s:>urces of information on 
conmercial programs are the instructions, or d~ntation, '\\hich come 
with ~ program, reviews of programs in magazines (see ~Appendix fur 
a p;trtial list), and users \oho have had ecperience with the program. 

Other llDre obscure sources of :Information are available to those 
\>ho have the ti.IJ:e and inclination to explore further. A number of 
periodicals, some of wch are listed in the Appendix, cater to dif
ferent segments of the microcomputer market. Many regions have 1 User 
groups , 11 which provide a furum for exchange of :Information between 
microcomputer ugers roaring a comnon interest, such as the ~ type of 
equipment or similar applications . Information on user groups in yom:
area can be obtained from local computer stores or from directories in 
some of the magazines . 

In explosion of software developuent is mderway. Programs are 
becoming llDre po-werful , more complete, more refined, and llDre eclectic, 
resulting in an enonoous pool of s:>ftware of all types from which to 
draw. These programs can be grouped :Into two types: (1) generic and (2} 
application. Chapters 3 and 4 describe them in llDre detail. 

Generic p~ams. Cbe of the llDSt revolutionary aspects of ~ 
microcomputer ~orogy is the development of sophisticated tools wch 
can be used fur all sorts of applications . 'Ihere are three general 
types of generic programs . 'Ihe llDSt widely touted atd dramatic of these 
is the electrooic spreadsheet. Word JrOCeS&ing has resulted in fi.m
damental changes to the way written comnunication is used and is pro
bably the first on many managers encounter. File IIIID8gerS have an 
enonoous rumber of applications. Cbe can learn enough of any of these 
to be useful within murs of first exposure. Experience with them 
further increases the versatility and poler of their use. Other tools, 
such as dat9bA__se Dflllllge'"S and statistical }_X'Ogr8UIS are equally ver
satile, but require llDre effort and ecperience to uge effectively. 
Generic programs are relatively inexpensive ( $50-$700 range) • They 
require the user to set ~ the specific application. Generic s:>ftware 
is addressed in Chapter 3. 

werplication software. Application s:>ftware :Includes JrOgrams \\hich 
are tten to perform a particular task, such as inventory, s:counting, 
and so on. They incltxle off-the-shelf programs, written fur a broad 
market of users in various businesses and plrCha.sed at computer stores, 
and industry specific s:>ftware developed fur the transit industry. 

f'bnerous programs are en the market to ~rform specific, frequently 
required functions . Examples of this include financial management and 
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accO\.D.lting p:~.ckages , inventory, project progranining, and llSlY others. 
These p:~.ckages are specific in their design, and are often intended fur 
snall private-sector businesses, so you must consider W\ether their par
ticular characteristics are compatible with your application require
nmts . On the other hand they are relatively inexpensive, and, if they 
fit right, could re a cost effective solution. 

Po increasing aiOOUilt of transit specific s:>ftware is being deve
loped. Sophisticated packages are available from rumerous private sour
ces for fleet rranagenent , scheduling, financial management, etc. In 
a:ldition, a rumber of programs have been developed mder lMl'A fUming, 
and are in the p.lblic domain. Although many programs of this s:>rt are 
available, they may be designed fur oonie · musual type of microcomputer, 
or mre likely, may not re complete -yet. lbwever, with the mnmt of 
development currently tnderway, this situation should :iq)rove in the 
rear future. 

Specialized applications, such as p:~.rticular transit tiiBlBgement 
:6.mctions, have a relatively small market tD support them. Within the 
transit industry, wch is a limited market tD begin with, variations in 
size, organization, operational envirorment, and ocher dlaracteristics 
prevent one program from being directly applicable tD a large n.mi>er of 
systems. Because of the snall market, the costs of developing applica
tion specific s:>ftware IlllSt be distributed between a smaller l'UDber of 
mers, resulting in the fairly high costs of transit specific s:>ftware 
for all. 

Step 3: Comparing Tasks to Programs 

Chce you have identified the range of programs available fur the 
tasks you have in mind, you can cbtain a realistic image of '\that appli
cations are :feasible fur your operation, and what types of s:>ftware will 
be effective . 

~am effectiveness. It is telpful to 1ceep in nd.nd the ''80% 
rule, ~ch poirits rut the trade-offs to be considered in selecting 
system components and s:>ftware. nva cost of a::cp.rl.ring a s:>lution to 
lOO't of the problem will be several times the cost of s:>lving 80% of the 
problem. A corollary to this rule is that the system 'Which s:>lves 1001o 
of a problem nay be less flexible than that \'hich a>lves 80% of the 
problem. 

'Ihe cpestions SllDillai'ized in colunn 4, Program Evaluation, of Figure 
2.1 indicate oome considerations in matching s:>ftware tD the applica
tions you would like to accomplish. '!rese cpestions clarify the bene
fits a rarticular program can provide fur each task in the furm of 
timesavings, increased flexibility, or mre useful information. '1he 
ability of the program to ~t constraints resulting from agency staff 
and from the character of the ~icular task are also a:tdressed. \\hl.le 
nuch of this information cannot be CflSiltified, it <bes provide a1 

mderstanding of the balance bebleen program cost and potential bene
fits. 
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\hen this step is completed you will have a fairly clear image of 
wt is reasonable to ecpect a microcomputer . system to contribute to 
your agency. The nost promising applications Will have been identified. 
You will have a realistic idea of the <Egree of attomation to ecpect mr 
each task. The number of tSers of the system will have been identified · 
and an estimate of the amunt of data to be ~nerated will be JX>Ssible. 

~istics • With the blckgrotmd already assenbled it sb:>ul.d be 
possib e to tnake a first stab at <Efining an effective 1ardware 
conf:igumt::ioo. Without exploring specific brands or technical 
specifications the general layout can be selected. 

A first step is to identify 10:> wlll U!1e the a:JIIpUl:er, and row 
Illlch time each cne might be expected to tSe it. Typically most computer 
U9e will be for routine tasks ~rformed by clerical or technical staff. 
EXcept in very small agencies m::>St use of romputers by top management 
will be for infrequent, one-time, problem solving. 1be aoount of tine 
required for each user to input data, ~form eny analysis required and 
generate reports provides a starting point for <Escribing a hardware 
system. 

The nnher of macb:lnes required can row be estimated. If the 
machine is ecpected to be in tSe nore than two-thirds of the time, a 
second romputer or terminal is probably required. Canpetition between 
U9ers discourages additional uses of the machine. 

The locatim of the aicrocaDpd::ers Ehould also be considered at 
this time. The anount of tSe the facilities receive depends partly on 
their accessibility to each potential tSer. Ideally the computer$ 
should be located at convenient wrk stations conducive to productive 
\>.Ork. This arrangement allows reference materials and supplies to be 
accessible to all users. It is musual for one individual to cbninate 
the use of a machine sufficiently that it should be located in their 
personal work space. In addition to these considerations, minimal 
environmental conditions are required to protect the romputer from 
damage. FUmes and dust nay be ha.nnful to the computer, as nay extremes 
of temperature. For the SliiDiler romfort of tSers, air ronditioning is 
U9ually desirable. 

Hardware requirements • Several hardware elements of the system 
should be ronsidered at this point, because they may have specific 
implications in the selection of software. 

Will you need a bml disk? wren the microcomputer is tumed off 
all of its internal neiiOry, except mr EDDie ~rmanently progr811JDed 
menx>ry' is erased. kl.y programs or data you wish to save mr future use 
IlllSt be recorded rutside the machine en ''mass storage" before it is 
turned off. The nost COIIIDOl1 mrm of mass storage is the floppy disk or 
diskette. These look somewhat like a very thin. 45 rpm record, '\\bich is 
coated with magnetic material , inside a ~rmanent plastic sleeve. Each 
one may rold up to several 11Jndred pages of information, depending oo 
mw it is fonnatted by the particular operating system being used. 
Alternatively, a hard disk can rold vastly more information than floppy 
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disks. A hard disk is also a magnetic storage c:Evice but comes nDunted 
permanently in a sealed box. 

There are three reasons fur selecting a hard disk. First, applica
tions W:rl.ch require large aoomts of data are faster and UDre convenient 
with ~ use of a hard disk. Second, data stored en hard disk can be 
shared by several oomputers lDoked up to it in an integrated information 
system. Finally, the convenience ald high speed with wch it can read 
atd write make a hard disk particularly valuable fur database and sta
tistical applications. 

Will you need a etworked cr Dlllti-user system? If you need UDre 
than cne machine, the aoount of intercormection between them sh:>uld be 
considered. There are two ways in wch intercomection can be 
valuable: (1) in S'laring of data and fK>ftware, and (2) in sharing of 
peripheral equipment. 

In some situations several users may need to Eha.re programs or 
data. Often a small SlOUgh am::runt of data IIllSt be transferred between 
users that it can be piSSed en a diskette from cne user to mother, or 
different machines can be U9ed fur tasks using different data. In a 
similar way data can be routinely transferred from cne machine to 
another by telephone or by connecting microcomputers directly (if they 
are close enough) • In certain rare situations it nay be necessary for 
two users to have ~cess to the same data continuously; for example, a 
customer information office might need s:cess to current information on 
delays or schedule ail:'erence. This requires two microcomputers to have 
access to the same database, usually on a hard disk. They must be Ifly
sically connected by cables a:td hardware, and also coordinated by soft
"WBre lirl.ch can manage the requirements of the two users and prevent 
conflicts; this constrains the selection of ~ftware fur the system. 
Alternatively a lii.llti""\JSer system can be U9ed in Wl.ich both ~ople use 
the same ooq>Uter and 'll81¥)ry; this arrangement also limits the availabi
lity of software. 

I:t may be economical in some agencies fur users of several micro
computers to share fK>me hardware components, such as printers or a hard 
disk drive. This can be ~complished either with a J;hysical arrangement 
of cables and switches, or by using fK>ftware to switch control of the 
peripherals between computers . In either case, coordination of 
peripheral use is a less complex problem than sharing data en programs. 

You may be able to benefit from coordination with a10ther agency 
having similar requiranents. At least you can benefit from sharing 
experiences and discoveries. At mst you may be able to Eha.re in the 
development cost of a COI'!IDOl1 application need. If this coordination is 
desired it will constrain your selection of an q>erating system, and 
possibly also hardware and application software. 

Step 4: Selectihg System Elements 

It is in this step, \\hen the various pieces of the system are 
selected, that the future effectiveness of the system in your agency 
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will ~tua.lly be <Etennined. The selection process is ~:Dmewhat like 
Choosing puzzle pieces from a box containing several puzzles While 
trying to make sure trey all cOme from the same roe. The various pieces 
will include, at the minimun, one or lll)re generic programs am an 
operating system, possibly an application program or two, a progrBIIIDi.ng 
language for tre a:lventurous , and IErhaps a utility or two. 

Five ~lies of selection considerations contribute to Choosing an 
effective group of programs: 

Tednical considerations are required to select ~:Dftware consistent 
with the general Characteristics and scale of the microcomputer system 
being considered. If a lllllti-user system is being considered, or a hard 
disk will be used for data storage, support for these attributes becomes 
a selection criterion. 

Systaa mnsiderations ensure that the various pieces of ~:Dftware 
IUrChased will work together and complement each other. Transferability 
of data between programs and use of a consistent operating system both 
contribute to a -well integrated collection of programs. 

l.l9er cmsiderat:ions may ~tually be the key to the extent of use of 
the system, since tre staff using the microcomputers are lll)St likely to 
:further treir u:~e. Ease of use of the programs, flexibility, good docu
n:entation and ~:Durces of support, all stimulate exploration of t2W 

applications . 

<hst of the microcomputer system srould be reasonable for the bene
fits to be obtained. O:>st assessments should include hardware and ~:Dft
ware procurements, contracts fur consulting and progrBIIIDi.ng services and 
costs for staff training and in-rouse activities. 

Applicatial CODSiderations concern the S:>ility of the program to 
perfonn the job required of it and include specific constraints imposed 
by the operating procedure at each agency. 

'Ihese five general categories of criterion recur througJ:lout the 
evaluation considerations for the various types of ~:Dftwa.re <Escribed in 
this handbook. They are sunmarized in Figure 2. 2. 

Teclmical considerations. The system configuration you are con
sidering may l.DlpOse ~:Dme constraints oo the ~:Dftwa.re you select. 

A lmd disk should be fully used by your programs. The operating 
system liiJSt support a hard disk. Ideally it is convenient to store 
programs oo. the hard disk, but copy protection sometimes prevents this. 
Provision should be made for security of data stored en the hard disk to 
protect it from unauthorized ~cess or tampering. 

N!tworked <r DUl.ti~ systems should be <XXnpatible with the ~:Dft
ware you select. Networking hardware comes with its CMl system software 
to provide limited Ehared use of data. In order to make full use of 
networking for data sharing the application ~:Dftware IlllBt support 
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tiharing of data files; very little application software offers this. 
fulti-user systems require Ell operating system which supports t1llltiple 
1.1:1ers an:J software \ohich will :nm en tfiis q>erating system. At present, 
limited COIJIIIercial s:>ftware is available fur these systems. 

Coord:lnation with d:her 'W!"cles may have suggested constraints en 
the a:>ftware you select to mrlntain oonpatibility between the systems. 

System considerations. Because of the range of interrelated appli
cations, and tlii organizational complexity of developing a system, com
J8tibility, flexibility, and expansibility are key themes to the 
selection of a:>ftware. These concepts ensure that the various J8rts of 
your system form a cooperative, flexible \ohole \ohich can be aiapted to 
your transit agency's present and future needs. 

Q:opat:ibllity is required retween selected programs to enable them 
to re used together, with interchange of data. Generally it neans that 
they should all :nm oo the sane operating system. ~Y should ala:> 
recognize, as much as possible, the same data furmat en diskettes, so 
data can be transferred retween them. This can be ~hieved either 
through the use of "int:egrated" programs \ohich carbine various functions 
in a single program or through the use of families of programs, usually 
from the same cnnpany, \\bich are designed to re tsed together. 

Flexibility is required to incorporate the inevitable changes that 
1Ill1St be made to improve the fit retween the application Elld the organi
zs.tion, and to incorporate dlanges in procedures and reeds. Key ele
nents of a flexible system include a data input process W:rl.ch fits the 
fi>rm in Wrl.ch the data is obtained, report furmats l4:rl.ch generate . 
reports Wrl.ch suit your present and El'lticipated reeds, and the t:bility 
to use the program to perform as many of the data m9Ilipulations \ohich 
you anticipate as possible \ohether they be routine or occasional. 

Generally a trade-off exists retween the flexibility of a program 
and the specificity of its application. Generic programs are extremely 
flexible, but offer little structure fur a specific application, such as 
inventory. An inventory application program may be easy to install and 
use rut not allow you to specify p:~.rticular report formats or musual 
suumaries, if the programmer did rot anticipate your needs. The objec
tive then, \\hen considering the application programs, is to look for 
those \thich leave options open to the user. 

lnother aspect of flexibility concerns the availability of ''source 
code.'' Source code is the set of instructions \ohich make tl> the program 
in the language in mich it was originally written. The a:>urce code can 
be nodified by a programmer to incorporate changes required by the user. 
Alternatively a program's "object code" may be distributed, \ohich will 
nm, but cannot be changed. 

Expansibility will allow the system to incorporate the growth and 
evolution of the agency, and of 'its information and data processing 
needs . If the agency grows the. aaK>unt of data generated will increase, 
as will the number of people using the microcomputer. The ·a:>ftware 
selected should have a capacity for data files larger than those you 
currently use. If you anticipate using a microcomputer to capacity it 
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nay be wise to ronsider a larger romputer, an a:iditional computer, or a 
networked or rnu1 ti -user system. 

A second form of expansion roncems the davelopnent of the micro
computer system within the agency. As early applications are imple
nented they are likely to suggest .mre d>mprehensive f4>plications, and 
to interest other staff members in their own applications. At this 
p:>int transfer of data between programs and dapa.rtments may become 
interesting, requiring the d>mpatibility discussed .Dove. In a:idition, 
mre sophisticated applications will require single programs, par
ticularly spreadsheets and database managers, to be Eble to corrbine data 
from several files of data. The mre sophisticated applications may 
also be recorded in ''programs" of instructions within the spreadsheet or 
database manager. 

User considerations . Two essential ronsiderations concern the use
fulness of t:1'i! softWBie from the point of view of the agency staff \\h> 
will ~tually use it. 

Fase of use of the software will have a major impact en the extent 
to \thich the system is assimilated in the day-to-day functioning of the 
agency. hl inconvenient program will discourage indifferent users from 
exploring new applications. Various things contribute to ease of uge of 
a program, including the quality of documentation, learning aids, and 
the command structure of the program itself. 

A good fl.t with ageocy practice facilitates a:ioption of microcom
IUter applications. The mst beneficial applications are frequently 
those Wch facilitate J:erformance of ED existing function without 
generating trauna by reorganizing the task. Qxxl fit includes II8king 
use of data \\hich is available and generating the reports and output 
wch are required. 

Cost. The cost of the system includes hidden elements such as 
training, staff or consultant time to install applications, maintenance, 
and supplies . Beyond the p.trehase cost of the software, operating costs 
are involved in impleuenting and maintaining the system. Sane expenses 
are related to the impleuentation of the application; these include 
staff or consultant time to davelop and set up the application and to 
input any background data. Another staff cost concerns training, and 
includes fees for training, as well as time spent becaning familiar with 
the application. A coordinator of the microcomputer system will also be 
required to a:iminister oogoing requireuents of the system such as 
purchasing supplies and coordinating the various applications. 

Aptlication considerations • In a:idition to these ~ral con
siderat~ons \ti!Ch affect Bit 8Jftware to a greater or lesser dagree, 
individual application considerations apply to application programs. 
The program should a::tually do \bat is needed for each application. It 
should be able to a::comodate the specific characteristics of the agency 
operation, such as \\Ork rules , reporting requirements, and maintenance 
procedures . These considerations are specific to each agency and each 
application. 
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In case several similar programs qualify under these criteria it 
my be necessary to involve other considerations in your selection. For 
generic programs, comparative evaluations in computer magazines can relp 
to identify the best program for your needs. The ~plication program 
WU.ch best fits your current procedures should be selected. 

Step 5: Developing an Implementation Plan 

The future success of t:ba system depends significantly on the way 
in \\bich it is implerented. Care must re taken to develop staff capabi
lities and support during the process , and to minimize failures. Issues 
concerning system implementation are discussed in Chapter 8. 

Conclusion 

\obi.le microcomputers are now inexpensive enough to be available to 
oore transit agencies than ever before, t:bay are still not cheap. The 
cost includes many hidden elerents such as staff time developing appli
cations, costs of staff training and gaining experience, and procedural 
changes in t:ba organization. In preparation fur this investment, it is 
~rth putting some effort into planning a system which will benefit the 
agency. 

The process described rere can rarely be fullOW'ed step by step, 
);m"ticularly \-hen a learning process is taking place simultaneously. 
lbwever it does provide some general guidelines fur designing a micro
,computer system, and should result in the following products: 

l. A J:eallstic idea of the roles a microcomputer might play. 

2. FAirly support and interest from t:ba staff. 

3. A list of applications identifying high benefit, low risk, and 
straightforward applications to be implemented first. 

4. Ideas as to future directions the system might take , '\th.ich slnuld be 
kept open as options in selecting a system. 



CEN:m.IC OOFI'WARE 

'1he term generic S>ftware refers to a Jlllllber of programs. lirl.ch are 
designed as general pll'p<>se tools to be ~plied in sny Ill.lDber of dif
ferent situations. The major examples of generic programs are: 

-spreadsheets 
-file or database managers 
-word processors 

'lhese programs are extremely versatile, and give the microcanputer 
user great control and flexibility in u:Jing them. Because of their ease 
of learning and u:Jeful.ness, they have been at least as important in the 
rapid a:loption of microcanputer technology as the teclmical c:Evelopment 
of the computer.itself. 

Spreadsheets 

Of the many programs available en microcomputers, the electronic 
spreadsheet has probably had the greatest impact in making the tech
mlogy a practical tool with visible benefits to the user. The bisic 
idea of an electronic spreadsheet, first marketed as the venerable 
VisiCalc, has been enhanced atd incorporated in innumerable later 
programs. 

Function 

'Ihe electronic spreadsheet is a large table with rows and coluoits 
of cells. The user may place a rrumber, a label, or a formula in each 
cell. 'Ihe formulas may include values from other cells, and it is this 
-.td.ch makes the spreadsheet ~ effective. When a value Wrl.ch is used in 
other formulas is changed , the results of the c:Ependent furmul.as are 
aJ.tomatically recalculated. 

Figure 3 .1 sb:>ws a simple example of a spreadsheet. In this case 
· the fuel mileage for each fleet is known, and the user wants to klow the 
fuel requirement fur various projected a:ootmts of mileage. When the 
spreadsheet is set q>, the furmul.a "B3/C3" is entered in cell 03. Fran 
then on the spreadsheet will display the result of the calculation in 
cell D3, in this case 24,000 divided by 3.8 or 6316. If the projected 
ml.leage in cell B3 is changed, the result in D3 will dlange a.ttomati
cally. 

This fundamental concept allows oomputational problems to be 
displayed visually as steps in a table, making the problem easier to 
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mderstand and resolve. 'The spreadsheets provide rumerous coomands, 
which relp the u:;er to set q> the application and create a table W:lich 
is mderstandable and suitable :fur presentation. For example, tre com
mands allow the wer to copy a :furmula from cne cell to a number of 
others, or to set the :funna.t of rumbers displayed as integers, real rum
hers with two decimal places, or even d>llars. Functions such as 
"average," ''maximum," or even ''net present value" are also provided :fur 
use in the funnulas . 

The applications :fur this capability are virtually mlimited. It 
pennits rapid calculation of rutcomes :fur a range of input values by a 
sophisticated process of trial and error. Tables of interrelated 
values , such as hldgets and perfonnance rreasures, may be rapidly changed 
or updated. &na.ll anounts of data may be organized and ID9Ilipulated. As 
a result, spreadsheets have become the IIDst wed type of microcomputer 
software. 

What to Look For 

Spreadsheets are row available in many different packages. \-bile 
the key to their u:;efulness is the concept , the enhancements provided in 
the various programs make them IIDre or less powerful and flexible. As 
with any piece of ooftware, they should be considered as p1rt of the 
system of programs wch will be u:;ed together. Because of the many 
applications of these programs, it is a g::>od idea to think broadly about 
possible future u:;es and keep options open. 

The fOllowing Characteristics of spreadsheets should be considered 
in selecting a package: 

1. Matrix size. A larger natrix gives ooe IIDre flexibility in 
setting up complex applications. Most spreadsheets row available en 
microcomputers with a reasonable am:nmt of nemory provide anple 
\\10rldng space. A minimal size would be 50 columns by 200 rows . 

2. Fonmda length. Formulas can very easily become long when 
fi.mctions are being used. Formula length should rot be limited by 
coltmn width; it should re possible to p.It a fOrmula (Ner 9 charac
ters long in a column 9 characters wide . 

3. lbti.:ficatl.oos tD the spreadsheet. llider certain circumstances one 
v.ould like to IIDdify a spreadsheet by adding or deleting oolunns or 
rows . It is important that the package rutomatically adjust the 
coordinates of values in :funnulas men a new row or oolunn is aided 
or deleted. 

4. Report appearance. Features such as variable cohmn widths and 
optional titles allow spreadsheet printout to be sufficiently pre
sentable :fur many reporting and presentation needs. 

5. Speed. fust spreadsheet programs automatically recalculate all the 
fOrmulas every tine a change is nade. Speed is an important con
sideration, since spreadsheets are interactive, and you will be 
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sitting idle \-bile it cnes all the thinking. ~ recalculation will 
slow down as the matrix beca:nes larger. The best way to evaluate 
this is to spend some time 'WOrking with those you are considering 
seriously, with a large spreadsheet, perhaps 100 rows by 20 colunns. 
N:>tice the time it takes to recalculate the spreadsheet. This d:!lay 
can be reduced if rutomatic recalculation can be turned off, so tb:! 
formula will recalculate cnly on COliiDB11d. Compare notes with other 
U3ers of the program. 

6. ·Traosfer of data between spreadsheets. It is often desirable to 
transfer data generated by one spreadsheet to another. For example, 
no consolidating budgets generated for separate projects or divi
sions onto a SlmlmBr)1 budget it is desirable to nove the budget 
totals from each division cnto the summary template without having 
to re-enter all the figures manually. Some packages allow one to 
transfer 8elected portions of one spreadsheet onto another. 

7. JllmctiDns and statistical c:spabUities. Functions , \\hich are used 
as pert of the fonnulas, simplify frequently performed tasks such as 
totaling values in a colUllll, averaging a series of runbers, or 
finding the square root of a value. The range of functions 
available on a specific package may affect its flexibility to per
form a variety of tasks • Most ~ckages include tb:! standard mathe
mtical functions, including logs, square roots, and trigona:netric 
functions. If the spreadsheet will be used fur financial ~es, 
financial functions such as net present value may be b:!lpful. For 
planning and forecasting, statistical functions (such as minimum, 
maximun, average, am standard deviation) are b:!lpful. Regressions 
atd DDVing averages are also available in some packages and may be 
valuable for ridership or cost furecasting. Many programs also 
offer logical functions, such as IF, 'IRUE, FALSE, AND, and CR, wch 
btve applications in aivanced use of spreadsheets. A ftmction wch 
allows you to look up data from a master table in the spreadsheet is 
very haOOy. 

8. Progra development. A frequent user of a spreadsheet will find 
that there are some sequences of cormnands wch are used 
mpeatedly, or \\hich are somewhat canplicated and hard tD remember. 
Some spreadsheets allow the user tD specify and name this sequence 
to be executed together. This is sometimes called a m9Cro. The 
sequence of coomands recorded in this way can be invoked by using 
the assigned name. This capability is ~rticularly valuable for 
routine tasks , such as updating route performance data by incor
porating new data. 

9. Protected cells. When several users may be using the sane 
spreadsheet , it may be desirable to protect data or formulas by 
locking selected cells, or by limiting the type of data that may be 
entered in them. 
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File/Database Managers 

Wrl.le spreadsheets have had the greatest sb>rt-term inq>act in 
spurring the acceptance of microcomputers, file ad database 1181l8gers 
have the greatest potential fur making the technical capabilities of 
micros useful to transit nanagers . These programs are still in a pro
cess of evolution toward a product wch is flexible ald versatile, 
'\\bile remaining easy enough to learn ald use fD that it can be imple
uented with little or oo assistance from a skilled prograumer. '1be term 
"database manager" will be used throughout this section, as file JI8Il8.
gers are ~tually a limited fbrm of database manager. 

Function 

A "database" is a large, continuously updated body of information, 
wch is organized so that it can be usefully extracted, analy?Si, am 
summarized. N.Jmerous databases can be fbund in the file cabinets in any 
transit operation. Maintenance records are kept <X1 work orders, vehicle 
histories , fluids consumption and inventory. Personnel records on 
attendance, discipline, and personal data are maintained <X1 an oogoing 
basis . In operations , schedules , pull rut sheets, nm guides , paddles, 
atd time reports must be updated t:egularly. Accounting am financial 
record keeping can also be considered a large database q>eration. 

LBtabase managers make use of the c:nnputer 's Ebility to store am 
manipulate large anx:nmts of information quickly. The ~e of the 
database manager is to structure the information in such a way that it 
becomes accessible through the canputer, am to provide powerful can
llBilds to perfonn data nsnipulations , such as fDrting or finding data, in 
cne step. 

The tEart of a database system is the way the information is struc
tured. Microcomputer databases are structured as a set of files (or 
relations), each consisting of records, wch are in turn uaie up of 
fields (or attributes) . A file is analagous to a paper file containing, 
for ecample, vehicle histories fur a fleet, or personal data fur all 
employees , and can be imagined as a large table. Files are the mits in 
wch data is stored en disks . Fach file is composed of a IUDber of 
records , each containing data fur ooe bus or ooe anployee, ani all 
structured in ecactly the same way, like a preprinted furm. Each piece 
of infonnation in the record, such as the date of plt'Chase of the 
vehicle, or telephone rumber of the employee, is called a field. Figure 
3. 2 illustrates the relationship between these elements. 

The key to database implementation is defining the structure ald 
interrelationship of the data files . '!his requires a t:OOrough 
tnderstanding of the neans of collecting and uses of the data, manipula
tions wch might be desired , and the capabilities of the program being 
tsed. A -well organized m9Illlal record-keeping system rray be transferred 
fairly directly to a database manager. Sti>stantial procedural changes 
may be required in a system which currently maintains disorganized or 
incomplete information. 
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The potential benefits of database management are enonoous . 'lhe 
time required to perfonn routine Sl.Uilmaries of information, or locate a 
p:trticular piece of infonnation can be reduced • This makes it feasible 
to sunmarize the data in ways ~ich can help decision-I;nBkers, but wch 
\'ere not possible before due to the time required. This capability may 
increase the amrnmt of data available to managers in planning and 
decision-making. 

Because of the complexity of database management, it is possible 
that you may find it effective to hire a progranmer to \\Ork with you in 
implementing a database system. N:>t only the technical aspects of using 
the program, but also the issues concerned with designing the files and 
interrelationships between them in the context of day-to-day transit 
operations, may benefit from the experience and perspective of an out-
sider. · 

'What to Look For 

Iatabase management capabilities are available in a spectrum of 
programs. At one end of the spectrum are the "file nanagers", \ohich are 
very limited because they can usually ool y manipulate one file at a 
time, but \ohich are very easy to learn and use and are relatively inex
~nsive. en the other end of the spectrum are programs structured very 
Dl.lCh like high-level programming languages, \>hich are very versatile in 
their capabilities but harder to learn and use. In general the IIDre 
complex programs can also easily perfonn the simpler tasks acccmplished 
by file managers. 

File managers perfonn a valuable function in limited tasks wch do 
rot require IIllltiple files or large arootnts of data. They also provide 
a comfortable introduction to many concepts of database management. 
fuwever, it is important to recognize their constraints from the outset. 
If an application is likely to become IIDre complex and require coor
dination of different files, either start with a database nsnager, or 
plan to upgrade in the future. 

A major distinction between database mmagement programs concerns 
''menu-driven" and "comnand driven" software. Menu-driven programs offer 
a manu of coomands to choose from at each step, and prompt the user for 
information required. Figure 3. 3 shows the nenu from a simple file 
uanagement program. The user does not need to neroorize a list of com
mands, but only know \\hat each of the choices will do. "Help" infor
mation is often available :fur reference during use. Ccmnand driven 
programs, on the other hand, offer little help to the user, \\ho must 
know the comnands and the fbnnat of additional information required. 
Conmand-driven programs may offer IIDre flexibility :fur the advanced or 
regular user , because they are rot constrained by the nenus , ro\eler 
they are considerably more difficult :fur the beginner or casual user to 
learn. 

A general rule in selecting a database manager is to ~p options 
open for future uses of the program. This implies that it is desirable 
to look for capabilities in the program for \ohich you may not have iden-



FILE:CLlENTS 

Your Command: 

<F1> 
<F2> 
<F3) 
<F4> 
<F5> 
<F6> 
<F7) 
<FB> 
<F9> 
<FlO> 

Figure 3. 3 Menu ·Fixample 
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ADD a recm·d 
MODify a record 
DELete a record 
DISplay a record 
FINd a record 
LISt the records 
SORt the inde>: 
see the record LAYout 
alter a Field NAMe 
END 
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tified an imnediate use' but wch will alloW your database applications 
to grow in future. If you hire a consultant or programner to mlp 
implement a database system, some of the capabilities of the program may 
be used by your programner rather than by transit agency staff. 

Key Characteristics to look £or in considering programs include: 

1. Ability to work s:ioult:aoeously with several files. This dlarac
teristic of database managers is What ~nerally distinguishes them 
from the less expensive file managers. In virtually ellerY database 
application it is desirable to be able to transfer or link data from 
different files . Examples of this \\Otlld include \oJOrk order and 
inventory data, client records and daily scheduling records (£or 
specialized, elderly and handicapped service) , etc. Even if you 
intend to start using a database fur manipulation of single files, 
it is very likely that you will want to expand the application as 
you become nore com£ortable with the system. The capability to 
manipulate several files is important to retain the option of 
integrating files in the future. 

Several types of operations make use of this capacity. Files can be 
joined or linked on the basis of some conmon piece of data. For 
example, service reports might be linked with vehicle history infor
mation by comparing vehicle ID numbers . lata fields from ooe file's 
records might be compared with, or used in a mathematical furmula 
with data from a second file's records. It may be desirable to look 
up data from a \\Ork order in one file \thile \oJOrking with another 
file containing vehicle histories . 

2. Ability to qx)ate file structures. As a natural rart of expanding a 
database application, or as a result of changing data requirements 
in the agency, it may be necessary to change the structure of a data 
file; for example, information fur a new employee incentive program 
mJSt be OOded to each employee IS record • The program should allOW 
the user to ood new data fields or change the characteristics 
(length, data type , etc . ) of the fields, without having to reenter 
all the existing data. 

3. 1IJe of direct l'OIIMilds. It should be possible fur the transit 
agency staff to mdertake simple procedures, or tasks \hich will 
rarely be repeated, step by step using easily learned conmands, pre
ferably assisted by a nenu of comnands. Examples of this type 
include finding inventory information or a particular part, or 
listing all employees with family health insurance. 

4. U3e of progr• or l'OIIMild files. It is desirable to be mle to 
record the coomands required to perform certain tasks in a program 
or coomand file v.hich can be executed with a single cnnnand • This 
capacity allows programs to be written to per£orm complex or fre
cpently repeated tasks . Programs may also be written to allow staff 
vbo are mt familiar with the database management program to use it 
for routine data analysis; such a program could allow maintenance 
staff to input \oJOrk order data or check a vehicle history. 
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5. Speed. Che of the mst tine consuming aspects of database manage
ment is reading and writing large BIOOUnts of data from m9SS storage, 
such as diskettes and hard disks . The large BIOOUl'lts of data DSilipu
lation involved in sorting and processing data files may also be 
time consuming. This tine will be perceptible to tiE user fur vir
tually all database nana.gers with large data files, but some may be 
faster than others . Check to m9ke sure that a program you are con
sidering will rot take all night to read and oort a reasonable-sized 
file. Magazine reviews or other users' experiences will help to 
judge this. 

Word Processors 

A third type of program which will find rumerous applications in 
the transit agency is a ~ processor. These programs allow text to be 
entered on the microcomputer, changed and revised, and stored oo 
adiskette fur retrieval as required. 

Function 

Word processors give the user two different types of flexibility in 
writing. First , a text editor records typed material on a diskette. 
Coomands allow the tSer to make corrections, insert or delete text, 
rearrange material and make copies or different versions of the text. 
Text can easily be tnder lined, centered, indented, and oo on. Second, a 
text funnatter provides n.nnerous q>tions fur printing the docunent, such 
as line spacing, page length, margin width, headers , and {Sge rumbering. 

The use of ~ processors is highly contageous and a:ldictive. It 
saves clerical staff the need to completely retype a letter to correct 
typos or incorporate an editorial dlange. Many managers find that they 
can draft and finalize correspondence and mamos faster on a \\lOrd pro
cessor than they can write the draft and proof first copy. It is a good 
idea to decide early wther ~ processing is a desirable tSe fur your 
microcomputer, because it could dominate the microcomputer's time. 

Some applications of \\lOrd processors are tsrticularly suitable fur 
transit agencies. Boilerplate fur specifications can be rapidly updated 
fur each application without having to retype from scratch. Background 
mterial fur grant applications and planning documents can be adapted 
easily to each requirement . Ukewise , contracts may be easily revised . 
Time savings can be realized in revising paddles and q>erating paperwork 
to incorporate a schedule change. 

~rd processors have facilitated bulk mailings to lists of 
addresses . Lists of subscribers , clients, pass distributors , or 
employees may be incorporated in a standard letter so that each is indi
vidua.lly addressed. Appropriate data, such as a license expiration date 
or pass type may be inserted in the letter's text . This capacity 
greatly increases the agency's flexibility in conmunicating with the 
commmity it serves . 
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\tla.t to U:>ok For 

W:>rd processing is one of the l'!Dst competitive of the microcomputer 
applications . Numerous programs of varying qualities and with differing 
orientations are oo the market. It is l'elpful to define the type of 
material you will be producing en your 'WOrd processor before considering 
the programs available. Considerations such as length of docunent, 
\\hether you will use fuotnotes, tnUSI.Uil dlaracters, etc. will lelp to 
sort out the programs wch will ueet your needs. 

Characteristics to look £or in a word processor include: 

1. 01nma1d fi:maat. Many coomands, such as indentation, underlining, or 
~ntering are required frequently in the course of typing. It is 
preferable that ccmnands be called with a single ley stroke, rather 
than a series of key strokes . The feasibility of single keystroke 
conmands depends on the microcanputer and keyboard being used • 

2. Printing q>tions. Many word processors include options £or Editing 
the appearance of text printout. The u:Jer rre.y mderline, boldface 
or center selected text, or indent entire paragraphs. Ideally these 
options should be displayed en the screen as they will be printed, 
although some programs display a code letter on the IIDllitor instead. 

3. lbring, copying, ..t rerisq text. Several features lelp to Edit 
long cbcunents • Sections of text should be S>le tD be DDved or 
copied from one location to another. A split screen feature aids to 
the p:>wer of this by allowing two documents to be viewed simul.ta
ooous ly, and text to be copied from cne to the other. Text revi
sions are also facilitated by search and replace functions, \ohich 
identify all locations that specified words are u:Jed, allowing the 
user to make changes as required. These features should be easy 
enough to use that they do rot inhibit their UJe. 

4. Printing mr.ts. Margin widths, page length, aJXl line spacing 
should be able to be changed by the user. Headers and £ooters are 
also very helpful in labeling and runbering pages. 

5. 1eport: otga:dzatim. Writing extended tecmical reports can be 
helped by features \thich a.ttomatically place £ootnotes en the 
appropriate page, and \\bi.ch store atd sort key 'WOrds £or a table of 
contents or index. 

6. .lbllity tD laldle _._u. lists. If your agency hat)dles mil-out 
surveys , or mailings to clients or EmPloyees , the program sb:>ul.d 
support this. It shou1d be rl>le to print mailing labels on various 
types of furms and incorporate the a:idress, name of aidressee, ard 
a small 8100\lllt of text in the letter. 

7. lhllity tD laldle tables. Che of the DDSt worthwhile ~lications 
of word processing in small transit ~ations DBy be fur revising 
schedules and paddles • For this application the word processor 
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should be capable of manipulating tables, including inserting and 
deleting rows and columns. Coltm1s of figures should be aligned by 
decimal point, if desired. It should also be p:>ssible to a:lit and 
view tables up to 200 characters wide • 

8. Print buffer. lbes the \t.Ord processor provide a mechanism for 
printing the docunent you just completed '\\bile you go oo with 
atother task? . If not , you may want to purchase a print ruffer or 
spooler' wch will perfonn the sane function. 

Other Generic Software 

Ckaphics 

Graphics capabilities are included in many generic p1ckages or 
families of programs. They allow the t.Ser to rapidly generate graphs 
atd dlarts from data in a spreadsheet or data file nanager. Often 
graphic presentation conveys clearly the trends and p1tterns \\hich the 
rumbers represent, and provides a valuable tool fbr board presentations 
Md public information. 

W:len using a graphics package the user assenbles the illustration 
in a series of steps . The type of graph is selected, fbllowed by the 
particular set of data to be p:>rtrayed . Uibels can be selected fbr the 
axes or legends, located oo the graph itself or provided as titles to 
the entire graph. Colors or tints and line patterns may be selected fur 
the graph. At any point the graph may be viewed prior to adding or 
deleting information. 

'1he <pality of the printed docunent produced depends on the program 
being used and the computer hardware. A graphics board may be required 
for your IIDnitor to be capable of displaying graphics at all. A dot 
mtrix printer, thennal printer, or ink jet printer is required to pro
duce graphic ootput • 

Statistics 

Statistical analysis on main-frame computers has been u;ed fre
cpently in the transit industry fbr analysis of market research and 
ridership surveys • l.htil recently, statistical analysis oo microcom
JUters was limited by the anount of rrem:>ry and the slow speed of the 
equipment available. lb\\leVer, with the mvent of hard disks' 
increasingly large anotmts of internal naoory and faster processing, 
reasonably powerful statistical programs are becaning available. 
CZ.osstabs, regressions, frequencies, and calculation of various Sl.1lllD8l:'Y 
statistics may be mdertaken fbr fairly large samples. Fbwerful sta
tistical analysis of samples oo many microcomputers is rapidly bee~ 
realistic. 

<brrent teclmical constraints oo the am::nmt of internal IIeiOOry have 
resulted in two approaches to the manipulation of large 8DDUI.'lts of data. 
Some programs require the entire data file ·to be loaded into internal 
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DeiOOry. This strategy allows rapid calculation, since all data is 
:internal , but limits the aroount of material vhich can. be processed tx> 
the available. space. Alternatively, data can be read from, and written 
to, disk as it is required for · analysis and caleulations . This process 
slows cbwn the operation considerably, as reading and writing are time
oonstllling processes ; however , much larger files can be a::coom:xlated in 
this way. 

The Role of Generic Software 

~neric tools, because of their range of applications, require nore 
active participation by the u;er than programs designed fur a particular 
task. The spreadsheet needs to be set up fur the particular applica
tion, or the structure of database files must be defined. To r8e this 
feasible fur the large number of users mo have no prior computer 
experience , these programs have been designed tx> be easy to learn am 
tEe. For example, most programs include a tutorial, a structured intro
dlctory exercise, mich teaches the u;er enough to produce useful 
results in several murs and deronstrates the capabilities of the 
program. They also provide ongoing assistance tx> the user in the furm 
of ''menus,'' from which to select COIIIIlBllds and ''Help'' documentation, 
~ich displays a:lditional information oo the screen men the user 
requests it mile using the program. 

In spite of the ease of use, many of these programs allow quite 
sophisticated application by experienced users . In some cases, 
"programs" for particular tasks can be written and stored, to be called 
by name \then they are to be perfonned. 

M:lking effective use of generic software cbes require s:>me time and 
effort to plan and set up the particular application. Many applications 
may be transfered mre or less directly from manual processes already 
being used. Applications of generic programs must be set q> by someone 
\<ho .thoroughly mderstands the task being mdertaken, and can creatively 
aiapt it to the capabilities of the programs; ho-wever, once set up they 
can be used by other individuals with a less active mderstanding of 
the program and the application. 

Mmy generic applications are row available in "integrated" 
programs :in mich a spreadsheet, database manager, 'WOrd processor, and 
possibly other functions are included in one package. Other applica
tions are available in families of programs, '\\bich are designed tx> be 
used together. In general , this trend of integration 0\Tercomes a number 
of the problems with compatibility \\hich may be encountered when each 
application is purchased separately. It also may offer significant tine 
savings to the user in switching from one application tx> another. This 
is valuable \then, for example, a user might take data from a database 
file and manipulate it in a spreadsheet, or incorporate a table from a 
spreadsheet in a report. Integrated applications and families of 
programs usually share the same coomand structures, making it. easier and 
less confusing to switch between them. The major drawback to look for 
in purchasing an integrated package or family of programs is that the 
various mdules or components of the program may not all be equally 
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in an integrated ·package may rot offer the range of ccm:nands or size of 
files \thich might be provided with an independent file mmager. Each 
IIDdule should be canpared to the capabilities of oon-integrated programs 
to ensure that any difference in quality will not offset the benefits of 
integration. 

What to Look For in Generic Software 

In aidition to the specific considerations listed above for each 
type of program, a nnnber of general guidelines apply to all generic 
a>ftware. The following criteria are derived from the considerations for 
selecting a>ftware, SUliiiiBrized in Figure· 2. 2: 

1. Bud disk &qJpOrt (if required) • If your system will include a hard 
disk the program sb:>uld be able to make use of this storage. It 
mould nm on an q>erating system which will support the hard disk. 
It should be able to read from and write to the hard disk. Security 
oechanisms should be available s:> that data stored en the hard disk 
is protected from unauthorized access. Ideally, the program itself 
my be copied to and used from the hard disk; ho\eVer, copy protec
tion used by the s:>ftware distributers to protect their product may 
preclude this . 

2. M.tl.ti-user support (if required) • If the program is to be nm on a 
m.tl.ti-user s:>ftware system it IJ11St be available for use on a m..Il.ti
tmer q>erating system. 

3. (bmpatibility with peer systems. Applications of generic s:>ftware, 
because they are easily mderstood and nndified, are particularly 
well suited for exchange between peer transit systems. If applica
tion development en a database mmager is contemplated, joint deve
lopment with another agency may be feasible and economical . For 
these reasons it nay be desirable to select products used by a 
B!ighboring system with similar characteristics to yours . 

4. (bgnon qlerating system. To minimize confusion and provide can
patibility between programs, all programs sb:>uld nm on the same 
operating system. Selection of an integrated package or family of 
programs will provide this. 

5. Transfer of data files between programs. The S:>ility to transfer 
data between the various pieces of s:>ftware in your system is ~ry 
important. Names and aidresses stored by your file manager may be 
a!eded for a mailing list en your word processor. Ilata from the 
file manager may be transfered to a spreadsheet for analysis, or a 
table from a spreadsheet nay be incorporated in a report on the \\Urd 
processor. 

Many generic programs provide the neans to do this, by translating 
data to or from a format \ohich can be read by other programs. 
Standard file formats for this type of transfer include the DIF for-
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nat and ASCII text files • Some packages provide specific transfer 
capability to or from selected other programs. Selection of an 
integrated package or family of programs ensures transferability of 
data. 

6. Fase of use. Generic programs are \.Sually t~ :first piece of soft
wrre many people use on a microcomputer. Spreadsheets in par
ticular, are frequently used as a scratch pad , for brief, one time 
applications. As a result it is important that they be easy to 
learn and to use • The sophisticated features of the program should 
not interfere with use fOr basic applications. A program Which is 
already familiar to users in the agency, or even the industry, will 
contribute more rapidly to accomplishment of worthWhile results on 
the micro. 

Menus of COlllll811ds can relp make a program easy to learn and use. 
Comnands should be able to be called with a minimal mnnber of 
keystrokes. 

7. Qlality <bcuDeotaticn. Good docunentation may make a program easy 
to learn and use; poor c1c::>ct.mwantation may make it impossible. look 
fur a \\ell organized manual with a clear table of contents and 
index, a step-by-step tutorial covering the capabilities of the 
program, with written text that you can mderstand, with examples. 
The manual should lie q;>en on a table (loose leaf or coil bound fur 
ecample). It is relpful if a small card or booklet sunmarizing can
mends for reference is provided. 

Conclusion 

Of the three major types of generic programs, spreadsheets and 
"Y.Ord processors are fairly mature. Most of the nejor improvements have 
been thought of and copied and the differences between programs are 
likely to be fairly superficial, or minor differences in enphasis. 
Oitabase m9Il8.gers, h:>wever, are fundamentally more complex and are still 
being improved in mre fundamental ways. Statistical analysis is only 
just becoming feasible on microcomputers. Figure 3.4 summarizes t:ba 
various factors to consider men evaluating the first three of t:base 
programs. 

Part II of this handbook docunents several transit applications of 
generic software, primarily spreadsheets. 
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WHAT 10 1.00< FCR 

Hard disk support ( if required) 

Mllti-user support (if required) 

Compatibility with ~er syste:os 

Gmoon operating system 

Tr$1sfer of data between programs : DIF, 
ASCII, or other format 

Ease of Use : menus or prompts 

~lity. documentation: \\ell organized, 
t:utor1.al 

Matrix size 

Formula Length 

M::xiifications to ~adsheet: insert 
a1d delete rows md colUIIIls 

&port appearance: colUIIIl width, 
~adin:gs 

Speed: manual recalculation 

'll:ansfer of data between spreadsheets 

FUnctions md $tatistical capabilities: 
financial , logical , statistical 

Program developuent, macros 

Protected cells 

Ability to 'WOrk with several files 

A>ility to q>date file structure 

t.Se of program or comnand files 

~ed 

Coomand funnat 

IHnting options 

M.Jv:ing copying, and revising: 
spl~t screen, search a1d replace 

Printing :fbrma.ts : margins ' readers 

&port organization: :fbotnotes, contents 

&ndling of mailing lists: label printing, 
letter mdressing 

Handlin_g of tables: colUIIIl and row insert 
atd delete 

Print buffer 

Figure 3.4 What to !.took Por :in Generic Software: Sumnary 



CHAPl'ER 4 

APPLICATION OOFI'WARE 

'Ihis chapter discusses microcomputer programs written to accomplish 
particular tasks in transit management • The sections describe general 
considerations in selecting application software, and sources of appli
cation programs. The availability of programs for various transit 
applications is described. 

The difference between generic and application software is solile'lhat 
analagous to the difference between a hand netal cutter a'1d an 
industrial punch. The metal cutter can do the same job as the punch, 
though less efficiently, as ~11 as n.m:erous other jobs. 'lhe user DllSt 
be skilled in the use of the tool, but can then use it with great flexi
bility. The punch does one job as determined by a pattern, am Illiy do 
it very ~11. 

There are three two types of benefits W:lich nay be obtained from 
the purchase of tran~it application programs. Many of the ~plications, 
such as maintenance management , inventory, am ridership analysis, are 
basically database management applications of existing methods. The 
computer is programned to do the same steps '\\hich are presently done by 
hand. In these cases one benefits froni the developer 1 s programning 
experience and the t:h>ught put into the development of the application. 
Q:hers, such as runcutters and planning tools, incorporate mthematical 
nethods in an easily usable tool. Such products may incorporate the 
developer 1 s expertise in the particular management function, allowing 
the user of the program to benefit from techniques they \Qlld rot ocher
wise use. Finally, some m9ke use of innovative technology, such as the 
use of portable devices fbr data collection. 

Sources of Application Programs 

There are fOur sources of transit software. 

1. U1TA and other public agencies are sponsoring the development of a 
number of programs Wlich will be in the plblic tbnain. 

2. Some coumercial, general pn:pose ~ams, designed fur specific 
business applications, such as accOtmting or inventory, may be 
applicable to transit operations. 

3. A m.nnber of prograrmners am consultants are developing JrOPrletary 
applications for sale . 

4. It is also possible to have custom programs developed fur your pur
JX)se. 
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Public Domain Programs 

lMl'A has sponsored the development ' testing' am distribution of a 
rumber of transit application programs. These programs have been, or 
are being, developed by transit agency staff and/ or consultants. After 
development they are :revie'Ned and tested before being made available to 
other agencies. New releases are announced in 'tr'IME Capsule" ai¥i 
distributed, for the cost of reproduction, through the TIME Support 
Center (see Appendix for reference) • 

'1he first programs of this type, including two transit trip schedu
lers, a route perfonnance and cost analysis program, a strategic 
plaming tmdel , 800 some programni.ng utilities, were developed for Apple 
mi.crocomputers in the programni.ng language PASCAL on the UCSD p-System 
operating system. (See Chapter 5 for discussion of operating systems.) 
OJe to the increasing popularity of the IBM microcomputers and can
patible machines , these programs are oow being converted to nm on IBMs. 
A wage and benefit furecasting tmdel fur the IBM with the NCI p-system 
is also available. 

A group of detoonstrations using database managers to brl.ld time
keeping, parts inventory and client record keeping systems is also being 
fi.mded. 'lhese demonstrations will be distributed snd will be chcumented 
as nndels to provide guidance fur development of similar programs by 
transit q>erators. The dem:>nstrations will provide a JX>int of departure 
for transit management' with the relp of a local programner and a data
base management program, to develop a system tailored to the local 
system's needs . 

In mdition to T.MrA sponsored application programs' other applica
tion development sponsored by public agencies may be in the public 
c:bnain. Theoretically these programs could be transplanted to other 
agencies. Actually many complications ecist. The developing agency is 
rot in the software distribution rosiness and ct>es n:>t have resources to 
support the transfer of their program to other operations. It is also 
likely that nodifications 'WOUld be required. lhless the nodifications 
are minor and the application is written in an easy language to mx:lify, 
fhis could be a major undertaking. 

''Off-the-Shelf'' General Purpose Programs 

A limited runber of ccmnercially distributed application programs 
have roles in the transit industry. The accounting and inventory ftmc
tions are particularly suitable fur automation using ecisting software. 
~, most of these packages were developed fur the largest possible 
markets, such as small hlsinesses snd retail outlets. For this reason 
they may oot be appropriate fur transit operations, with their canplex 
record keeping and funding structures • These packages should be 
reviewed in detail to assure that they will perform as required. 

Off-the-shelf programs can be purchased from retail rutlets or mil 
order rouses . Retail outlets may give you the q>portunity to try out 
the product in the store and see \~hat it is you are purchasing. At the 
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same t:i.rre their inventory is limited, so if you do oot find the product 
that you are looking for, do oot give up. If you know vtlat you want, 
mail order muses offer the IIDre popular off-the-shelf packages at 
significantly reduced prices . In either case, users of the program, 
program manuals , and magazine reviews are a better source of information 
than sales staff vho may not be familiar with the products they are 
selling, and are biased toward the specific programs they distribute. 

Proprietary Transit Programs 

Software is becoming increasingly available for a nt.nnber of transit 
management functions. These programs are reveloped as comnercial ven
tures by programmers, consultants, or a:ademic staff. Distributors of 
proprietary software may provide a demonstration diskette if you are 
considering purchasing their program. 'Ihis diskette, for a relatively 
low cost (often mder $20), provides a limited version of the program, 
and sometimes a sample session to remnstrate its use. Review of the 
demonstrator can be very valuable in identifying qualities to look for 
in the general type of software, as ~11 as becoming introduced to the 
specific program. 

Proprietary products may be m9rketed in several ways. Occasionally 
programs may be provided with doCtiiOOntation for installation by the 
purchaser . Installation may include copying portions of the operating 
system cnto the program diskette , making adjustments for the specific 
hardware being used, and setting up an initial database. furmally some 
involvement by the distributor is required to install the program, and 
may include setting up data input structures, report formats, etc. Sane 
products are marketed as turn-key systems, in \Jlich the rrd.crocomputer 
equipment, software, and limited consulting services fur installation 
and training are provided as a package. 

Pecause of the relatively small market for such specialized pro
ducts , the cost of these programs is high ( $5,000-$20, 000) • These 
programs must be designed to be flexible in order to be suited fur a 
large number of agencies. As a result they may not provide a perfect 
fit with the needs and operating practices of each agency. ~er, the 
disadvantages inherent in p.IrChasing such a package llllBt be canpared 
with the true cost of reveloping a complex application in rouse. 

h1 additional consideration mich applies when p.IrChasing 
proprietary software is the moount of support wch will be available. 
These programs have probably had less use, and are mre specific to a 
particular agency, than mass marketed programs. As a result they may 
have mre problems. Will the distributor warranty the product against 
errors (''bugs")? IX>cumentation should be th>rough and usable. (This is 
~rticularly important fur this type of purchase, since the distributor 
is probably more interested in the problem and program than in p.tblic 
relations.) How much training will the distributor provide? \mt kind 
of response will you get \Jlen you call with a problem? Is the distri
butor stable and likely to stay in business? Other users of the program 
will be able to relp you evaluate the supportiveness of the distributor. 
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Chstan Programs 

If mne of the Ebove products fill the need, it may be necessary to 
have a program written fur the pirpOSe. 'Ibis is mt to l:e taken 
lightly. A custom program is likely to he up to 10 t:irres as expensive 
as packaged software and often takes two or three tines as long as 
expected to complete. 

If you decide to l'dre a progranmer fur software development, pre
pare specific requirements as to \\hat data will be input, in \\hat form, 
by 'than sod when. Also specify the reports that will be required. Chce 
these have been established, consider them fixed, as later changes \\Ullld 
increase the time required fur and rost. of the program. Have the 
progr8111Der provide a detailed description of the program, including 
DDCk-ups of input screens, reports and CODID8Ild nenus , for your approval 
before the a:tual prograuming begins. Fix the timetable am establish 
penalties fur ewer-run. Make explicit the S~Dtmt and type of dc>c::unEn
tation and training you require. Include in the rontract debugging 
(identification and coriection of errors) and a trial implementation 
period before a:cepting the product. 

Application Areas 

'nrl.s section Sl111n8rizes the areas \>here application software is in 
UCJe in the transit industry within the three m9Ilagement categories of 
operations, plaming, am finance and a:counting. 

9?erations 

Application programs are available fur two ftnctions within the 
operations area: (1) scheduling, and (2) fleet naintenance and inven
tory. 

Scheduling and runcutting. 'lbe program RUaJS, nmning en main
frame oomputers, haS 'been cne of the DDre visible applications of auto
mtion in the transit industry in the past. Scheduling and nmcutting 
is an extremely laborious process, ~ch is well suited to the e1iting 
atd repetition capabilities of computers . 

Although rot yet capable of handling the entire RUaJS process, 
microcomputers can be valuable in facilitating individual parts of the 
process. Several programs are available to assist with this task. 
Some perform cnly portions of the scheduling, blocking, runcutting, and 
Erliting process W:dle others combine cne or tiDre functions . A public 
<bnain scheduler, available from the TIME Support Center, builds and 
Erlits blocks from starting times and travel tine information, and calcu
lates S\IIID8ry statistics. 'lbe a.ttput from this program can be Erlited 
udng a text e1itor or word processing program to generate paddles or 
PJ}>lic timetables. A simple scheduler using a spreadsheet program is 
Ulustrated in Chapter 11. 'lbese programs cut chwn the time required to 
fl.ll rut the time points in schedules , and reduce the effort involved in 
<X>nsidering several scheduling a1 tematives . 
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IToprietary runcutters are available. Block or train information 
ald. runcutting constraints are used as input to these programs \othich 
generate runs . The runcutting process may he either automatic or 
interactive, as desired. Interactive use allows the user to specify 
runs to cut ' wle the computer performs the nechanics of keeping track 
of unassigned work and statistics. Automation of runcutting is most 
valuable in a system too large for the scheduler to be th:>roughly fami
liar with all the schedules in the system. 

Fleet maintenance. Maintenance management is an application \there 
microcomputers may haVe a significant impact oo transit management. An 
Enormous axootmt of information is generated during routine maintenance 
DUnctions, Which has not in the past been available to decision-makers 
in a usable form. 

Maintenance management is primarily a database management problem, 
\\here the objective is to make the data accessible to managers and 
staff. More complete routine reporting allows the manager to uonitor 
maintenance perfonnance. Special queries can assist management in one
time situations, such as assessing the performance of a particular part, 
or establishing preventive maintenance intetvals for a system. Having 
data on each vehicle and past 'WOrk readily available also t.elps main
tenance staff in diagnosing and correcting problems rapidly. Repeat 
failures , for ecample, can be identified quickly. 

8everal components may be included in a maintenance management 
system including vehicle histories , servicing or fuel ticket records, 
:repair or work orders, and parts inventory. The proprietary systems on 
the market include some or all of these. Reports generated include pre
ventive maintenance schedules, exception reports, maintenance histories 
fur a particular vehicle, and inventory status reports. 

&:>me proprietary programs are written in database management 
programs/languages. D.le to the m911y interrelationships between dif
ferent data ·files in naintenance m911agement, and the sheer aoount of 
data, a database m911ager capable of manipulating mre than one file at a 
time is essential for this purpose, even in fairly small properties. 

In issue ~ich applies particularly to ma.intenance management 
systems concerns the quality of data wch is input. Il:lta nay be input 
by maintenance staff. It is desirable for maintenance staff to be 
involved with .the system, so that they are aware of the benefits \thich 
they get from it ; however, '\~hen data is input directly the likelihood of 
errors and incorrect entries may increase • For this reason ''error 
trapping,'' which provides checks oo data input, is very important. 
1n input item is compared against the range of acceptable values fur 
that piece of data, and a message is displayed if it is mt acceptable. 
r-bre control 0\ler data input is provided if data from paper records is 
reviewed and input by office staff. lbwever this procedure distances 
the system from the naintenance staff and ma.y reduce its usefulness. 
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Planning 

Application programs are available \\hich may contribute to planning 
in three areas: ( 1) on-off count analysis, (2) route performance mni
toring, and ( 3) service planning and long-range planning. 

In aidition to the application programs, spreadsheets are used 
extensively for planning. , They are particularly valuable :fur nonitoring 
xoute-level performance ueasures, and fur estimating costs of planned 
service. Examples of other applications are documented in Part II of 
this handbook. 

<h-off count analysis. Application·programs are in use W:lich make 
use of hand held data collection devices resembling hand held calculators 
fOr ridership surveys. The data collected is transferred to a microcom
tut:er, and is Slmtl8rized in predefined reports. A major aivantage to 
this strategy is tl;lat data is input directly at the time of collection, 
atd need rot be input later by office staff. 

Route ~rformance monitor~~. The ~lie cbnain route performance 
atd cost ana ysis progi"'am availa le from the TIME Support Center produ
ces SUIIDliries of ridership and cost of service by route. A similar 
atalysis can be done on a spreadsheet, illustrated in Part II of this 
handbook. 

Service plann~ and ~-r~e planning_. Several service planning 
tools 1'laVe been deve oped ~h corporate &mand furecasting tech
niques rot used in current nenual nethods. ~ of these are available 
fran the TIME Support Center. TOPS is a short-range planning tool which 
predicts route-level dtanges in ridership aro cost due to changes in 
fare, number of stops , frequency of service, and ruming time. FRACAS 
is a long-range or strategic planning tool wch can be used to explore 
trade-offs bet\veen route structures, fares , and headwa.ys , given various 
input concerning the agency's operating objectives aro environment. 

Financial Forecasting and Accounting 

.Application programs are available fur ( 1) forecasting labor
related costs and ( 2) accounting. Spreadsheets are also ectensively 
used in this area, and are discussed in Part II. 

Forecasting labor-related costs. <he application program of rele
vance in this area is UBUCKS, Yhich is being developed mder lMI'A spon
a>rship. This program projects various labor wage and benefit costs 
md takes into account the aDX)U[lt of service offered, mscheduled 
pay rours and COlA provisions . 

Account~. Accounting is an application WGich would appear to be 
a very approprl.B.te microcomputer application due to the methodical arxi 
repetitious nature of the tasks and the amount of numerical calcula
tions. en the other hand, it is a sensitive area, because of the impor
tance of accuracy and correctness • For this reason system 
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implementation Should be handled carefully to avoid transitional 
problems. 

A rrumber of accounting packages are en the narket due to the essen
tial nature of the accounting function for all businesses. Because they 
are designed for use by small private businesses, the key consideration 
in selecting one is v.hether it can accomnodate the particular require
J:J:ents of the transit industry. 

Most accounting packages consist of five elements Which are 
designed to be used together, but '\\hich can be purchased as separate 
n:odules: 

-general ledger 
-accounts pgyable 
-accounts receivable 
-payroll 
-inventory 

A change or correction in one nodule should be wtomatically incor
porated when it affects the other nodules. 

The JIDdules of nx:>st use to the typical transit agency are general 
ledger and accounts payable. Accounts receivable may be required in an 
agency with extensive pass sales or charter 'WOrk. The payroll tmdule 
might need to be revised if an exception-based payroll system is in use; 
DmlY agencies using a service agency may gain little a:ivantage from 
IIOVing the process in-house v.hile becoming responsible for producing the 
t:aychecks punctually. Finally, many inventory nx:>dules are designed for 
retail inventory rather than stockroom control; for example, they may 
mt incorporate reordering thresholds, nor multiple suppliers. 

The standard reporting required by Section 15 has s:>me impact on 
program selection. Can the program use 10 digit account codes? Can 
reports be formatted to fulfill the Section 15 requirements? 

A second consideration in selecting an accounting package concerns 
the aroount of flexiblity. Can you reformat reports to your own 
requirements? If not will the supplier make mxlifications fur you? If 
the program is written in a database nsnagement language it may facili
tate minor Changes. 

\mat to Look For in Application Programs 

Selection of application s:>ftware is complicated by the fact that 
nx:>st of it has been developed for a specific microcanputer, operating 
system combination . The nass narket for generic s:>ftware encourages 
program developers to m9ke their product available for a large number of 
comnon microcomputers and operating systems. The notivation to aiapt 
transit application programs for the various microcomputers is less 
strong. Many products are designed to be applied in a particular 
agency's setting, or to be s:>ld with or fur a particular nachine. 
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'Ihe best s:>urce of information on a specific piece of transit 
application software is mdoubtedly a transit property \\hich has been 
\Sing the program. APrA and state transit association neetings provide 
a valuable :furum for exchange of experiences concerning microcomputer 
applications. A list of applications mder revelopnent and available is 
provided in the US ~partnent of Transportation's Software and Source 
Book, (see Appendix) which is updated periodically. 'the staff ot the 
TJ:ME Support Center may also be able to provide general information and 
"Ieferences :fur various transit applications . 

A number of considerations are conmon to application programs in 
tn.y transit function. These are oosed on the roncepts of canpatibility, 
flexibility, expansibility, and cost, discussed in Chapter 2. 
Additional technical considerations are discussed :fur each application 
area below. Working with the reveloper of proprietary or custan 
programs may offer IIDre flexibility in satisfying these objectives than 
can be obtained with coomercial packages . 

1. Tralsferability of data. Although the application programs 
generally ~ide a more self-contained system than ~neric 
programs' there may still be key points \\here it is resirable to 
transfer data between functions. For example, data on suppliers from 
an inventory application m9.y be required by accmmts payable. Data 
fl.les \\hich have uses outside the application program sb:>uld be 
easily transferred. 

2. flexibility within the program. 'lbe program itself may offer the 
user q>tions in specifying data to be retrieved, structure of data 
input, and reports • Review the reports and data analysis you 
'lequire, and canpare these with the capabilities of the program. 

3. Flexibility to c:haoge the (t0g['81D. In s:>rne cases it may be 
R!Cessary to IIDdify a program in order to obtain the product you 
'lequire. This may be done by you or a program:ner you hire, or, more 
likely, it may be done by the program developer. In order :fur you 
or your progranmer to change the ·program, you must have access to 
the "source code" of the program in the language in \Jlich it was 
written. "Cbject code" of the program, wch has been translated to 
nm oo the canputer and coannot be changed, is ~erally distri
b.Ited. The source code of proprietary or conmercial s:>ftware is 
Ennetimes not provided, as the revelopers keep rontrol CNer distri
b.Ition of the program; however, you sb:>uld be able to obtain source 
cxx:ie :fur public domain programs, or o.JStom software. 

Application programs may be written in any of a number of different 
languages' wch make it m:>re or less difficult to change them. 
&>me are written in database management languages \Jlich makes minor 
JIDdification relatively easy to do. The ease of making changes to 
programs written in PASCAL, Fortran, or B~IC depends on the quality 
of the programning and documentation. 

4. D!lta capacity. A basic concern :fur all programs is Wl.ether the 
·program is capable of handling the arootmt of data you generate or 
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eq>ect to generate in the next few years • 'lhe capaCity of tb! 
program may depend en the annmt of IDell¥)ry available in the uachine 
on Which it is run. 

5. IXpaosibility. Some application programs are designed to :Include 
all the functions of a particular application. Others consist of 
IOOdules Wrl.ch only handle portions of tb! ftnction. Cbnsider the 
likelihood that you may wish to a:ld other ID:)dules in the future. In 
order to do this, data structures have to be transferable, am 
~hanisms for coordinating the mxlul.es may be teqllired. 

6. O>st. Implementation of an application includes rumerous costs 
\\hich may rot be included in the cost of the program itself. 
Setting up an application will include: 

-installation 
-training of staff 
-input of initial database 
-duplications of the function during tb! test period 

'Ihe cost of these activities may be :Included in the provider's 
charge, included in a contract with a consultant, or Ebsorbed by 
your payroll. 

7. illpport. Application programs may be less polished and trouble-free 
than the much used generic programs. 'lbey are also 110re likely to 
be tailored for your particular teqllirements. Che of the a:lvantages 
of purchased application programs over p.lblic cbnain software, is 
that you should be able to expect a:»going support from the developer 
or supplier. look for a warranty or test period to eDSUre that the 
program will do \\hat it claimed to cb correctly. Fnsure that the 
provider will take responsibility for correcting problems. Consider 
the availability of telephone support sh:>ul.d you have problems or 
cpestions. 

8. lbo.Dentation. As always , good cbcuuentation is essential to the 
effectiveness of the program in use. This may not be a top concern 
of developers of application software. <lleck the docuoentation to 
IIBke sure it is -well organized, deals with the application in a way 
that is useful to the user of the program, and can be mderstood by 
l:k>meOne \'tho does not have a degree in computer science. 

9. P.l.t with agency procedures. Users of the program sh>ul.d mt have 
to turn their procedures inside out to a:lopt the application 
program. lAita should be input in a fOrm easily a:lapted from current 
data sources . Reports should be available in the fbrms needed by 
your agency. The vocabulary of the application ald procedures per
formed by the program srould be compatible with current procedures 
to be easily mderstood and used by agency staff. 
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Conclusion 

llpplication ooftware fur transit is in a less a:ivanced state of 
development than are the generic programs. ~lopoent of application 
software tends to lag behind the availability of hardware. "Jhen a new 
lllrdware product comes on the market, developnent of software fur it 
begins. Several mnths or years later that ooftware is completed ani 
the product begins to mature. Products with general applicability ani 
amnerical potential, such as generic programs, tend to be available 
first, due to the highly competitive mark and close cooperation between 
the hardware am software cevelopers. M::>re esoteric (an:l less 
lucrative) programs, such as transit applications, appear later. At the 
present time a large m:mber of transit application programs are being 
developed, but relatively few are already available. 

Initial transit-specific products tended to be transferred from 
other in:lustries, such as trucking, or sized-down verions of programs 
already available on microcomputers . lblever, programs designed ini
tially fur microcomputer-based transit applications are now reaching the 
market. 
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Transferability of data 

Flexibility within the program 

Flexibility to dlange the program: 
IB.tabase rrsnagement language, 
SJurce ~e 

I.ata capacity 

Scpandibility 

Cost: installation, training, testing 

&Jpport : ~bugg:lng, test ~riod, 
telephone support 

lhcuuentation 

Fit with agency procedures : I8ta input, 
t:eports 

Flexibility to accommodate work rules 

Report generating capabilities 

Data input procedures and dlecking 

Flexibility to generate one-time reports 

Data requirements of the program 

Ability to use Section 15 expense ~es 

Flexibility to define reports required 

Figure 4.1 What to Look For in Application Software: Stmnary 





CHAPI'ER 5 

CPmATING SYSTIMS 

This chapter discusses the nost basic element of system software, 
operating systems. Th.e first section concerns ~ function of ~ 
operating system, and is fullowed by discussion of operating system 
selection. Finally, some of ~ nore widespread operating systems are 
described briefly. 

Function 

The operating system is the fuundation of all computer use. It is 
a program which is designed fur a particular microprocessor mip an:i 
allows the user, or other programs, to control the operation of ~ com
puter hardware itself. The operating system: 

1. Coordinates the various parts of the hardware system. It facilitates 
aiding optional peripherals, such as disk drives, printers, or 
m:xiems. 

2. Handles input an:i output. Retrieval of data from disk files, saving 
programs and data on disks , and sending cutput to the ·printer are all 
tasks of the operating system. 

3. Controls disk fOrmats and space allocation. 

4. Coordinates user needs fur naoory, processor time, an:l conmunication 
in rrlliti-user systems. 

'lhus the operating system is a COIDOOn denominator that makes it 
JX)ssible fur a variety of programs to be nm on the system without each 
cne having to deal with ~ specific dl.aracteristics of the hardware 
being used. It has been described as analagous to a waiter, \\he> takes 
atd delivers orders, picks up an:i eta livers the fuod, prepares the bill, 
r:eceives payment, and clears the tables. 

Urually, the operating system comes on a diskette Wrl.ch IIUSt be 
loaded in ~ m9.Chine at the time that it is turned on. The first thing 
that the computer does when it is turned on is to look fur the operating 
system en ~ diskettes . If it finds it, large parts of the operating 
system are read arrl stored in neroory, making the computer ready to nm 
application programs. This process is called 'booting." Programs \<ttich 
can be booted directly, without loading an operating system diskette 
first, have the necessary components of the operating system included on 
the program diskette. In aidition, some computers come with part of the 
operating system stored permanently in the merasable part of the 
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<nnputer' s ueroory or Read <Ally Meroory (RCJ.t) , S> it is already there ~en 
the system is turned en. 

Although tre operating system is working continually behind the sce
nes \ben an application program is run, the part of the operating system 
Wl.ich the user tll)St often contacts directly manages the storage of data 
ald ~am files on diskettes or hard disks. The operating system 
"formats" new diskettes with its awn particular organization, so that 
fi.les can be saved and indexed in a systematic way. It allows the user to 
name files and writes the contents of a diskette en a directory so that 
fi.les can be fuund when they are needed. It copies files from one 
diskette to another, or to the screen or printer. 

'llie operating system contains the BIOS or Basic Input/Output System. 
'D1e BICS coordinates the various peripherals, such as printers , mnitors, 
disk drives , and keyboards l<idch are l:Doked up to the mi.crocauputer. In 
a:xne cases the BIOS may need to be dlanged by the user ~n the system is 
fi.rst set up in order to specify the dlaracteristics of the particular 
equipment in use. 

In ~dition, some operating systems include other useful ftnctions • 
The OCSD p-system, fur example, includes a text Editor \ilich can be used 
to retrieve, modify, and save files • Features W:lich are being incor
~rated in new operating systems are ~tered around the growing :feasibi
lity of mtworldng microcomputers. ''Multi-tasking" systems enable a user 
to put a particular program on rold while switching to another one. 
''Windowing'' is one way of flipping back and furth between programs. 
''Multi-user" systems allow users oo several terminals to share canputer 
time and storage. New developuents also tend toward making operating 
systems easier to learn and use. 

Q;>erating systems are written to be used with, and make the tll)St of, 
specific CPU microprocessor dlips. The CPU is the ~art of the computer 
itself and does the actual computing as \'ell as coordinating the other 
tasks the microcomputer must do. Chly fuur ldnds of CPU microprocessor 
dl.ips have been used in almost all microcomputers • The najor difference 
between them is the size of bundles of data W:lich they process at a time. 
The smallest mit of data is called a ''bit," ani the earliest microcom
p.~ters, using the Z-80 or CBM 6502 microprocessor, processed data 8 bits 
at a time. The second generation of microcomputer, including the IBM-PC 
md many similar machines , uses a 16 bit microprocessor, the Intel 8088. 
Pn increasing rumber of new microcomputers use the Zenith 68000 micropro
cessor and process data 32 bits at a time. The bit size of the micropro
cessor determines h:>w fast the microcomputer works and the aoount of 
netOC>ry (Random Access Memory, or RAM) which can be used. 

\\bat to Look For 

In general , the dloice of an operating system is one of the tll)St fun
damental in selecting a microcomputer system. It is generally desirable 
to pick cnly cne, and stick with it in order to avoid confusion, and to 
give the rost flexibility in the use of the system and compatibility bet
leen programs. For example, if you save a file of data on diskette using 
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q>erating system A, you will not be able to work on that data with any 
program in q:>erating system B, because they fonna.t data differently on the 
diskettes. 

Any application program which you may wish to l:uy will be available 
for use with one or rrore particular operating systems. Likewise, a 
limited selection of operating systems may be available fur a particular 
computer. Sometimes one comes free with the computer, although others 
nay be purchased. Thus , the choice of an operating system nay be made 
'implicitly if you identify particular application ooftware \\hich suits 
your needs. 1he application, or combination of applications, you desire 
my only be available on one operating system. 

Three types of factors Should be considered in selecting an operating 
system. It is important that the operating system is and will continue to 
be widely used and supported by ooftware induqtry, as indicated by program 
availability and the out look for ~ system. Second a number of features 
such as a text editor, memory, multi-user support, multi-tasking, hard 
disk support, and ease of use, are helpful for routine. use. Finally, more 
a::lvanced features, including a debugger, linker and 8087 coprocessor sup
IX>rt may be valuable fur extensive programming. 

1. Program availability. The flexibility of the operating system 
depends on the n.nnber and type of programs \ohich are written fur it. 
Mbre application software is usually written fur operating systems 
\\hich are available for a m.nnber of different microcomputers . A 
''house brand'' operating system, written and distrbuted for only one 
IIBChine may constrain you in the future to using only application 
programs written fur that machine. This ~ld not natter if you only 
make use of generic or off-the-shelf application programs available 
for that machine, or if you plan to use custom written applications. 

2. Olt:look for the system. The future flexibility of your system will 
depend largely oo Y.hether the operating system is revised and rrodified 
to incorporate new developrents and ideas. The operating systems 
\\hich are kept current will be a:lopted for new machines and selected 
fur new software ~velopment. For small systems planning to rrake use 
of generic or commercial software this may not be a significant 
oonstraint. Ho-wever in cases mere the microcomputer is likely to be 
a first step to future automation, obsolescence could become a 
problem. 

3. lilitor. This function of the operating system facilitates making 
Changes to files of text or data. 

4. Slfficient IIIE!IIDry. The amotmt of internal nemory wch can be used 
by the computer is ~termined by the operating system. This nemory 
must rold the operating system itself, the application program, and 
part or all of the data being used. Your specific netrory require
nents will be determined by the application programs you plan to 
use. The hardware of the computer also limits the aroount of nernory 
vhich can be used. Because of the netrory limitations on early 
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microcomputers, efficiency and compactness of the operating system 
WiS desirable, to m:DCimize the space :fur application programs. More 
recently developed 16 bit computers have less rremory constraint, so 
n:eiOOry can be traded off :fur aiditional features and ease of use. 

5. Hllti-user support. If you expect your microcomputers to be con
nected in a network :fur shared use of data and equipment, the 
operating system you select slx>uld support this configuration. 
Alternatively aiditional system software is required. 

6. M.llti-tasldng. A recent development in operating sytems is the 
lhility :fur a user to switch back and :furth between applications and 
programs. This enhancement aids to the flexibility of the microcan
p.lter. 

7. liard disk support. If you plan to use a hard disk :fur storage of a 
central database or programs, make sure that the operating system you 
are considering will support it. 

8. Fase of uae. You are nore likely to use the capabilities of the 
operating system if it is easy to learn. English-like comnands and 
nenus both relp to make the operating system easier to learn an::l use. 

9. D:!bugger. A debugger 1-el ps the programner to locate errors in the 
program by providing a window into the nanory of the computer. 

10. Linker. A linker allows portions of a program to be written in 
machine language And later incorporated in the I!8in program. Writing 
certain portions of the program in rrachine language can speed up the 
program. 

11. lt)87 coprocessor support. 'Ire 8087 coprocessor is a chip \>hich can 
be aided to the computer to handle mathematical calculations. The 
0087 may speed up tasks \oh.ich require extensive calculations. 

Major aperating Systems 

There are :fuur families of operating system coomonly in use on micro
cauputers: CP/M, M3-J:Xl), the p-system and UNIX. Within each one there 
are numerous variations, developed :fur use on particular processors or 
microcomputers, or to allow particular configurations of hardware. Some, 
for example, do mt support the use of hard disks . 

CP/M 

CP/M was the first operating system to be widely used oo microcan
p.lters. ~veloped by Digital Research Inc. , it is available on 8 bit 
microcomputers using the Z80 or Intel 8080 microprocessor, such as the 
Osbornes, 'JR.SBO, <brlmodore 64 am many others. An updated version, 
CP /M86, is available :fur t5e oo 16-bit microcanputers with the Intel 8088 
and 8086 chips • 
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Early versions of CP/M are limiting, because they only allow the use 
of 64k ( 64,000) bytes (each byte equals 8 bits) of remry, 8k to lCk bytes 
of \thich is occupied by the operating system itself. Version 3.0, 
Concurrent CP/M, has overcome the n:emory limitation, am also allows a 
lEer to switch back and furth between different programs nmning simulta
~ously. CP/M has a Basic Input-output System (BIOS) which nay need to be 
tailored to the rarticular equiprent on W:lich it is used. CP/M does not 
support graphics. Another difficulty is that the diskette fOrmats used by 
the different versions are not standard s::> that a program or data written 
cn cne machine or version cannot be read en another machine. 

CP/M is in a mature state. <Ner the years it has been in general 
Ule it has acquired a large m.nnber of dedicated users, and a considerable 
body of available s::>ftware. It is being updated to ~ep pace with tech
nical developnatts, and thus remains a viable operating system. 

M)-OOS 

This system was developed by Microsoft fur the IBM-PC, and is known 
as PC-Ill) in that version • fu\olever , it is also used en a rn.mlber of 
machines \thich use the Intel 8088 am 8086 processor. M)-OOS uses easy to 
:remember English ccmnands with straightforward syntax (or coomand fOrmat) • 
'lhe language is oriented toward the ~rspective of the users, \thile CP/M 
reflects mre closely the mechanics of the uachine. lbwever, :ftnctionally 
the two systems are cpi.te similar. MS-OOS does cons\.lle mre o:emory than 
CP/M. The variety of disk fOrmats in use limits the transferability of 
programs and data between machines using MS-OOS. Many of the advanced 
features of cperating systems, \thich first \\ere introduced in UNIX, have 
row been incorporated in MS-OOS. These include concurrency or multi
tasking, and s::>phisticated directories fur easier organization of files on 
disks. 

The majority of new ccmnercial software is being made available en 
l-8-00S, due to the J'J..lnber of types of machines it nms en, the number of 
users of these machines , and its promising future . 

The p-system 

The p-system is mre than an q:>erating system, it includes aids 
fur the programner and programming languages . It was developed at the 
l.hiversity of California at San Diego (UCSD) and has been in existence in 
various forms since 1974. It incorporates several concepts wch make it 
particularly versatile and suitable fur the program development. Because 
of these features, it was a:iopted by tMrA as a desirable system for deve
lopment of transit application s::>ftware. Much of the s::>ftware developed 
so far tnder lMTA finding has been written in the Pascal language on the 
p-system. Jb-wever, it has not been widely accepted camnercially, and n:any 
of the popular software p:1ckages are rot available en it. 

'Ihe objective of the p-system is to facilitate the transfer of 
programs from ene computer to another. In order to do this, a standard 
form of several programming languages, such as RR'IRAN, BASIC, and Pascal, 
has been incorporated in the system. In order to IMke the p-system 
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available on a rei machine, it is only recessary to rewrite a small por
tion of the q>erating system. This makes the e:ltire body of p-system 
software available fur the rei product. (In practice there are other 
problems with transferring p-system programs. For example, different 
versions of the q>erating system are in use and disk formats are mt 
necessarily compatible.) 

Jnother tnUSual feature of the p-system is that it includes Jrogram 
development tools • Several program:ning languages rray be selected. A text 
editor, intended to aid the programuer in writing programs is also 
included. This makes the system particularly attractive to programners. 

The mst obvious difference between the p-system and other q>erating 
systems to the user is that it uskes use of nenus • For example, the uai n 
IIeilU obtained after loading the system allows you to moose between the 
Fditor, Filer (containing rost of the usual operating system ftnctions) 
Compiler, and several other functions • To the initial user this is 
easier, because you do mt need to remeuher to look up so nmty ccmnands. 
H::>wever, the complexity of the system and the way that it handles 
programning languages also tend to make it slower, and rore a.mbersome fur 
experienced progranmers to use. 

UNIX is an operating system designed by Bell labs specifically fur 
IIUlti-user microcomputer systems. Because of the po\\ler and speed require
nents of a II111.ti-user system, UNIX, and various versions of it, such as 
XENIX and VENIX, are available fur the microcomputers \ohich use 32 bit 
processors, such as the Motorola 68000. In a3dition to the basic 
operating system functions, it includes various functions to increase the 
JX>wer and versatility of the system and to aid the programner. 

1¢ present the rumber of microcomputers capable of handling UNIX' 
DeiiX)ry requirements is q.rl.te small and those that exist are expensive. As 
a result the narket fur UNIX application a:>ftware is limited and little 
cormnercial software has been developed. Some transit systems are using 
this q>erating system to develop multi-user microcomputer systems, and are 

. u:~ing custom or proprietary software fur a range of applications. 

The benefits of networked and multi-user systems are likely to result 
in the growth of the multi-user narket. The significant attributes of 
tNIX such as its programming utilities and 11lllti-user support, are now 
available with recent versions of M3-IO:) and Concurrent CP/M. 

Gxtclusion 

Having selected promising microcomputer applications fbr your agency 
and a general microcomputer system configuration, your choice of an 
operating system may be limited. lh~, it is ~rth mderstanding the 
role and characteristics of the various operating systems before proceding 
with one selected by default. 
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IROGRMfiN.; IAIDUAGES 

This chapter will be of nnst value to nsnagers interested in 
contracting fur development of custom software, or oonsidering writing 
sLmple application programs. 

Many microcomputer users can make use of the &:>ftware packages or 
programs available and may never need to use a ''high-level" programning 
language. If a program is not available romnercially fur a particular 
application, it may be necessary to write a program yolirself, find 
s:>meone else \>ho has written cne and a::iapt it to your needs, or hire 
s:>meone to write one. Usually a progranming language is provided free 
with your micro \>hich may be suitable fur these tasks. The need fur a 
language may ooly develop as you become familiar with your system and 
start to place . increasingly specific demands on it. Possible applica
tions include writing short programs to m:>dify files of data fur use by 
ot~r programs, or developing custom programs. Writing an extensive 
application program is a major mdertaking which is best left to 
experienced programmers. 

Characteristics of Languages 

'lhere are any rrumber of languages in use fur developing computer 
programs. Each one has particular strengths and weaknesses wch make 
it appropriate fur particular types of programs, or appeal to different 
programmers. 

The spectrum of languages extends from machine language ( tre 
language of the machine itself) , through asseubly language (in \>hich 
some of the machine language is replaced by logical expressions, such 
as ''add'') , to the high level general ~se languages , such as BASIC, 
FtR'lRAN, Pascal, and COBOL. Flexible programs such as the generic 
programs could be considered a very &:>phisticated high-level language. 
The high level languages are mre tailored to a particular task, easier 
to use, and create slower programs than assenbly or nachine languages. 
Progranming in machine or assembly language is best left to specialists. 

There are nnnerous variations, or dialects, to each of the main 
languages. These minor differences in syntax reduce the transferability 
of a program from a system with cne dialect of the language to an:>ther. 
Some languages have a designated or de facto standard, \>hich increases 
the likelihood of transferability. 

COmpiled/Interpreted 

All programs written in languages other then machine language must 
be translated into machine language to nm. This can be· dme by using 
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either a compiler or an interpreter. An interpreter automatically 
translates the program comnand by coomand as it nms , without ~ user 
being aware of the process • This slows down the program, since comna.nds 
Wlich are repeated IIIJSt be interpreted each time. Alternatively, 
programs may be translated roce into machine language by a canpiler \'hen 
they are completed. The high level language "source code" , the set of 
program instructions as written, becomes executable "object code." This 
oompiling process reduces the user's flexibility, because it ~ds 
atother step to the writing of \\hat might be a very simple program. In 
a:idition, object code cannot be changed or ~apted. k:rj changes must be 
mde to the s:>urce code and re-compiled • fu\olever, compiled programs nm 
DUch m:>re quickly, and are less likely to be changed by future users. 
In general, compiled languages are suitable fur revelopnent of complex 
application programs, and major progranming tasks , because of their 
speed. Interpreted languages are m:>re convenient fur day-to-day minor 
programning tasks. \.fuen purchasing a language, you will s:>metimes have 
a Choice between compiled and interpreted versions or dialects. Some 
languages are available in roly one or the other furm. 

Rtrchased off-the-shelf programs may be written in a high level 
language, such as RRTRAN or Pascal • In the compiled funn which you 
purchase you may rever be aware of this , but you cannot IIOdify the 
chject code. Some s:>ftware distributers provide purchasers with the 
a:rorce code in the high level programning language . This allows users 
to IIOdify the program to fit their requirements. 

&>me ]Xtt'Chased compiled programs do not contain all the elements of 
the language ~d fur the program to nm. In this case, if you do not 
plan to use the language fur prograrrming, :you may be Eble to b.ly a 
''run-time" version of the language. The ''run-time" packages are less 
ecpensive t:hsn the \\hole language package, and allow you to nm pro~ams 
previously compiled from the language; they do not enable you to wr1.te, 
nndify, or compile programs. 

Structured/Unstructured 

A major difference between progranming languages is \\hether tooy 
are structured or rot. Structured languages include various built-in 
nechanisms for organization, s:> that statements within any portion of 
the program will be follo\oled in order. This makes the program easier 
for someone else to ~apt, and the logic of the program easier fur 
the programner to keep track of. This can become important \\hen the 
program being written is long and/or complex, will be mde available to 
other agencies and ooapted to their needs, or lben the program may be 
tEed in future by others \<ho might need to ooapt it. Ch ~ other hand 
it cbes require mre furethought to structure a problem to conform to 
these patterns . 1m. mstructured language uses statements like ''Q) '10'' 
to rove the action to different portions of the program as required. 

Microcomputer ~es 

'1he c:bminant languages fur programning in the transit industry at 
this time are BASIC and Pascal , a1. though B.l~Darous other languages are 
available. 
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BASIC 

BASIC is a fairly rew language \>hich was developed for mi.crocom
p.Iters. The de facto standard was developed by Microsoft Corporation 
md is known as Microsoft Basic. BASIC is an easy-to-use mstructured 
language • Because of this, arxi because it comes free with many ma.chi
res, it is -very conmonly U3ed for the day-to-day programming tasks. 
M:>st BASICs are interpreted. Recent versions are tending to be nnre 
structured and compiled, making them appropriate for IIDre extensi-ve 
prograuming. 

Pascal 

Pascal is a fairly rew, very structured language suitable for 
serious progranming on microcomputers . M.lch of the UMI'A sponsored tran
sit application ooftware has been developed in Pascal . It was conceived 
as a teaching language but has become particularly popular arrong pro
fessional programmers because of its organization. 'The de facto stan
dard is the UCSD Pascal , a compiled version. 

RR'IRAN 

FCR'IRAN is one of the uost popular languages on larger computers . 
lbwever, little microcomputer ~=Dftware has been developed in FCR'IRAN. 
It is effective for mathematical applications and rumber-cnmching, but 
less suitable for text-processing and handling large files. It is 
usually compiled, and is fairly rnstructured. 

<DBOL 

Th.is language has been widely ~opted on large computers for com
uercial applications but is little used on microcomputers. Its greatest 
strength is in handling large files of data, and it handles input and 
output operations quickly, but is less effective for ~rical calcula
tions. It is an rnstructured language and results in long, \\Ordy 
programs • It is compiled, and requires large arrounts of merrory, \ohich 
tmkes it less suitable for small microcomputers. 

<tller Languages 

M:>dula-2 is a new successor to Pascal, and is also compiled mder 
the UCSD p-system. It eliminates many of the shortcomings of Pascal , 
and is nnre flexible and consistent than Pascal. It is only available 
fur 16-bit microcomputers and is not widely used at this time. 

C is a structured language \>hich promises to be widely used in the 
:future because of its association with the multi-user operating system, 
lNIX. It is transportable between machines nmning UNIX. 

Forth and LISP are other less widely used languages of interest to 
computer scientists and programmers . 
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Training 

In order to write programs fbr any purpose it is necessary to have 
a:nne exposure to the general concepts of progranming. The documentation 
provided with the programming languages is not intended to provide this. 

Courses in progranming are available in nost comm.mities in com
mmity colleges or extension programs. These will introduce the con
cepts COJllllO(l to all progranming, such as use of variables, program 
logic , and structure. Select a course on the language you expect to be 
u:;ing, even if it is on a different type of computer. The ~tailed use 
of individual conmands may be different, ro\\leV& the general principals 
will be the same, even on different machines. The documentation for 
)'OUr own version of the language will provide convenient reference 
mterlal on the comnands. 

Conclusion 

'lhe choice of a programming language depends on \-hat it will be 
u:;ed for. It is quite possible to use a microcomputer for many useful 
jobs and never use a programning language • Many minor day-to-day tasks 
can be accomplished using the language ~ich came with your computer, 
probably BASIC. Ievelopment of extensive programs probably should be 
oone by an experienced prograumer using a mre structured, compiled 
language such as RR'IRAN, or Pascal. 
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UflLITIES 

Utilities are programs that ~rform frequently required tasks W:lich 
enhance the use of generic or application programs. Many of the func
tions they ~rform are like rrore po-werful versions of operating system 
fi.mctions, ....trl.ch may make your system rrore convenient and flexible to 
u:;e. Other utilities assist program developers by helping to ~nerate, 
nmutge ' and revise long programs • Utilities may also relp you to expand 
your use of the ~ripherals (printer, monitor, and disk drives) hooked 
q> to your system, by gaining rrore control CNer them and increasing your 
range of couanands. 

Several of the nnre usual and useful types of utilities are 
rescribed ~low: 

-spoolers 
-RAM Disk 
-cormnunications 
-networking 
-screen fOrmatters 

U:ilities are ~nerally not very gl.a.toorous programs, and tend to be 
written by progranmers £or experienced computer users . \!bile they will 
cb the job, they are not necessarily user-friendly. They also are m
likely to get much [Alblicity; you may have to go looldng £or the program 
to oo your job. M:>st utilities cost less than $100. 

U:ilities will be nnst u;eful £or microcomputer u;ers \oho have 
become comfortable with the use of generic or application programs on 
their machines and wish to enhance its convenience and capacity. In 
some situations utilities will be required by the hardware selected for 
the system. 

Spoolers 

~lers are programs \ohich allocate a certain aoount of the micro
computer 1 s nemory as temporary storage £or information being sent to the 
printer. Since the computer can send information to the printer mrh 
faster than the printer can print it, the computer IIllSt wait £or the 
printer to keep up. Thus , using the printer may tie up the microcom
:ruter £or long periods of tine. The spooler allows material being 
printed to be rapidly moved into a block of the computer 1 s randan access 
rremory (RAM), from which the printer can retrieve it as required, \>bile 
the microcomputer is u;ed £or other tasks . (Random access IOOIDOry is the 
computers internal working nennry.) 
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Spoolers can be obtained Which allocate different amounts of 
nemory for this purpose. The axrount of n:eroory allocated can be selected 
by the user and will depend on the total amount of neoory available in 
the particular microcomputer system, and the nanory requirements of the 
programs reing used . 

Spoolers are often provided free with eKpansion boards Which hold 
c:rlditional rrerrory for the microcomputer. Alternatively they may be 
available through a users group, or at fairly low cost from a software 
distributer. If your computer does rot have sufficient J.DamOry to allo
cate some to a spooler, a separate piece of hardware called a buffer can 
te purchased to provide the temporary meroory cutside the cnnputer. 

RAM Disk 

A utility program can be used to allocate son:e of your internal 
random access rnem::>ry (RAM) to a RAM Disk. Random access neoory is the 
oomputer 1 s internal working J:J:eroory Which is erased \-hen the computer is 
b.lrned off. If you have mre RAM than you need to run your application 
program, the extra capacity can be designated as a RAM Disk. The RAM 
Disk is given a letter name, like the floppy disk drives, and can then 
te used to store files in exactly the same way as ecternal disks. This 
is particularly valua.hle \\hen you are reading from and writing to disks 
ectensively, because it is much faster to read or write from RAM than it 
is from floppy or hard disks . However, \\hen the computer is turned off 
the RAM Disk will be erased and disappear. The disk 1 s contents IIUSt be 
copied to a hard or floppy disk before turning off the computer in order 
to be saved. 

RAM Disk programs are often provided free with nanory expansion 
boards. 

Commmications 

Conmunications programs are required if the microcomputer is to be 
used to transfer data or information by telephone. Communications gives 
the computer user the capability to con:municate with other computer 
users , to make use of bulletin board services and information services, 
&d to upload data and programs to other computers and download them 
from other computers . At the present time the mst useful application 
of this capability in the transit industry occurs in agencies with main
tenance or other facilities at scattered locations. I8ta, memos, or 
nessages can be transferred between the various facilities by telephone. 

The comrm..mication program performs many functions including setttOg 
oommunications parameters so that communication between the computers is 
coordinated and uses the sarre protocol, enabling data coming in the com
mmcations port to be stored either on a disk or in J.DamOry, checking 
data coming in for errors, giving instructions to the nodem about 
dialing the other computer, and giving the user access to data made 
available on the other computer. 



The moount of involvement of agency staff in oomnunications can 
vary. In the nost basic situation the cOmputers are both ends of the 
oonmmication lll.lSt be rooked up manually by agency staff. At the other 
extreme computers may be programmed to call each other up and exchange 
certain data with oo staff involvement. For ronvenience it nay be 
desirable to have a central computer a~tomatically accessible to com
mmication from a rerrote terminal, such as a distant maintenance faci
lity. This requires leaving the computer oo and rooked up to a nndem, 
openin~ the possibility of access to the data by unauthorized users. 
For this reason security mechanisms should be provided fur com
m.mications , either in the funn of a pgsswork or by having the central 
computer return the call of a rerrote user requiring access. 

~tworking 

\hen microcomputers are rooked up to each other, or to a conmon 
~ripheral , such as a hard disk, a program is required to coordinate the 
various conmunications between the elements of the system. F\mctions of 
this program include responding to comnands sent by the computer, 
sorting rut and coordinating COI1IIIBI1ds coming from several users, and 
<X>Ordinating the computer with the peripheral . This program may be pro
vided in several ways. It may he permanently included in the hardware 
of the equipment or it may be s;)ftware nm oo a microcomputer \\hich is 
~rforming the coordinating function. Software may be provided with the 
hlrdware, or it may be purchased separately. 

Screen Formatting 

'Ibis utility is used to develop screens \\hich appear on the 110nitor 
for inputting data to other programs. "Screens" are used in many 
application programs to simplify corrmunications between the user, '1.\ho 
n:ay oot be an experienced computer user, and the computer. The screen 
appears on the computer's ronitor and 1"-elps to guide the user in pro
viding the correct response to the program. The screen can be fOrmatted 
to look like a pgper furm from which the user is inputting data. 
Comnents may be added on acceptable values or data input procedures. 
The screen can be stnJCtured as a renu with a range of acceptable 
choices . Screens are a key element in naking an application program 
''user-friendly." 

Screen fOrmatters are utility programs W:l.ich are used by the 
programner to generate the specific screens required by the program 
accurately, easily, and quickly. Some file or database management 
programs incorporate a screen funnatter 9:) that the user can define 
suitable data input furmats . 

Other F\mctions 

fumerous utilities are available to perform other rousekeeping 
functions fur the system. These allow you to: 

1. Read from and write to disk drives in a mnge of furmats. 
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2. llmage files oo a disk by sorting them; compressing them, 
selecting them for erasing, assigning n.nnbers fur easier reference, 
or even recovering files damaged or erased by mistake. 

3. Q:oeate a:ld use meous of operating system COIJIDBilds for easier use 
of the operating system. 

4. Provide various forms of ecurlty for programs and files. 

5. l'eep track of progran structure and wr:l.ables used when programning. 

6. Jncrease graphics or formatting capabilities on your printer. 

Conclusion 

U:ilities , Vrl.le rarely recessary, can greatly enhance microcom
p.Iter user. As lEers become increasingly familiar arK1 comfortable with 
tile mi.crocoinpllter they will appreciate the rontrol and flexibility \ohich 
utilities can offer. 



CHAPfER 8 

ISSUES IN MICR<Xn4PUrER. IMPI..FMENTATION 

'lhe process of implei'!Slting the microcanputer system within the 
operating organization is as challenging as the task of selecting arxi 
acquiring the components of the system. The n:any complications of orga
nizational structure, personalities , arxi logistics make this an ongoing 
effort. The staff time consumed by training, start-up and disruption 
nay be as costly as the pJ.rChase of equipment and ooftware. 

Major issues '\\hich IIllSt be considered in system implementation 
include: 

-staff support 
-training 
-security 
-implementation ~ess 
-operating procedures 

Staff Support 

A key to implementing a successful system is obtaining the support 
of the staff \\ho will be actually using the computer. This may be a 
time consuming effort, as it requires an iterative process of increasing 
ecposure to and mderstanding of the computer's capabilitites mile 
naintaining staff involvenent in the application of the computer to 
their particular responsibilities. In n:any cases the computer may 
actually sell itself, if given the opportunity; ho~ it is often 
n!cessary to 0\7ercome suspicion of the machines and of the project. In 
general , the earlier future tSers becane involved in discussion of the 
system, the stronger support is likely to be ~erated. 

Staff may respond to the introduction of microcomputers in ale of 
several ways • Some personnel may find computers threatening or intimi
dating and avoid confronting the idea fur as long as p:>ssible. 
Technically oriented individuals may be obsessed by it lDi want to apply 
it to both appropriate and inappropriate tasks . A microcomputer may 
also be seen as a status symbol by managers '\\ho may have few actual 
applications fur the technology. Staff participation in a systematic 
n!eds assessment process will l'elp to noderate tl'ese ectreme approaches. 

Training 

A major element of early staff involvement is training. General 
cxrurses on the use of microcomputers are available in nost commmities 
through technical colleges, adult aiucation programs, or computer retail 
cutlets. ~re intensive courses en the applications of microcomputers 
in transit are offered at several sites around the comtry. In general , 
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the generic packages, such as spreadsheets or \\Ord processors, are best 
learned first. They are easy to learn, l'Elp the user to rapidly 0\Ter
axne any fear of the machine, and have a runber of imnediate uses , \\bi.ch 
my strengthen the user 1 s interest in the nachine. Courses oo 
progranming microcomputers in a language such as BASIC are nore valuable 
at a later stage, \then a need fur in-house programning has been iden
tified. 

cnce the machine is in use in the agency, a great deal of learning 
my take place on the job, as users share ecperiences and oome across 
particular problems to resolve. This process may be facilitated by 
staff participation in a users 1 group, either in -house, or in the com
m.mity. lbwever, the pressures of completing the tasks Wrl.ch IJJ4St be 
cbne may oonstrain staff from acquiring knowledge required to liSke full 
UJe of the capacities of the microcomputer. For this reason, a 
designated class or training program may provide a very valuable furum 
fur increasing the user 1 s Ebility to benefit from the computer. 

~lementation Process 

'1h.e process by \thich the computer is implemented may contribute 
greatly to the ease with \\hich it is incorporated in the agency. \-bile 
this will inevitably require a certain aroomt of procedural change, the 
trauma of the process can be reduced by a careful implementation stra
tegy. 

In planning the implementation process, the following issues should 
be oonsidered : 

-coordination 
-staging of implementation 
-order of implementation 
-duplication during testing period 

Coordination 

The development and implementation of the system should be coor
dinated by one person. This person should be able to resolve pressures 
'W:rl.ch may result from various staff ideas of '\\hat they wish to have 
cbne. The coordination of applications in an integrated system will 
also have to be OV'erseen by this ooe person. ~ person responsible fur 
this must have time to dedicate to development and implementation of 
the system. 

Staging of Implementation 

In general, implenentation of several applications slnuld proceed 
incrementally. By implementing applications ale at a tine, the problems 
lilich will tndoubtedly occur can be spread OV'er an extended time, rather 
than appearing all at once. As early applications take h:>ld, confidence 
in the benefits of the system will increase. 
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Order of Implementation 

Farly applications should 1:e less crucial roes, with visible bene
fits. 1m early implementation problem should oot have disastrous con
sequences , but the benefits of implementation should contribute to 
norale. The implementation ~riod will involve considerable learning 
for all involved. It is better that the inevitable problems with early 
applications take place with an application in planning or inventory, 
than, for example with an application in p:tyroll. Likewise an early 
success with a visible and l:eneficial application such as imrentory will 
aid nomen tum and support to the system. 

~lication During Test Period 

Critical applications, particularly in aJdited areas, should be 
duplicated manually during the first 3 to 6 months of implementation in 
order to identify any rugs and inconsistencies, and to protect against 
possible failures to ~rfonn. This ~riod will require extra effort, 
dle to the duplication of tasks. 

<¥:rating Procedures 

<hce the system is installed, it will rot remain stagnant. 
Continual change in the organization, the technology, and expectations 
of the system will result in oogoing d:lange. Furthenoore, in order to 
:retain the system's usefulness, routine naintenance procedures tiUSt be 
cx:>nsidered. Monitoring operating procedures S:lould 1:e the respon
sibility of one staff ~rson. Provision fur backup support sOOuld be 
made for times \then the responsible {erson is ill or oo w.cation. 

Backup 

Data stored on hard disk or diskettes Should 1:e copied frequently 
to reduce problems caused by possible damage to disk storage. The fre
cpency with \\hich copying is required depends oo the frequency with 
\tdch dlanges are IMde to the data, the cost of reproducing the data 
from the latest backup should damage occur, and the cost of time 
involved in making the backup. Backup copies of crucial data should be 
stored in a safe, fireproof location fNB.y from the computer and a=tive 
data storage location. Provision fur backing up hard disk storage 
Ehould be included in selecting a hard disk. 

Iatabase Coordination 

In any system where data is being shared by several users , the 
structure of the data base nay need to be designed to a=comnodate the 
~eds of the various users in the agency. 

\-hen one user in the agency identifies a new data requirement to be 
hlcluded in the database, it should 1:e compared to data being main
tained by other users to minimize duplication and m9Ximize its useful
~ss in the database. For example, data on ridership generated by the 
operations dep~nt from fare revenue may mt reed to be mintained in 
a separate file for planning purposes. 
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Maintenance 

As the system becomes mre firmly entrenched in the operations of 
the agency, a failure of any component will have mre serious consequen
ces • It is necessary to ensure that, should a breakdown occur, the con
sequences for S[OO()th continuing operations will be minimized. 
Maintenance contracts for equipment should be obtained as required. 
Backup equipment should be located to be used as temporary replacements 
fbr failed components. 

Security 

Related to the issue of database coordination is that of security. 
Security is required to avoid access to confidential and sensitive 
information by unauthorized users and to prevent mauthorized dlanges to 
data. Reasons for controlling access include privacy issues and finan
cial security considerations , such as preventing unauthorized dlanges to 
piyroll, inventories or rsss revenue data. 

'lhree different levels of security can be provided to each user 
fbr various data structures . A user may be provided with ti.te access 
to data l'e or she may need to both read and change. "fead acces·s is 
available for users \\ho require data \ohich is on file rut do not need to 
alter it. Finally m access may be available to sensitive information 
except to authorized users . 

Each user should have access to the minimum amount of data \\hich 
allows them to do their job effectively. In general, write access to 
relevant data items is provided to those clerical and support staff 
\\hose reponsibility is the maintenance and t()dating of data. Top mana
gement requires read access to relevant data, but should oot have write 
~cess; management should be able to review data, but changes should be 
made by support staff. The manager responsible fur maintenance of the 
computer system should have access to all h.rt: the IIOst sensitive infor
mtion. 

Access to data may be controlled in c:ne of several ways • :Ehysical 
~cess to machines and/ or diskettes may be controlled in some cir
cumstances by locks and keys • In IIOre complex systems, password systems 
my be used to provide access to each employee as required. Sane data
base managers incorporate password security measures Yhich control 
access to date files or, in some cases, to specific fields of data 
within the files. Separate tt:ility programs are also available allowing 
security assignrent by password. In some cases, access to data may be 
allowed for limited time periods, as required. Whether physical 
security, keys , or passwords are used procedures Ehould be established 
to maintain the integrity of the system. The likelihood of pa.sstNOrds or 
keys being left in obvious places for mauthorized users to find should 
be minimized. 

User Support 

The benefits of the system can be increased by active involvement 
of staff lAho use the system. An in-house users group , meeting regularly 
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wer a brown-bag lunch can provide a forutn for exchange of irleas and 
discoveries , and discussion of t>roblems. It may also be desirable to 
maintain sUbscriptions to selected relevant periodicals fbr the use of 
in-house microcomputer users. Staff participation in rutside training 
end user groups can also be encouraged. 

In many agencies some individual employee becomes particularly 
interested in the use of the microcomputer and makes the effort to fami
liarize him or rerself with it 'reyond the imnediate needs. This should 
~ encouraged because that person becomes an informal resource to other 
ugers, and reassures them that support is available should they need it. 
The result is an atmosphere of active exploration of the microcomputer's 
potential, involving a large portion of the agency's staff. 

U>nclusion 

The success with 'Vbich microcomputers are introduced to an agency 
depends very much on the strategy adopted :fur implementation. A posi
tive approach to the technology by individuals using it is required in 
order to generate beneficial applications. Training, staff involvement 
throughout the process, and rogoing support contribute to the effec
tiveness of staff use of the technology. 

Microcomputers challenge the organization as a \'hole, '\thich must 
adapt to accommodate their capabilities. Because of the information 
made available by the computer and sharing of the equipnent by various 
staff members, coordination and control of the microcomputer are 
required. Implementation traJSt be coordinated and operating procedures 
rrust be established. In mlti-user or hard disk systems fbrmal security 
procedures may be necessary. 

Uke any tool or asset, microcomputers will oot create benefits by 
themselves. Their value to the organization depends on row they are 
managed, the neans by \tlich they are introduced in the agency, 
establishment of procedures to support their rogoing use, and creative 
response to their potential contribution to a variety of applications in 
the agency. 





PART II 

APPLICATIONS OF GENERIC SOFTWARE FOR TRANSIT 





CHAPrER 9 

INTRODUCTION '10 PART II 

k. the present time, applications of the generic programs dominate 
the use of microcomputers in transit. T'bnerous agencies have identified 
specific applications of spreadsheets or database managers Which are of 
value in their p:trticular agency. Part II doctm~ents a sample of the 
applications Which are in t.se in the industry. 

The characteristics of generic programs make them particularly 
suitable for the transfer of applications between agencies. The func
tions performed by the various products of each type, such as the dif
ferent comnercial spreadsheets, are quite similar. The ~tual process 
of setting up the application en the microcomputer is <pick and easy. 
The flexibility of the programs allows roodifications to be rmde to a 
basic concept in tailoring it to the circumstances of each agency. 

ll:welo~t of Generic Applications 

Ievelopment and use of applications of generic programs involves 
five steps: 

1. Jdentifying potential applications. 

2. Structuriqg the application. 

3. Generating input rlata. 

4. Setting q> the application. 

5. thing ald. Dllintaining the application. 

Identification of the application involves making the link between 
the mechanics of a manual function and the capabilities of the generic 
program. Someone Ill.lSt have a good mderstanding of the task being done, 
and the use of the program in order to nake this connection. In some 
cases it also involves seeing beyond the way a task is rurrently done, 
and identifying other techniques of analysis Which 'WOUld be valuable·. 

Ieveloping the structure of the application en the spreadsheet or 
database manager requires working out the details of fit between the 
application and the program. The layout of the spreadsheet and formulas 
tEed, or the data fields in a database manager, must be specified. This 
step is time consuning and requires a good mderstanding of the function 
being automated as it is performed in the agency. 
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Some applications will require generation of background data. 
Applications wch \-Jere previously perfornro manually will be canplete 
with the necessary data. New applications may require <Evelo{XIlent of 
new data. For example, a cost allocation application will require <Eve
lopment of mit costs hy }'x)ur or revenue-mile. A procedure to ~nerate 
ridership by fare type from route-level revenue data requires a:curate 
fare classification counts by route. In some cases , developnent of 
background data may be nnre onerous than <Evelopnent of the application 
strategy. 

Setting up the application on the microcomputer is fairly straight
furward once steps 2 and 3 have been accomplished. tbne of the applica
tions documented in the following chapters required IIDre than 1 and 1/2 
h:>urs to set 1.1>. 

Use and maintenance of the application <Epends on the specific func
tion being perfonned. Some spreadsheet applications are one-time 
problems, used to support a particular c:Ecision and then filed • Other 
applications require oogoing maintenance : entering current data, 
reviewing background data and assumptions, filing obsolete data. These 
activities 'WOUld also be required by an oogoing manual procedure. 

The first three steps of the revelopment procedure create the 
greatest obstacle to more widespread use of generic programs for a range 
of applications. Many transit professionals do rot have the familiarity 
with the generic programs to recognize potential applications. If they 
cb, they may rot have the time to work out the retails of the applica
tion and obtain the additional data required. 

Use of Documented Examples 

1he .application examples in the fOllowing chapters are documented 
fur the purpose of facilitating the identification and structuring of 
generic program applications. These examples have been identified and 
~plemented as worthWhile applications in transit operations. In addi
tion, they provide prototype nethods of structuring the application, 
'\\hich worked in the reveloping agency. Users may also find in the 
examples relpful techniques that may be applied to ocher applications. 

These applications are not intended to be adopted in their present 
form by other agencies . Modifications to the nethods incorporated in 
the applications (cost allocation nethods or response to fare increases 
fur example), the structure of the application (specific data nain
ta.ined, perfonnance neasures calculated, or nsrket segments used) , and 
the background data (cost neasures or ridership data) will be required. 
It is roped that they will provide a starting point fur implementation 
of similar applications and may be a stimulus fur rew ideas. 

The documentation entitled Application, Use, .Asstmptions and 
Variations indicates ¥hat the application ooes. 1he mtes in the oocu
nentation are nnre retailed and will be IIDSt l.Seful to beginning users 
\<hen used at the computer in setting up an application similar to the 
example • It is assumed that a rerson \Jlo plans to implene1t or uodify 
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these applications has a basic familiarity with dE program being used. 
'!his level of tnderstaming of dE generic program can usually be 
chtained in several days use of the program. 
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List of Applications 

§preadsheets 

General Applications 

T1.me Trend Analysis 
MUltiple Regression 
Preparation of Operating J::bcunents 

lbdgeting 

Wage and Fuel Budget 
q,&ating Budget 
llldget Coomparison 
10-Year Operating Budget 
10-Year Capital Budget 
Cash Flow Projection 
Cash Flow Manager 

Financial Analysis 

Fare Structure Analysis 
Cost Tracking and Forecasting 

Service Monitoring 

Mxtthly Route Sumnary 
M>nthly Reporting System with Macros 
Service Variance Tracking 
Ride Check Analysis and Sunmary 

Service and Operations Planning 

Route Evaluation 
Schedule Builder A 
Schedule Builder B 
Run Sumnary 

Database Managers 

<llstomer Service Records 
Client Records 
furts Inventory 
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SffiFArSHEET APPLIC'ATION3 

Spreadsheets are the nost widespread use of microcomputers in the 
transit industry at this time. They offer two great benefits: 

1. St:ruct:ured :relatiooshi.ps. Interaction between variables , such as 
between service levels and costs, can be structured ID that a range 
of assumptions and scenarios. can be tested. This provides a po~r
ful tool to the n:ana.ger in mderstanding the possible outcomes of a 
range or alternatives being considered. 

2. Visual presentation. Confusing techniques, such as cost allocation 
nethods or elasticity effects of fare manges 00 ridership, can . be 
presented in a highly visual, easily tnderstood, form. By com
m.micating these techniques in this way, they may become nnre useful 
to transit managers . 

The applications Which follow are examples of spreadsheets Which 
are in use by transit agencies. They have been m::x:lified in IDme cases 
to make them nore generally applicable. In other cases, elements of two 
examples of the same application have been OO!bined. 

'lhese applications provide a starting point fur <Eveloping a 
tailored application for the rarticular requirements of each agency. 
Al. though the specifics of route and fare structure, budget furma.t, etc . 
will vary between agencies ; however, the principles of the examples 
remain COlliiiOn. 

In many cases the nnst time consuming part of these applications is 
assembling the background data and assunptions required. The 
spreadsheets are wlnerable, as is any method, to 'GIOO" --garbage in, 
garbage out. Results are cnly as g:>od as the data Which is used; 
oo-wever, often their appearance of computer ootput aids to their credi
bility. Spreadsheets, by organizing the problem and handling the necha
nics of computation, will allow the user to fucus en the data am the 
nethod of oolution and thus to obtain useful results . 

Ibcumentation 

1. Notes are given to clarify the contents of key cells, either l«>rking 
across or down the spreadsheet. For examples in lll.ich all of the 
cells of a column contain similar information, the notes will 
rescribe cells in the COhliiilS from left to right • 
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2. Cell identification is in the fbrmat colUDll, row. For ecample, C6 
refers to ttle cell in colUIIIl C, row 6. 

3. Fornulas are given ooly for a representative cell in a colUlll or 
row of similar cells. Generally the fbnnulas can be entered in the 
cell indicated, and then copied or replicated down the col\.DIIl or 
a:ross the row. 

3. Data inputs are cne of three types : ''Data'' is direct statistical 
liiCKgroUnd information. ''AsSUif.tions'' are data requiring the use of 
judgement, such as fbrecasts. 'Input Data'' is current data being 
processed by the template. 

4. Totals are roted cnly \ohm 1:hey are rot simply the 8\D of the row or 
<X> lUll\. 

5. Underlined cell names in fbnnulas are msolute, and Eilould rot 
d'iarige \tieD the fbrmul.a is copied to the other cells in the row or 
oolum. 

6. F\mctions may vary between spreadsheet packages . 'nlose used in 
theSe examples include: 

ann: tiE sum of a portion of a row or coltmn 

.t\7g: the average of a portion of a row or col\.DIIl 

M3x: the maxi.rm.tn value in a portion of a row or coluon. 

Int: the integer portion of a real , decimal 1'l.lDber. 

If: a conditional function giving different values depending en 
~ther the condition is true or false. 

lookup: looks up a specified cell value in a table, \\b.ich is 
ptrt of the spreadsheet, and gives the correspcnding value from 
the table. 

+: addition. 

-: sUbtraction. 

*: multiplication. 

I: division. 

*: exponentiation ()(k*2) is x squared 





OOClMENI'ATION: TD1E 'IREND .ANALYSIS 

Application 

'1his template can be used to surmnarize time trend data of any sort. 

Use 

Data for a continuous series of time periods (years, 100nths, etc . ) is input. The template 
calculates the percentage change from year to year, aoo provides a source of data for graphing ti.ma 
trends. 

N:>tes 

B6: JBta. Operating revenue data for the first year of the series. 

0: (B7-B6)/B6 Set format tD percent or ncltiply by 100. 

])) : IBta. Operating expenses for the first year of the series . 

E7: (07-06)/06 Set format tD percent or Illlltiply by 100. 

F6: (B6/06) 

Variations 

A similar analysis could be undertaken for any time series data by replacing operating revenue 
and expenses by the resired variable. The ~tual difference bet:ween time periods could be calcu
lated as ~11 as the percent change. 

...... 
00 



A B c D E F G h I J 
ll OPERATING STATISTIC TRENDS 

=============================================================================~========================================== 

31 i'EAR OPERATING PERCENT OPERATING PERCENT RECOVERY REVENUE PERCENT REVENUE PERCENT 
REVENUE CHANGE EXPENSES CHANGE RATIO PASSENGERS CHANSE "ILES CHAt46E 

Jl ======================================================================================================================== 
1975 874196 1246067 0.70 1895737 1275177 

71 1976 879255 0.581 1327174 6.511 0.66 1957687 3.27I 1515295 18.831 
1977 858592 -2.35% 13375.34 0.78% 0.64 1954096 -0.18i: 1558367 2. 84'% 

91 1978 807482 -5.951 1538643 15.041 0.52 2013199 3.021 1607354 3.14% 
1979 825743 2.26% 1811396 11.m: 0.46 2342111 16.34% 1784255 11.01% 

11 1980 816433 -1.131 2086660 15.201 0.39 2511443 7.231 2010371 12.671 
1981 837092 2.53% 2462243 18.00% 0.34 2679497 6.69% 2062584 2.601 

13 1982 891013 6.44% 2880963 17.01I 0.31 2828021 5.54% 2096268 1.631 
1983 958147 7.531 3168547 9.98% 1),30 3032038 7.21% 2117642 1.1)27. 

15 1984 1019584 6.411 .3728588 17.681 0.27 3310829 9.19% 2330709 10.061 

Figure 10.1 Time Trend Analysis 
~ 

~· 
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:roctJotFM'ATI(Jq: MUU'IPLE R!mESSICfi 

.Application 

'Dlis spreadsheet is U!Jed to estimate a linear equation showing the relationship between a 
dependent variable (pass sales) and two inlependent variables (x (:year) am z (meoployement rate)). 
'1he equation is in the furm Y =A+ B * X -tC * z. Sane spreadsheets and planning software :Include 
mre flexible regression functions. 

Otta on X, Y, Z is input fur each of the S8.1DRle poin~s. The template calculates the values of 
A, B and C, an AKNA table, the f statistic 8ld r. 

tbtes --
B8: !Bta. First value of dependent variable Y. 

Bl9: Avg (B7 ••• Bl3) 

C8: IBta. First value of independent variable X. 

Cl. 9: Avg ( C7 ••• Cl3) 

<24: (Gl5) 

C25: (Hl5) 

C27: (GIS) 

C28: ( C25*( E24/E25)) 

C30: ( C24-C28) 

m: !Bta. First value of dependent variable z. 

~ 



A B c 
1 

D E F G ii I J 

I'IULTIPLE REGRESSION OF Y ON X AND Z !LEAST SQUARES ESTII'IATESl 

J.{ T 
L M i~ 

31 ============================================================================================================================== 

5 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

21 

23 

25 

27 

29 

.31 

33 

35 

'J7 

39 

DATA PASS SALE YEAR UNEKP RTE IYr-Ymlt (Y-Yelt 
POINT iYl (X) !Zl Xv=X-XII Zv=Z-h Y•Xv Y•Zv XIX Zfl HZ Yr IYr-Vtl IY-Yel 

1 18400 I 7.2 -3 -1.42857 -55200 -26285.7 9 2.040816 4.285714 19848.49 18687748 33309387 
2 23200 2 7.3 -2 -1.32857 -46400 -30822.8 4 1.765102 2.657142 21415.28 7596300. 943673.4 
3 22700 3 10.1 -1 1.471428 -22700 33401.42 1 2.165102 -1.47142 22079.07 4377957. 2165102. 
4 23400 4 9.5 0 0.871428 0 20391.42 0 0.759387 0 23879.98 84942.18 595102.0 
5 25200 5 8.9 I 0.271428 25200 6840 I 0.073673 0.271428 25680.88 2278469. 1057959. 
6 27000 6 8.8 2 0.171428 54000 4628.571 4 0.029387 0.342857 27314.57 9879354. 80008!6. 
7 29300 7 8.6 3 -0.02857 87900 -837.142 9 0.000816 -0.08571 28981.70 23138725 26302244 

TOTAL 169200 28 60.4 0 3.6E-15 42800 7315.714 28 6.!!34285 6 169200 66G43498 72374285 
============================================================================================================================== 

PIEANS Y1 
24171.42 

Xa Z1 FINAL EQUATION 
4 8.628571 

Y= 20656.28 + 1600.239 X + -334.449 z 

coefficient of detertination = 0.912527 IR-squaredl 
sa1ple correlation coefficient = 0.955262 <Rl 

============================================================================================================================== 

EQUATIONS 42800 = 28 b+ 6 c 
7315.714 = 6 b+ 6.834285 c c= -334.449 

b= 1600.239 
42800 = 28 b+ b c a= 20656.28 

SOLUTION 34140 = 28 bt 31.89333 c 
----------------------------------------------

8660 = 0 b .. -25.8933 c 
============================================================================================================================== 

ANOVA TABLE SOURCE ss 

REGR 66043498 
ERROR 6330786. 

TOTAL 72374285 

D.F. ME~N SQUAq£ 

2 33021749 
7 904398.1 

F= 36.51240 

===============~============================================================================================================== 

Figure 10. 2 M.lltip1e Regression 
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D19: ~ (D7 ••• D13) 

D35: (Ml5) 

D36: (N15-M15) 

D38: (N15) 

E7: (C7-C19) 

E24: (115) 

F25: (1<15) 

F27: (!15) 

F28: (E25*(E24/E25)) 

E30: (E24-E28) 
00 
N 

E35: 2 degrees of freedom 

E36: (A13) 

F7: (D7-D19) 

Fl5: Sum (F7 ••• F13) 

F35: (D35/E35) 

F36: (D36/E36) 

Gl: (B7*E7) 

G24: (K15) 

G25: (J15) 



G27: (K15) 

G28: ( G25*E24/E25) 

G30: (G24-G28) 

H7: (B7*F7) 

G7: (B7*E7) 

G24: (K15) 

G25: (J15) 

G27: (K15) 

G28: ( G25*E24/E25) 

G30: (G24-G28) 00 w 

H7: (B7*F7) 

17: (E7**2) 

118: (J27) 

135: (F35/F36) 

J7: (F7**2) 

J25: ( C'!JJ/G'!JJ) 

J26: (C24-(J2~24))/E24 

J27: ( B19+( J26*C19*( -1) )-t( J25*D19*( -1))) 

K7: (E7*F7) 



Kl8: (J26) 

L7 : { J27-f{ J26*C7)-f{ J25*D7}) 

Ll5: SlD (L7 ••• L13) 

L20: (l115/Nl5) 

1.21: Sqrt (L20} 

M7: { Bl9-L7)**2 

M18: (J25) 

Nl: { Bl9-B7)**2 

~ 
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DOCUMENTATION: PREPARATION OF OPERATING DOClMENTS 

Application 

Spreadsheets can be used for preparing and updating 
operating documents which are in tabular form. 

Use 

The format of the operating document is set on the 
spreadsheet, along with all material which does not change 
regularly. This template is saved as a master. It can then 
be retrieved and filled in with the relevant information for 
each bid or scheduling period. 

Notes 

The accompanying examples show the type of documents 
which can be prepared and maintained on spreadsheets. 
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DISPATCHERS END TIME REPORT 
===================================================================================== 
WEEKDAY, AM PUL~-!N, 7C0-1230AM 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ROUTE 1 :ROUTE " J. 

FOREST DOWNTOWN :PARK :JQw~C"O~N 

TRAIN TIME VAR. TRAIN Tr!'IE VAR. TRAIN TIME YAR. TRAIN 7!~E VAR. 
37 701 41 7!)1 4 7')6 '~ 700 .... 
JC: 7~1:: 42 7!5 "' ;.;...; :a 7P ·' ..... : .... 7!5 
36 720 . .., 728 :9 ~.,, 

26 7"Q 'fl ' .dJ 

49 730 50 758 13 756 4 758 
56 745 49 828 26 826 29 828 
41 800 41 858 4 856 q 858 ...... 
47 830 47 928 29 1:126 26 928 
50 9(;;) S'J 958 26 ~56 29 1028 
49 930 49 !<)28 29 !026 26 !128 
4' .l :ooo 41 1058 26 1056 29 1228 
47 1030 47 1128 
so 1100 so 1158 
49 1130 49 1228 
41 12(10 
47 1230 

===================================================================================== 

ETC •• I 

A.~. TRlPPEF:S 
EFFECiiVE: JHNJARY 23, 1984 
======================================= 
TRIPPER TRAIN PULL 

OUT 
PULL 
IN 

======================================= 
787 PARK 3 6:00 7:45 
789 PARK 9 6:05 7:50 
386 SPR.CRK. s 6:09 7:51 
788 PARK 4 6:10 7:55 

54 LAKE 11 6:12 7:53 
ETC .... 

Figure 10. 3 Operating Th>cuments 



lXlClMENI'ATION: WAGE AND FUEL aJIX;ET 

Application 

This spreadsheet can be used to estimate the operator wage fuel cnnponents of an annual hldget. 
It can also be used with cpalifications to estimate the impact of changes in the ancnmt of service 
offered. 

Use 

Data on the rurriber of days of each type of service per ITOnth, the amomt of service per each 
type of day, and labor and fuel mit oost are input. The template caluculates too amomt of service 
per nnnth, and associated labor and fuel oosts. 

Assumptions 

The template uses system average data fur straight and 0\Tert:ine pay h:mrs per service oour in 
all wage calculations. These average statistics may not ~ply for small or non-uniform changes in 
service provided . It is asstmed that the service structure fur the year being budgeted remains 
similar to that mder Which these operating statistics were developed. 

futes 

B6: I:Bta. Number of days of weekday school service offered in January. 

B24: IBta. Hours of service provided on scmo 1 weekdays . 

B25: Data. Miles of service provided oo scmol weekdays. 

C6: IBta. Number of days of weekday no scmol service offered in January. 

F6: ( B6*B24 }+( C6*C24 )+( 06*024 }+( E6*E24) 

F25: I:Bta. Fleet average fuel mileage , miles per gallon. 

G6: IBta. Straight P'lY lnurs/bus lnur. 

00 
00 



B c D E F G H I J K L M N 0 p 

q 8UD6ET CALCULATOR 
---------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jl Weekdays Weekdays Sats. Suns. Bus Hrs. St. Hrs/ Ot. Hrs/ St. Time Overtiae Straight Overtiae Overtite Straight Overtiae Total 
"onth School No sch. Bus Hr. Bus Hr. Hours Hours Rate Pruiua Rate Mages It ages Nages 

Jl -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------

January 21 0 5 5 9637 1.02 0.12 9830 1156 $9.10 1.50 $13.65 89451 15785 105236 
71 February 20 0 4 4 8980 1.02 0.12 9160 1078 $9.10 1. 50 $13.65 83352 14709 98062 

"arch 23 0 4 4 10171 1.02 0.12 10374 1221 $9.10 1. 50 $13.65 94407 16660 111067 
91 ~pril 21 0 5 4 9592 1.02 0.12 9784 1151 $9.10 1.50 $13.65 89033 15712 104745 

Hay 21 0 4 6 9467 1.02 0.12 9656 1136 $9.10 1.50 $13.65 87873 15507 103380 
111 June 18 4 4 4 9454 1. 02 0.12 9643 1134 $9.10 1.50 $13.65 87752 15486 103238 

July 0 20 5 6 7685 1.02 0.12 7839 922 $9.50 1.50 $14.25 74468 13141 87609 
131 August 0 23 4 4 8331 1.02 0.12 8498 1000 $9.50 1. 50 $14.25 80727 14246 94973 

Septeaber 20 1 4 5 9342 1.02 0.12 9529 1121 $9.50 1.50 $14.25 90524 15975 106499 
151 October 21 0 5 5 96r7 1. 1)2 0.12 9830 1156 $9.50 1.50 $14.25 93383 16479 109862 

Noveaber 21 0 4 5 9422 1.02 0.12 9610 1131 $9.50 1.50 $14.25 91299 16112 107411 
171 Dece1ber 21 0 5 5 9637 1.02 0.12 9830 1156 s9.so· 1.50 $14.25 93383 16479 109862 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
191 Total 207 48 53 57 111355 113582 13363 1055651 196291 1241943 

00 
\C 

211 ------------------------------------------------------
23 Scheduled 

R s T u v w X Hours 397 317 215 45 "PS 
251 "i1es 4590 3382 2501 576 4.2 1 COST SU""ARY 

-·----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------
271 3 Gallons Fuel Fuel Driver Fuel 

Miles Fuel Price Cost 11onth II ages Cost 
5 ------------------------------------ ---------------------------

111775 2b613 S1.10 29274 January 1052J6 29274 I 71 104108 24788 $1.10 27266 February 98062 27266 
117878 28066 S1.10 30873 11arch 111067 30873 (I) 

91 111199 26476 $1.10 29124 April 104745 29124 ~ 109850 2b155 $1.10 28770 11ay 103380 28770 
111 108456 25823 $1.10 28405 June 103238 28405 ~ S3b01 19905 $1.10 21896 July 87609 2189b ..... 
131 90094 21451 $1.10 23596 August 94973 23596 

i Ht806b 25730 $1.10 28303 Septe1ber 106499 28303 
151 111775 2bb13 $1.10 29274 October 1(19862 29274 

109274 26018 U.10 28619 Noveaber 107411 28619 rt 

17 111775 26613 $1.10 29274 Dece1ber 109862 29274 
Figure 10.4 Wage and Fuel Budget ------------------------------------ ---------------------------

19 1277851 304250 334675 Total 1241943 334675 



H6: IBta. Overtime pay b:mrs/bus mur. 

16: (F6*G6) 

J6: (F6*H6) 

K6: IBta. Effective or average straight wage rate. 

Ih: IBta. Overtime premium. 1. 5 represents time axxl a half. 

M6: (K6*L6) 

NS: (I6*K6) 

o>: (J6*M6) 

P6: (N6+06) 

~: (F6*11.6) Average operating speed of 11.6 miles ~r tour tlSed in ecample. 

R6: (~/F25) 

86: IBta. Projected price of fuel fur January. 

1'6: (R6*S6) 

The last three colUJIIls are a summary of data in the table fur presentation or reference. W6 is 

P6. X6 is T6. 

\0 
0 



Variations 

A variety of different assunptions can be incorporated in this template. Wage and fuel prices 
can be aijusted by various assuned rates of increase. A fuel price increase of $.01 per gallon per 
ronth could be represented by putting (S6+.01) in S7 and oopying the furmula down the colUIIIl. 

'1he template could be consolidated by coohining some of the steps, \thich are illustrated here 
for clarity. For example, the conversion from CJV'ertime rours to 011ertime wages could be 
accomplished in cne step by replacing 06 with (J6*K6*L6). 

\0 ....... 





OOClMENl'ATION: OPF.RAT:rN; BUOOEl' 

Application 

This template aids in the <Evelopment of a detailed , period by period , operating b..tdget. 

Use 

Background assunptions concerning the annunt of service offered, and wage and fuel prices , are 
wed to generate ludget BlOOunts fur service related line items. Ot~r items are entered as esti
mated, either on an annual or rronthly basis. 

futes --
The first 30 rows contain background infonnation provided as assunptions in <Eve loping t~ b.Jdget. 

Rows 31 through 105 contain hldgeted line item aroounts by nx:>nthly period, and annual total. 

Rows 107 through 117 contain summary statistics of budgeted ~rformance. 

Columns 0 through Q contain breakdowns of each line item per luur, per mile, and as a percentage of 
the total budget. 

All items are entered as direct rronthly estimates (or annual estimates divided by 12) except as 
follows: 

Rows 6 - 9: rata. Number of days of each type of service offered. 

Q) - Q9: Assumption. Projected murs of service offered on each type of day. 

Row 10: Assunption. Projected murs of special service offered, such as express. employee trip
pers , or other. 

\.0 w 



Cl2: ( C~7*!F+CB*g~l0) 

Cl3: ( Cl2*Ql3) 

Ql3: Assumption. System-wide average operating speed, miles ~r rour. 

Bl5: Avg( Cl5 •. Nl5) 

Cl5: Assumption. Average or effective operator \l&ge rate, taking progression, Cost of living 
adjustments, and wage increases into ~count. 

Ql5: Assumption. Platform rours divided by vehicle rours. 

Bl6: Avg{Cl6 .• Nl6) 

C16: Assumption. Average or effective mechanic wage rate, taking progression, job categories, <DLA 
and wage increases into account . 

Cl7: ( C33+C35) 

Ql7: Assumption. Gross wages, including paid absences, divided by wages fur tine ~rked by 
bargaining unit employees . 

Cl.8: ( C34+C36tC37+C38+C39) 

Ql8: Assumption. Gross \l&ges, including paid absences, divided by wages fur time ~rked by ex:empt 
employees. 

B20: Avg{ C20 .. N20) 

ClO: Assumption. Projected price of fuel in c:hllars !Er gallon. An increase of $.0066 per gallon 
~Er lll)nth is assumed for the example. 

Q20: Assumption. Allocation factor fur assigning a portion of fixed costs to q>erations . 

'P-



C21: (Cl3/3.14)*C20 The example uses an average fuel mileage of 3.14 miles per gallon. 

Qll: Assumption. Allocation factor for assigning a portion of fixed costs to ron-operating 
~counts . Q20 plus Q21 should equal 1 . 

B22: Avg(C22 •. N22) 

Cl2: Assumption. Projected price of oil in d:>llars per quart. 

Q22: Assumption. Projected cost of parts in d:>llars per vehicle mile. 

Cl3: ( Cl3*C22) /lr!J The example uses an oil mileage rate of 109 miles per quart. 

Cl4: ( 108*4)*C20. The example has four service \ehicles consuning 108 gallons each per m:mth. 

B26 : Avg( C26 .. N26) 

Cl6: Assumption. Pro_1 ected average principal b:llance of rut standing loans in each period. 

Cl7: Assumption. Projected average 110nthly interest rate for each period. 

B29: Avg( C29 .• N29) 

Cl9: Assumption. Projected rronthly revenue productivity in cbllars per vehicle lnur. 

C33: ( Cl2*ClS*Ql5) 

033: ( B33/Bl2) 

P33: ( B33/Bl3) 

Q33: (B33/Bl08). Set :funnat to percent or nultiply by 100. 

C34: ( 13000/QlB). Example uses projected rronthly salaries of $13,000. 

\.0 
VI 



C35: (C6+C7)*8*24.05*C16/Ql7. Example ~s 24.05 mechanic equivalents, including 0\T&ti.me, an:l 8 
hrur days. 

C36: (8200/Ql8). Example uses projected mnthly salaries of $8,200. 

C40: Sum( C33 •. C39) 

C¥.3: ( ( Cll*g!Z)-t( Cl~ )*0. 067 

ct.4: ( ( Cl7*Ql7)-t( Cl~*O. 07 

CSl : ( Cl7*. 008)-t( ClB*. 012) Example UJes sick rates of • 008 day off per day ~rked fur bargaining 
mit employees, .012 day off per day ~rked fur exempt employees. 

C52 : ( Cl7*. 033)-t( Cl8*. 046) 

C53: (Cl7*.043)-t(Cl8k.OS) 

CS4: ( Cl7*. 003 )-t( Cl8*. 004) 

C56: Sum (C43 •• css) 

Cb7: Sum ( C59 •• C66) 

C70: ( C2l+C23+C24)-t( 1.4*C23). F.xample uses 1 .4 x oil cost fur lube cost. 

C73: {Cl~) 

C75: Sun (C70 •• C74) 

<ES: Sum {C81. .C84) 

. C95: Sum (C91. .C94) 

\0 
~ 



C98: ( C26*C27) 

Cl03: Sum ( ClOl •• Cl02) 

Cl06: ( C40+CS6+C67-K:7S+C78+C8.5+C88+0J5+C98+Cl03) 

Cl07: (Cl2*C29) 

Cl08: ( Cl06-Gl07) 

CllO: (Cl06/Cl2) 

Clll: ( Cl06/Cl3) 

Cll2: (Cl07 /Cl3) 

Cll3: ( Cl07 /Cl06) 

Cll4: ( Cl07 I . 508) • Average fare in exSD(>le is $. 508. 

CllS: ( Cl14/Cl2) 

Variations 

The template presented 1'2re can be varied to incorporate the eKpense line items, accounting 
periods , and service dlaracteristics applying at each property. 

As presented rere, system-wide averages are used fur operating speed, reverrue productivity, 
parts costs , and other asstmptions . These could be broken cbwn by type of service if desired, or 
included as ronthly background data, permitting variations by period. 

.J 

\0 ......, 
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Figure 10. 5 Operating Budget 
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=============================================================================================================== 
JULY AUSUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER 

CJNSTANTS 
•j 0 20 21 19 16 vEH HOURS: 5~)3 

20 'l"r 0 i. c: '·'C' 
;.,; ,; 't'+..: 

c: 4 4 c: 4 s 344 " J 

b 4 5 5 5 5 1LC: ..,,, 
130 130 130 130 11'/\ 1-rr. 

.L·.J"•' '-'-'V 

11740 12401 12836 13238 12778 12948 
132662 140131 145047 149589 144391 146312 AVE. SF'EED: I' • 1' .... 

8.94 9.15 9.15 9.15 9.15 9.46 PLAi f\!EH HFS 1.14(1 
8.89 0 IC: 

I • .1.1ol 9.15 9.15 9.15 9.46 
151120 161746 166283 170477 165678 11~1"'C: HRS PD.1HRS ~~.:!:: ~ BU 1.08i 1/·.'l.i.W 

<'01<"'1 38132 38132 38132 38132 38132 HRS PD/HRS wKD~SAL I 11,., 
.. lUi Vi. ........ 

$1.14 $1.15 $1.15 $1.16 $1.17 $1. 17 HLLDC FACT, uPq 
'~ 0.884 

48147 51152 53252 55234 53618 54.~39 ALLOC FACT! ~~m~-oP 0.116 
$0.78 $0.79 so.so $1),82 $0.83 $(!, 84 PARTS COST PEE M'rl 

:!li,. O.C7 
950 1!j18 1070 1 i20 1097 1129 
492 495 498 501 504 507 

291588 291588 291588 291588 291588 291S88 
0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 

13.76 12.49 13.69 14.80 15.21 13.a7 
=============================================================================================================== 
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A B c D E F G H 

OPERATING BUDSET:1984 
=============================================================================================~============== 

TOTAL JANUARY FEBRUARY KARCH APRIL HAY JUNE 
----------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------------------------

31 LINE ITEI'IS 
SALARIES AND WAGES 

33 50101,010,0PERS 1572083 128125 120421 135284 !28i04 133092 1324~1 

50102!010,0P,OTH 140288 11691 11691 11691 11691 11691 ! 1611 
35 50102,041,HT,I'IECHS 373153 Z8391 29099 29099 29099 31471 31471 

50102,042,HT,ADHIN 88489 7374 7374 7374 7374 7374 7374 
37 50102,160,GA,OPS 37047 3087 3087 3087 3087 3087 3057 

50102,160,6A,E.D. 150216 12518 12518 12518 12518 12518 12518 
39 50102,1bO,GA,I'IKT6 41547 3462 3462 3462 3462 3462 3462 

501 TOTAL LABOR 2402823 194648 187652 202515 195995 20269~ 2020q4 
41 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------

FRINGE BENEFITS 
43 50201,FICA 175762 14240 13730 14813 !4338 1462b 14732 

50202,RTRIINT 183632 14878 14345 15476 14980 15490 15444 
45. 5!)203,HOSP/IIED 210600 17100 17100 17100 17100 17100 liH:O 

50204,DENTAL 12810 1035 1035 1035 1035 1035 1035 
47 50205, LIFE/ AD&D 8460 705 705 705 705 705 705 

50206,DIS 16500 1375 1375 1375 1375 1375 1375 
49 50207!UNE11PL 24924 2077 2077 2077 2•)77 207i 2077 

50208,~K,CHP 70800 5900 5900 5900 5'100 5900 5q(1Q 
51 50209,SICK LVE 21053 1i10 1654 1773 1 72~' 1ii4 1it9 

50210,HOL 85242 6919 6688 7179 6964 il35 7' '"' .o .. 
53 50211,YAC 107108 8684 8381 9024 8742 9032 9UOo 

I 50212,0TH PD ASS 7666 622 601 646 o2o 64o 644 
55 50213,UNIFORHS 9792 816 816 81o Bib 516 Sle 

502 TOTAl FRINGES 934348 76060 74408 7i918 76378 7i961 'iS! 9 
57 

--------------------·-----------------------·---------------------------------------------------~-----------
SERVICES 

59 50302,11KT/PROHO SVCS 3000 250 250 250 250 :so 250 
50303,PROF/TECH SVCS 26280 2190 2190 2190 2190 2!90 2!~Q 

61 50304, TEMP HELP 2640 220 220 220 220 220 220 
50305,HT.CNTR liT SVCS 16320 1360 1360 1360 1360 ;360 nov 

63 5030S,SA,CNTR ~T SVCS 3180 265 265 265 265 -·~ O:llw :e: 
50306,CUST,SVCS ooo 55 55 55 55 ::c: ~~ ..... .... 

65 50307,SECURITY SVCS 4200 350 350 350 350 350 350 
50399,160,0TH SVCS 24000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 

67 503 TOTAL SVCS 80280 60'10 6690 6690 b690 6690 6b9•' 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 10.5 Operating Budget (cont'd) 
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Operating Budget 

I J K L M N 0 p Q 

=============================================================================================================== 
JULY AUGUST SEPTEI'!BER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------
S/HR HMI !. :JF TOT 

33 119649 129355 133892 138086 133287 139636 $10.19 $0.90 34.30 
11691 11691 11691 11691 11691 11691 $0,91 $0.0€ .3. t)6 

35 31471 323tt1 32391 32391 32391 33489 S2.42 $0.2! a. \4 
7374 7374 7374 7374 7374 7374 $0.57 $0.05 !.93 

37 3087 3087 3087 3087 3087 3087 $0.24 $Q,,j2 0.81 
12518 12518 12518 12518 12518 12518 $0.97 $0.09 3.28 

39 3462 3462 3462 3462 3462 3462 $0.27 $0.02 0.91 
189252 199878 204416 208609 203811 21125i $15.58 st.:e 52. 4!1 

41 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

43 13847 14621 14951 15257 14907 15450 $1.14 $0.10 3.84 
14467 15275 15621 15940 15575 16141 $1,19 $0.11 4.01 

45 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 $1.37 . $0.12 4.60 
1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 so.oa S•:i. 01 0.28 

47 705 705 705 705 i05 it)5 $0.05 $,01) 0.18 
1375 1375 1375 1375 1375 1375 $0.11 $0.01 0.3il 

49 2077 2077 2077 2077 2077 2077 $0.!6 $0, •)! 0.54 
5900 5900 5900 5900 5900 5900 $0.46 $0.04 l. 54 

51 1667 1752 1788 1821 1783 1843 $0.14 S0.01 0.46 
6741 7092 7241 7380 7221 7467 $0.55 $0.05 1.db 

53 8450 8910 9107 9288 9080 9403 S0.69 to. :;6 2.34 
606 638 65i 664 650 672 $0.05 $,00 0.17 

55 81b 816 816 816 816 816 $0.06 $0.0! '),21 
75750 78260 79332 80323 79189 80948 6 20 

57 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

59 250 250 250 250 250 250 $0.02 $.00 0 .1''1 
'"' 

2190 2190 2190 2190 2190 2190 S0.17 $0.02 O.Si 
61 220 220 220 220 220 220 $0.02 s.oo 0.06 

1360 1360 1360 1360 1360 1360 $0.11 $0.01 0.36 
63 265 265 265 265 265 265 $0,02 $,01) 0.07 

55 55 55 55 55 55 $, •)(I $.i)0 0 rd ... 
65 350 350 350 350 350 350 S0.03 $, i)(l 0.·)9 

2000 2000 2000 2000 20tj0 2000 $0.16 50.01 0.52 
67 6690 6690 6690 6690 6690 6690 $0.52 $0. 1)5 1. 75 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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A B c D E F G h 

DFE?ATINE B~DGET:t984 
==============~============================================================================================= 

69 MATERIALS ~ SUPPLIES 

71 

73 

75 

77 

79 

81 

83 

85 

87 

89 

91 

93 

95 

5t)40 l, FliEL/ LUBS 

50499,0P,OTH MTLS 
50499,MT,OTH MTLS 
50499,SA,160,0TH MTLS 
504 TOTAL MTLS/SUFPLI 

UTILITIES 
505 TOTAL UTILS 

CASUALTY l LIABILITY COSTS 
50601,PHYS DAM INS 
50603, LI AB INS 
50606,DED PAYOUTS 
50608,0TH INS 
SOb T01AL CAS/LIAB 

TAXES 
507 TOTAL VEH LIC 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE 
50~01,0UES/SBSCR 

50902, TRVL 
50908,ADV/PROMO MEDIA 
50'i99,0TH DIR 
509 TOTAL HISC EXP 

97 iNTEREST EXPENSES 

99 

101 

103. 

511 TOTAL INTEREST 

LEASES ~ RENTALS 
51210~DP FAC LS 
51212,SA FAC LS/RNTLS 
512 TOTAL LEASES/RNTL 

TOTAL 

6o6439 
72000 
11076 

122029 
19056 

890600 

23340 

42900 
110808 

816 
2856 

157380 

12(: 

3240 
4152 

18480 
5620 

31692 

44411 

2076 
15600 
17676 

JANUARY FEERUARV 

55230 
60!)() 

923 
10471 
1588 

74212 

1945 

9234 
68 

238 
13115 

10 

270 
346 

1540 
465 

2641 

3701 

1300 
1473 

5l3i0 
6000 
923 

9.~71 

1588 
69552 

1945 

9234 
68 

238 
13115 

10 

270 
346 

1540 
485 

2641 

37(:1 

ti" 
~ .' -.. ' 

1300 
1473 

MARCH 

58018 
6000 

10864 
1588 

77393 

1945 

3575 
9234 

65 
238 

13115 

10 

270 
34o 

1540 
485 

2641 

37(11 

~i"r 
.Li· .. • 

1.300 
14i3 

APFIL 

55594 
6(100 
923 

10341 
1588 

74446 

1945 

68 
238 

nttc: .......... ._, 

10 

270 
346 

1540 
485 

2641 

1300 
1473 

55684 

923 
10330 
1588 

i4i25 

1945 

9234 

13115 

270 
346 

1540 
485 

:641 

,.~,.,t 

,.t;··.·'.L 

JLiN£ 

· S5S92 

10283 
1588 

74776 

1945 

3575 
9234 

238 
t ct t c: 
l-.'1.0:.' 

l ;·, 
6'.l 

no 
34b 

·-··' -~· .i !} l 

130i) 
1473 

============================================================================================================ 
105 SUMMARY 

107 

109 

111 

113 

115 

iOTAL EAP 
TGiAL REVS 
OPER DEFICIT 

EXP/\'EH HR 
EXFliJEH MI 
RE'JiVEH MI 
OPER RATIO 
PAX 
?AX/VEH HR 

4'5826i1 

2465076 

$29.71 
$2.63 
$1.21 
0.46 

4168494 
27.0 

37~496 

182155 
192341 

$28.29 
$2.50 
$1.22 
0.49 

358573 
27.1 

361187 
156613 
202493 

$29.54 
$2.61 
$1.15 
0.44 

312389 

387402 
182126 
205276 

$28.21 
$2.50 
$1.17 
0.4i 

358516 
26.! 

376394 
17i139 
199255 

$28. i9 
$2.55 
$1.20 
0.4i 

348699 
26.7 

384~56 

l7943i 
205525 

$29.48 

$1.22 

~~":!'...,1 ti 
.,.o:.J._I.:.J. './ 

2!)5644 

$29.56 

$1.22 
(;. 46 

27. !) 
============================================================================================================ 

Figure 10. 5 Operating Budget ( cont' d) 
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71 

73 

75 

77 

79 

81 

83 

85 

87 

89 

91 

93 

95 

97 

99 

101 

103 

105 

107 

109 

111 

113 

115 

103 Operating Budget 

I J K L M N 0 p 

=============================================================================================================== 

50S19 

'1286 
tc;c~ 
.. wu~ 

68716 

1945 

~C'~C' .;._; ;'.,.; 

9234 
68 

238 
13115 

10 

270 
346 

1540 
485 

2641 

3701 

1300 
1473 

AUSUS; SEPiEMBER 

::4092 
6000 

9809 

72412 

1945 

9234 
68 

238 
13115 

10 

270 
346 

1540 
485 

264! 

3701 

173 
1300 
1473 

56318 
Q!}\)~} 

923 

1588 
74982 

1945 

~S:"iC 
._:-.J};,j 

9234 
68 

Z38 

U'; 
1V 

270 
346 

1540 
.185 

2641 

3701 

173 
1300 
1473 

58423 

1588 
77405 

1945 

3575 
9234 

.:.o 
l.iU 

238 
13115 

10 

270 
346 

1540 
485 

2641 

1300 
1473 

56755 
6000 

923 

1588 
75374 

9234 
68 

238 
1 .. 4 ~ C' 
J. .) ll J 

10 

270 
346 

15:!(! 
;es 

2641 

3701 

130(i 
1473 

578:4 t4 I .32 
o..!iN £0, 4 7 

1588 $(!.1: 

!945 $0.15 

":":'CiC: 
·~·._:; ._, 

68 

$0.28 
$0.72 

238 $0.02 
13115 $1.02 

10 

270 $!). 02 
346 $0.03 

:54(; 
485 ;o. C:4 

$0.21 

3701 $i), 29 

173 $0.01 
1300 $0.10 
1473 $0.11 

$.::. 32 
$(i, ,)4 

$(;. ; : 
tr . . '. 7 
-¥\'r··.'' 

$(,) l 

~(;. :)1 

LO(• 
*':,. ,:.9 

$, )!) 

i .Y) 

$. •)(i 

$•). :)2 

L)O 
$0.01 
$0. :}1 

i.. I..;-_, 

i: 
• ! 

I.). 51 

'-'• ·.·;.. 

0. (i6 
::.43 

:";_) 
I - : 

'-'•"·.'.' 

{", ~ ~ 
-...: .. -... 

i), 97 

t), 05 
0.34 
r-. ~= ,_,,..,,; 

=============================================================================================================== 

363294 
161542 
201752 

$30.94 
$2.74 
$1.22 

!.', 44 

3tn'n 
1": I ... , . .~. 

154888 
225237 

$30.65 ... ~· ,.:, I l 

$1. 11 
0.4! 

304899 
24.6 

388305 
1""TC::7.,~ 
.I.IOJ!i.:..r 

212580 

$30.25 
$2.68 
$[. 21 

1), 45 
345915 

26.9 

395912 
195922 
199989 

$2.65 
s 1. 31 
'J. 49 

:85674 
29.1 

387949 
194353 
1~3595 

$30.36 
$2. 6<1 
$1.35 

382585 
'10 Q 
i.!· I 

398388 !~9.71 

176199 $13.73 
221~:88 H5.98 

$30.77 
$2.72 
$1.21 

::: . .l4 

348424 
2b.q 

s:. 6.3 
H.11 
$1.:11 

:oo. i)i) 

=============================================================================================================== 
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Application 

This spreadsheet allows a proposed operating hdget tx> be systema
tically compared with expenditure experience from past :years. 

Use 

Expense experience by category is E!ltered :fbr the last canpleted 
rudget year, current year bldget, and current ,ear total expense estima
tes, based a1 year tx> date riata. As tevisions are made tD the hdget 
proposal , they can he easily compared tx> p1st experience. 

Assumptions 

The example shown tere illustrates Sl agency in '¥hich l:uiget items 
are stmnarized by area of responsibility. 

l'btes 

Column B: IBta. Actual expenditures :fbr the last completed fiscal :year. 

Column c: nata. Budgeted expenditures :fbr the current fiscal :year. 

Column D: Data. Estimated actual expenditures for the current fiscal 
year, based a1 actual expenditures to date. 

Column E: Input Data. Proposed bldget :fbr the ~ :fl.scal )leSr· 

F6: ((D6-B6)/B6)*100 

G6: ((E6-D6)/D6)*100 

Variations 

If the format of line items or expense categories in ool\lllll A is 
matched with that of the proposed hdget S\JIIID8ry, data rrs.y be S:lle tx> be 
transferred automatically from the luiget spreadsheet tx> this ooe. 

The hldgeted line items can be tdapted tx> the hdget structure of 
each agency. 
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Budget Cauparison 

B c D E F 
1 Budget Coaparisons 

========================================================================================= 
3 Expenditures Budget Estimated Proposed : Change I Change 

1982 1983 1983 1964 1982-1983 1983-1984 
J ========================================================================================= 

General P!gr & Board 206 224 211 211 2.43 (i 

7 "BE 31 '!''i .,.., 35 3"' ;; 12.90 -5.71 
SUBTOTAL 237 259 246 244 .3.80 -0.81 

9 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Adain & Finance 317 354 314 328 -0.95 4.46 

11 Human Resources 325 353 328 36b 0.92 11.59 
CIC 191 207 202 233 5. ?b i$.35 

13 Finance 95 115 101 122 6.32 20.79 
Purchasing 172 177 180 198 4.65 10.00 

15 Accounting ~ Payr 131 154 147 166 12.21 12.93 
Cashier t! Cust. s 260 271 266 275 2.31 3.38 

17 Safety 35 40 37 41 5.71 10.81 
Claims 453 586 446 626 -1.55 40.36 

19 SUBTOTAL 1979 2257 2021 2355 2.12 16.53 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

21 Support Services 113 123 120 1'!'? .... 6.19 10.00 
Service Devel. 587 610 606 683 3.Z4 12. i1 

23 MIS 291 373 371 464 27.49 25.07 
Scheduling 83 98 94 121 13.25 2B.i2 

25 SUBTOTAL 1074 1204 1191 1400 10.89 17 'it:: 
", twW 

27 "arketing 565 700 661 653 16.99 -1.21 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

29 Operations 87 1"~ i.l 102 149 17.24 46.08 
Trans 12974 14730 14553 16016 12.17 10.05 

31 Equip . 6389 6844 6735 7390 5.42 9.73 
BIG 1278 1406 1252 1541 -2.03 'Z3.08 

33 SUBTOTAL 20728 23107 22642 25096 9.23 10.84 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

35 TOTAL 24583 27527 26761 29748 8.86 11.16 
========================================================================================= 

37 SERVICE HOURS 683036 7'38000 733076 785000 7.33 i.oa 

Jt} PASSENGERS(THOUI 16219 16900 16765 17781 3.3i 6.06 
========================================================================================= 

Figure 1 0. 6 Budget Cauparison 



rocr.MENrATI~: lQ-YEAR CPERATn«; BtJIX;ET 

Application 

This spreadsheet supports develop~Ent of a long-term ftnH.ng a:ld capital accpisition strategy. 
Alternative assumptions concerning cost :tbrecasts, :ftnling levels and ridership may be tested. 

Use 

'!he last complete year's a:ld current year's data are used to ~nerate b>urly cost, average 
fare and productivity rates. 'lhese statistics are used as a baseline :tbr projection of service pro
vided, costs, and revenues in the future. 

AsSUDJ>tions 

A variety of assunptions concerning aldition of service, changes in operating costs per b>ur, 
future productivity (in terms) of passengers per b>ur), future fare policy, a:ld d:her sources of 
operating revenue can be incorporated in the :tbroul.as used. (See mtes, below.) These assuuptions 
allow each year's projection to be b.rl.lt en the statistics fbr the preceding year. 

'1he example cbes mt include the interrelationships between fare levels a:ld ridership nor that 
aoomt of service a:ld productivity. 

lbtes: 

B6: Data. lburs of service provided during previous complete :year. 

~: (ClO) 

B8: Data. lburs of service aided since previous :year. 

...... 
~ 



A B c D E F G H I J K L 

11 PASSENGERS, HOURS, REVENUE & EXPENSE 
1983 TO 1993 

31 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 

7 

9 

11 

D 

15 

17 

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
========================================================================================================================================================= 

BEGINNING HOURS: l 694404 704405 754445 779545 816170 823170 830170 837170 844170 851170 858170 
I 
I 

ADDED SERVICE: l 10001 50040 25100 36625 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000 
========================================================================================================================================================= 

TOTAL HOURS: l 704405 754445 779545 816170 823170 830170 837170 844170 851170 858170 865170 
I 
I 

I 
I 

COST PER HOUR: : 33.55 36.49 38.31 40.23 42.24 44.35 46.57 48.90 51.35 53.91 56.61 
I 
I 

EXfENSES: l 23630269 27527000 29867877 32834703 34772130 36821213 38988275 41279989 43703404 46265961 48975514 

========================================================================================================================================================= 

Figure 10.7 10-Year Operating Budget 
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DB: Assumption. Projected increase in service CNer previous year. 

BlO: ( B6+B8} 

Bl3: (Bl6/Bl0} 

013: Assunption. (Cl3*1.05} represents a 5 percent annual increase in mit costs. 

B16: IBta. Actual expenses fur last complete fiscal year. 

016 : ( DlOkD13} 

B20: (B22/Bl0} 

D20: Assumption. Projected productivity. 

B22: IBta. Actual passengers for last complete fiscal year. 

IJl2 : ( DlOkD20} 

B24: (B26/B22} 

1Yl4: Assunption. Projected average fare. 

B26: IBta. Actual passenger revenues during last complete fiscal year. 

1Yl6 : ( D22*D24} 

B28: IBta. Actual other revenue during last complete fiscal year. 

IYl8: Assunption. Projected other ~ating t:evenUe. 

B30: ( B26+B28} 

B32: ( B30/Bl6}*100 

~ 



Variations: 

fboerous assunptions and interrelationships between the variables can be incorporated in this 
template. Row 8, added service, illustrates 51 assunption of 1.ineaT growth after 1978, ere a 
constant 81Jl)U[lt of service is aided each year. Row 13, cost per lour, illustrates exponential 
increase, lilere the cost increases by a constant Jl!rCellt8ge each year. Other fbrmulas can be used 
fur other assunptions, or a:tual c:p.altities can be asSUDed. 

Ridership reductions due to fare increases could also be incorporated in the teq>late, by 
incorporating material from Application 10, if the aoomt of service offered remains constant. 

§ 



00Cli1ENI'ATION: lQ-YEAR CAPITAL BUIXEl' 

Application 

This template supports planning of capital expenditures fur capital grant applications ani 
cbtaining local match. 

Use 

Capital requirement furecasts by project are input. The template Stiilmarizes annual capital 
expenses. 

Notes 

All entries are II811ual projections of capital requirements by project. 

....... 
b 



A B c F G H I J K L 

11 CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 
1983 TO 1993 

3 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

OPS CAPITAL EXPENSES: 
71 --------------------: 

ADVANCED OSN BUSES: 
91 99/85/50/50/50/31 : 1-3259835 12991973 8200000 885000(1 9550000 802900(1 

11 SHALL BUSES !1 0 l : 1000000 

13 FARE COLLECTION SYS: 1100000 20000 51000 

15 TWO-WAY RADIO SYS: 1727493 35000 86250 

17 SERVICE VEHICLES~ 152000 124000 75000 140000 85000 90000 

19 HIS EQUIP & SOFTW: 443000 300000 80000 
I 
I 

21 11ISCELUINEOUS: : 296119 152000 100000 200000 210000 22197(1 234844 248935 263871 
========================================================================================================================================================= 

231 TOTAL OPS EXPENSE: : 13555954 16566466 9779000 9142250 9690000 285000 300000 221970 8263844 248935 263871 
========================================================================================================================================================= 

251 CONSTRUCTION CAP EXP: 
--------------------

27 
I SHELTERS (150/50!: : 9(10000 320000 

29 
I S£6NS !32001: : 330001) 

31 
I BUS GARAGE: : 6943110 6481072 

33 
I PAfiK-N-RIDE LOTS: : 594516 456000 1000000 1250000 

3~ 

========================================================================================================================================================= 
J/1 TOTAL CONSH:UCTION: 594516 862~110 7801072 1250000 0 0 i) (I (l I) 0 

·1q I TOTAL CAP EXPENSES: 14150470 25195576 17580072 10392250 9690000 285000 3001)01) 221970 626~·844 248935 263B71 
=============================================================~=========================================================================================== 

Figure 10. 8 . 10-Year Capital Budget 
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Application 

'Ihe cash balance can be :tbrecast by week using this template, 
allowing planning of loans and :Investments. 

Use 

Projections of weekly operating revenues, expenses, and operating 
assistance payments are inpUt in the template. 'lbe template calculates 
the running cash balance, and average fur the study period. Projected 
data tray be mplaced by actual revenues, expenses, and aid payments as 
the year progresses to 118intain al ~-to-date cash management report. 

N:>tes 

O:>lumn C: AsS\IDption. Projected operating revenues by \\leek. 

C'olumn D: AsSl.lllption. Projected operating acpenses by week. 

D3: AsSUDption. Opening cash balance. 

m: (CS-DS) 

C'olumn F: AsSUDption. Projected federal operating assistance payments. 

C'olumn G: AsS\IDption. Projected state operating assistance payments. 

ColUDil. H: Assumption. Projected local operating assistance payments. 

C'olumn 1: Input data. Planned loans (positive) and payments (negative) • 

J8: ( D3-t£8+F&tGS+H8+18) 

J9: ( JB+E9+F9+G9+H9+I9) 

J36: Avg(J8 ••• J32) 

Variations 

Aid payment categories tray be mplaced by mechanisms applying to 
each property. A more detailed cash management tool :tbllaws. 
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Cash Flow Projection 

A B c D E F G H I J 
1 CASH FLOW PROJECTION 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
J Opening Cash Balance: $ 100000 

Balance 
~ Week Week No. Syste1 Syste1 Cash Federal State Local Loans or at end 

Revenues Expenses Deficit Aid Aid Aid Piyments of Week 
7 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jan. 7 1 25000 70000 -45000 10000 b5000 
9 Jan. 14 2 25000 44500 -19500 10000 55500 

Jin. 21 3 25000 44500 -19500 10000 4b000 
11 Jan. 28 4 25000 44500 -19500 10000 36500 

Feb. 4 5 25000 70000 -45000 10000 1500 
13 Feb. 11 6 25000 44500 -19500 10000 -8000 

Feb. 18 7 25000 44500 -19500 100Qi) -li500 
15 Feb. 25 8 25000 44500 -19500 250000 10000 223000 

ftar. 4 9 25000 70000 -45000 10000 189000 
17 "ar. 11 10 25000 44500 -19500 10000 1?8500 

"ar. 18 11 25000 44500 -19500 10000 169000 

19 . ftar. 25 12 25000 44500 -19500 10000 159500 
Apr. 1 13 25000 100000 -75000 250000 10000 344500 

21 Apr. 8 14 25000 44500 -19500 10000 335000 
Apr. 15 15 25000 44500 -19500 10000 325500 

23 Apr. 22 16 25000 44500 -19500 10000 316000 
Apr. 29 17 25000 44500 -19500 10000 306500 

25 ftay 6 18 25000 70000 -45000 10000 271500 
ftay 13 19 25000 44500 -19500 1000!.1 262000 

27 ltay 20 20 25000 44500 -19500 10000 252500 
"ay 27 21 25000 44500 -19500 10000 243000 

29 June 3 22 25000 70000 -45000 10000 208()00 
June 10 23 25000 44500 -19500 10001) 198500 

31 Junt 17 24 25000 44500 -19500 10000 189001) 
June 24 25 ~000 44500 -19500 250000 1COOO 429500 

33 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 625000 1295500 -670500 500000 250000 250000 0 

35 
Average Cash Balance--- 191140 

Figure 10.9 Cash Flow Projection 



OOCU-1ENIATION: CASH Fl..a.1 M!\NAGR 

Application 

Investment decisions may be supported by the detailed cash flow information provided by this 
template. 

Use 

Monthly projections of revenues by source, and of both q>erating and capital expenditures, are 
input . As the year progresses, actual :revenue and expense information DBy be substituted for pro
jections. This data is med to ~erate the actual or projected cash balance at the end of each 
moth. Investment decisions can be input to produce data oo total investment by mnth, and revised 
projections of available cash. 

N:>tes 

BS: JBta. Beginning cash balance. 

CS: (B57) 

NS: (BS) 

B7: Input data. Investments maturing during mnth. Includes carry over from the previous year 
plus current investments from :rows 40 to 54. 

lbws 10 to 14: JBta. Actual or projected revenue ~r mnth from various sources. 

Bl7: {B5+B7+B15) 

~ 



N17: ( N5+N7+Nl5) 

Rows 20 to 23: Dlta. Actual or projected operating expenses p!r mnth. 

Raws 27 to 32: Dlta. Actual or projected capital eKpenses p!r I'!Dnth. 

B35: ( B24+B33) 

N35: ( N24+N33) 

B37: (Bl7-B35) 

N37 : (N17 -N35) 

Rows 40 to 54: Input data. Amount of investments 1l8de in each mnth. .Atoounts entered J:ere sOOuld 
also be included in the total investments maturing (Row 7) for the mnth of maturity. 

B55: Sum(B40 ••• B54) 

B57: ( B37 -B55) 

N57: ( B5iN7+Nl5-N35-N55) 

B60: ( 2566000-B7+B55) .• EXample uses starting investment balance of $2,566,000. 

a;o: ( B60-C7-te55) 

Variations 

A simpler cash nanagement tool is shown in the trMous example. 

:= 
V'l 



A B c D E F G H I J K L M N 

11' CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS- 1984 
================================================================================================================================================== 

31 JAN FEB "AR APR "AY JUN JUL AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
================================================================================================================================================== 

5 :ASH BEG "Ottffl -271688 1723 29899 -73260 53391 51449 33162 -37170 72462 536892 1588762 1457762 -271688 

7 INVEST "ATURE 550000 1065000 716000 874000 735000 445000 430000 239000 746000 704000 150000 595000 7249000 

9 REVENUE 
DEPOSITORY 25954 bOOOO 91000 25000 30000 30000 30000 30000 30000 351954 

111 INTEREST 12234 31730 12086 21058 27903 9736 8514 6894 19430 33172 20000 25300 228057 
SALES TAX 814673 637094 644895 736512 615698 650292 4099164 

131 FED GRANTS 11306 5193 16499 
OTHER 1241 352 93000 94593 

151 TOTAL REVENUEtff sons 851948 12086 718152 27903 745631 33514 866406 49430 678870 50000 705592 479(1267 
------------------------------------------!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------171 TOTAL CASH AVAit 329047 1918671 757985 1518892 816294 1242080 496676 10682lb 867892 1919762 1788762 2758354 11767579 
================================================================================================================================================== 

19 OUTLAYS-EXPENSE 
PAYROLL 138572 136499 135785 132681 137742 142838 148611 140000 140000 140000 140000 140000 1672728 

1-' 21 A/P OTHER 143752 168'165 197756 174345 186794 151396 179400 151862 160000 160000 161)0(10 160000 1994270 1-' 

DIAL-A-RIDE 45000 20000 36000 41000 25000 25000 30000 30000 30000 30000 3000i) 342000 0'1 

231 OTHER 93000 930(11) 
SUB TOTALtlltHt 327324 325464 369541 348026 324536 319234 353011 321862 330000 330000 330000 423000 4101998 

25 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OUTLAYS-CAPITAL 

27 20 PASS BUS 0 
40 FT BUSES 372912 372912. 

291 VAN POOL 829411 14329 1856 28252 107 i7Bll 155J01 
SHOP EQUIP 724 104 1219 2047 

311 E&H BUSES 107362 107362 
"ISC OFF EQUIP 1651 619 1057 473 1805 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 10605 

331 SUB TOTAL***'*** 0 191))(18 16704 2475 29309 684 30835 373912 1000 1000 1000 1 Ot)O 646227 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
351 TOTAL OUTU\YSttt 3~7324 515772 366245 350501 353845 319918 383646 695774 331000 331000 3310(10 42400v 475~)225 

================================================================================================================================================== 
:nl PROJ CASH ·BALttt 1723 1402899 371740 1168391 462449 922162 112830 3724b2 536892 1588762 1457762 2334~54 7017354 



3' 
41 

43 

45 

47 

49 

51 

53 

A 

INVEST DECISIONS 
2122 TO 3123 
2128 TO 5/24 
2/28 TO 4126 
3123 TO 6/22 
4/26 TO 8/23 
4/29 TO 7/26 
4129 TO 9/20 
5/24 TO 10/25 
6/22 TO 10125 
6/30 TO 12125 
7129 TO 11/30 
S/31 TO 9/30 

551 TOTAL INVESTtttt 

571 END BALANCE***** 

591 CUll INVEST 

B c D E F G H I J K L M N 

380000 
734000 
259000 

445000 
239000 
430000 
446000 

411000 
294000 
595000 

150000 
300000 

0 1373000 445000 1115000 411000 889000 150000 300000 0 0 0 0 4683000 

1723 29899 -73260 53391 51449 33162 -37170 72462 536892 1588762 1457762 2334354 2334354 

t;E6 6AL 2566000t 2016000 2324000 2053000 2294000 1970000 2414000 2134000 2195000 1449000 745000 595000 

(") 
~ 
I'll 

0 -2566000 =r 
61 ================================================================================================================================================== ~ 

Figure 10.10 Cash Flow Manager 
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JXXno1ENIATIOO: FARE SIRucruRE ANALYSIS 

.Application 

· 'lhis spreadsheet calculates a new fare level to ~ate a target 
aoomt of fare revenue, taking into a: count loss of rldership due to t1'E 
fare increase. It also allows the user to project the revenue atd 
ridership 8f!Oerated by a given fare structure. 

Use 

'lhe current fares and ridership of each fare type are entered in 
the template, along with ~ target level of total revenue seneration. 
'!he template uses successive calculations to calculate new fares Wd.ch 
approach the target revenue aoomt. Since the calculated fares are 
likely to be maven IUJi:,ers, the U3er can then enter a new fare struc
ture based en the "optimal fares" to test its effect en revenue and 
ridership • 

'lbe spreadsheet can be used to test various fare levels and fare 
structures in order to identify a conbination of fare level and fare 
structure Vdch minimizes ridership loss, lid.le ganerating the desired 
level of revenue. 

Assumptions 

The fares in all zones are based ro s:>me relationship with the base 
fare in zone 1. In the example shown, the ratio between the various 
zone fares leS maintained: all zone fares were increased by the same 
percentage. 

The mxlel uses the Simpson-Curtin rule to calculate ridership loss 
dle to the fare increase: for every 3% fare increase 1% of riders will 
be lost. 

Notes 

General: The m:xlel uses successive recalculations to calculate 
fares approaching the desired level of revenue • For this reason the 
spreadsheet should be set to recalculate manually. 

N>te the instructions to U3erS included in lines 34 to 40. 

B6: Input data. Cmrent fare fur zone 1 in cents. 

B28: (B6) 
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Fare Structure Analysis 

A B c D E F G li I J K L 

FARE REVENUE PROJECTION PROGRAM 1 

3 
============================================================================================================ 

ZONE 
1980 
FARE 

BRTA EXIST 
PASS REVS 

TEST TEST 
FARE . PASS 

TEST ELAST 
REVS FACT 

FARE 
ADJ 

NEW 
FARE 

NEW 
PASS 

NEW 
REVS 

5 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
30 651436 195431 36.15 607348 219572 0.93 -0.0105 TC: 615607 215462 ........ 

7 'l so 158972 79486 60.25 148213 89305 0.93 bO 148480 89088 .. 
-r 70 39698 27789 84.36 37011 31221 0.93 90 35955 32360 -· 

9 4 90 6670 6003 108.46 6219 6745 0.93 110 6181 6799 
5 110 9970 10967 132.56 9295 12322 0.93 130 9372 12183 

11 6 130 138 179 156.66 129 202 0.93 160 ~~-

''"' 204 
7 150 8 12 180.7b 7 13 0.93 180 7 1~ 

"' 13 E&H 
1 15 158210 23732 18.08 147503 26663 1),93 2(i 140;307 28161 

15 2 25 32470 8118 30.13 30273 9120 0.93 T' ,.v 30327 9098 
3 35 7626 2669 42.18 7110 2999 0.93 40 7266 2907 

17 4 45 978 440 54.23 912 494 0.93 55 906 498 
5 55 1882 1035 66.28 1755 1163 0.93 65 !i69 1150 

19 6 65 90 59 78.33 84 66 0.93 80 qT 
"''-' 67 

7 75 0 0 90.38 0 0 0.93 90 (I 0 
21 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1068148 355919 36 995858 399884 399884 996888 397991 
23 SOAL--> 400000 -116 1 <--FLAS ' 

36 
25 ============================================================================================================ 

RESULTS: 
27 

Af!OUNT 30 1068148 355919 36 995858 399884 35 996888 397991 
29 DIFF. -72290 43965 -71260 42072 

IDIFF -6.77 12.35 -6.67 11.82 
31 

============================================================================================================ 
33 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
35 TO CLEAR PUT 30 IN F6, AND SET FLAS TO 0. 

ENTER DESIRED REVS IN E23 !60ALl, RECALC UNTIL CLEAR. 
37 PUT +F22 IN F6 & SET FLAG TO 1 TO RUN. 

RECALC ABOUT 10 TiftES. 
39 ENTER ANY FARES IN COLUf!N K FOR NEW PASS AND REVS. 

~1 ============================================================================================================ 

Figure 10 .11 Fare Structure Analysis 
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C6: Input data. Olrrent amual. zone 1 passengers. 

C28: (C22). 

~: (B6*C6)/100, in cbllars. 

D23: Input data. Target revenue objective. 

D28: (D22) 

~: Fnter current moe 1 fare tD set q> ~late. 

E7: (E6*(B7/B6)). Example asSUDes all fares will be h1creasecl by same 
percentage. 

!22: (E24-I6) 

E24: (E6) 

F.28: (E6) 

F6: (H6*C6) 

F28: (F22) 

F29: ( F28-C28) 

F30: (F29/C28)*100 

Qi: (E6*F6)/100 

G23: (G22-D23)*H23 

G28: (G22) 

G29: ( G28-D28) 

G30: (G29/D28)*100 

ffi: (1-( .33*(E6-B6)/B6)). A fare elasticity of .33 is assu.d. 

H23: 0 to set q> template, 1 to run. See mstructiDns. 

16: ( E6*G23/D23) 

J6: Input data. Proposed new fare fbr zone 1 in aents. 

J28: (J6) 

K6: (C6*(1-( .33*(J6-B6)/B6))) 

K28: (K22) 



K29: (K28-c28) 

K30: (K29/C28)*100 

Ih: ( J6*K6/100) 

1.28: (L22) 

1.29: (L28-D28) 

130: (L29/D28)*100 

121 

To run the spreadsheet fullow the instructions in iowa 34 to 40. 

Variations 

tboerous variations can 1:e nade to this spreadsheet. '1he teq>late 
can 1:e used to test fare structures without: the targeting feature by 
temoving col\DlS E through I. 

'1he relationship l:etween the tested zonal fares can 1:e changed to 
mflect various fare structures • For example, if a fixed increase l:et
leen zones \ere desired, FJ 'WOUld 1:e (E6+25) for a 25 cent increase. 

A separate colum could 1:e set q> with target revenue levels fur 
each zone. Fare aijustments would 1:e calculated fur all zones in colUIII'l 
I. 

Alternative elasticities can also 1:e tested. If certain DSrket 
segments are felt to 1:e insensitive to fare levels, the elasticity fac
tor in col\lllll H could 1:e changed to 1 or the ".33" in the equation in 
col\lllllS H and K could 1:e reduced. 

Mlrket segments by type of fare (Student, Elderly and Handicapped, 
or Adult) could 1:e used instead of zone segments. 
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Application 

'lhi.s template tracks operating cost components allocated to miles 
ald rours of service. A floating average is maintained to SIIIX>th rut 
minor nonthly fl.uctuatioos fur use in ~rformance IIDnitoring. This 
average is also used as a basis fur a one year projection of cost com
ponents. 

Use 

Variable cost elenstts such as operator 'ttBges , benefits, fuel , 
parts, and maintenance costs are allocated to either miles ar rours of 
service. Fach mnth the cost components allocated to each service 
ueasure are totaled , and divided by the rumber of miles ar lDurs of ser
vice operated, to obtain m ~tual allocated variable cost rate. 'lhese 
actual rates are e:ttered in the template, '\lhich generates a floating 
average and one year projection fur each rate. The template can also 
serve as a basis fur graphic illustration of cost trends. 

Assumptions 

'lhis template generates input fur a linear m:xlel fbr operating cost 
projection: Variable operating cost = (Hourly rate * Platform h>urs) + 
(Mileage rate * Revenue Miles) . The m:xlel is easy to d:!velop and use, 
but oot very accurate fur projecting variation in costs fur small 
variations in service. It is satisfactory, if used consistently, fur 
ODnitoring route ~rformance. 

The same cost rates are assuned to l:pply to all routes. Costs 
might actually vary between routes with significantly different 
operating characteristics, such as average speed ar driving conditions. 

A cost increase is assuned in the equations fur projected costs. A 
51o increase per year is used in this example. 

'nle use of a 12 ronth average in srooothing 11Dnthly variations reux:>
ves any significant periodic dlange within the 12 roonth ~riod. This 
procedure \\UU.ld rot be effective in projecting 11Dnthly ridership, Viere 
significant changes occur at different §easons of the year. 

Notes 

B6: Input data. .Actual ronthly operating costs allocated to rours/ 
platform rours actually operated. 

C6: Input data. Actual ronthly operating costs allocated to 
miles/revenue miles actually operated. 

D[7: (Sum(B6 ••• Bl8))/12 
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Cost Tracking and Forecasting 

A B c D E F G 
1 OPERATING COST ANAL VS IS 

===================================================================================== 
J MONTH, YR. HOURLY 11ILEA6E 12 MO FLOATING AVERAGE 

RATE RATE PER HOUR PER "lLE 
PROJECTED COSTS 

PER HOUR PEP. NILE 
J -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7 JAN 82 21.21 1. 51 
FEB 82 21.50 1.65 

9 I'IAR 82 21.55 1. 39 
APR 82 20.87 1.69 

11 I'IAY 82 22.14 1.35 
JUN 82 21.53 1. 34 

13 JUL 82 24.05 1.39 
AUG 82 21.66 1. 32 

15 SEP 82 21.95 1.45 
OCT 82 21. !4 1. 38 

17 NOV 82 22.88 1. 39 
DEC 82 19.12 1.40 "1 . .,. ,,.o..; 1. 44 

19 
JAN 83 22.03 1. 38 21.70 1.43 

21 FEB 83 23.74 1.48 21.89 1. 41 
I'IAR 83 21.81 1.49 21.91 1.42 

23 APR 83 21.65 1. 45 21.98 !. 40 
MAY 83 22.27 1.38 21.99 1.40 

25 JUN 83 21.55 !. 46 21.99 I 'I 
i.l£tl 

JUL 83 25.58 1 ..,, 
,,,J:(l 22.12 1. 41 

27 AUG 83 23.14 1. 37 22.24 1. 42 
SEP 83 23.88 1.41 22.40 1.41 

29 OCT 83 .,., ~7 
~. .... .), 1.52 22.50 1. 42 

NOV 83 22.79 1.50 22.49 1. 43 
31 DEC 83 23.87 1. 70 22.89 1. 46 22.72 l. 51 

33 JAN 84 24.75 1.61 23.12 1.48 22.79 1. 50 
FEB 84 22.98 1.48 

35 I'IAR 84 23.01 1. 49 
APR 84 23.07 1. 47 

T/ I'IAY 84 23.09 1.47 
JUN 84 23.09 1.48 

J9 JUL 84 .,~ ,., 
;.v.~"' 1.48 

AUG 84 23.35 1.49 
41 SEP 84 .,-r C:'l 

4'oJt-.14 1.48 
OCT 84 23.63 1. 50 

!I] NOV 84 23.62 1. 51 
DEC 84 24.03 !. 53 

4~ 

Figure 10.12 Cost Tracking and Forecasting 
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E17: (Sum(06 .•. Cl8))/12 

F30: ( 017*1. OS) A 5% cost increase is assuoed in the ecample. 

G30: (E17*1.05) A 5% cost increase is assuoed in the ecample. 

Variations 

A similar template could be used fur tracld.ng long-term trends of 
any performance measure. It provides a basis fur graphic presentation 
of trends av:l projections. 





OOClMF.Nl'ATION: M:>NI'HLY ROUl'E &l+fARY 

Application 

Mxlthly revenue information can be used to generate ridership and performance statistics by 
route. 

Use 

Revenue, revenue miles, and platform lDurs fbr the m:nth are input in coltmns F, G, am H. The 
spreadsheet generates cost, ridership, and performance statistics by route. Fare classification 
data by route DIJSt be available. 

Assu:uptions 

Q>erating costs are allocated to either lDurs or miles of service to generate the rates used 
(G23 am H23). The previous ~plication smws one uethod of generating q>erating cost rates. t.hits 
used to develop the rates should be consistent with mits in colUIIIls G and H (e.g. , vehicle-miles 
vs. revenue-miles, etc.) 

l'btes 

Rows 1-19 are the mnthly report. Rows 2o-35 contain background data used in calculating the 
fl.gures in the mnthly report • 

JiJ: Route name or 1Ul'ber • 

B6: ( E6*B23) 

~ 
0'\ 



A B c D E F G H I J K L 

JANUARY IIONTHLY ROUTE SUIIIIARY: AVERAGE NEEKDAY 1 

3 
================================================================================================================================================ 

ROUTE STUDENTS E&H ADULT TOTAL 
PASS 

TOTAL TOTAL PLATFORII PASS/IIILE OPERATING COST SUBSIDY PER 
REVENUE !liLES HOURS COST RECOVERY PASSENGER 

5. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

171 TOTAL 

') .. 
3 
4 
5 
b 
7 
8 
9 

10 

32 
Sb 
14 

368 
1088 

183 
78 

258 
222 
245 

2544 

145 
104 
19 

742 
1113 

460 
480 
812 
377 
846 

5098 

2314 2492 1445 
3284 3444 2024 
278 311 178 

8942 10052 5735 
19958 22159 12744 

9178 9821 5718 
4555 5113 2908 
5729 6799 3784 
5600 6199 3562 
7939 9030 5115 

67777 75419 43213 

750 65.9 3.32 2603 0.555 0.46 
488 58.2 7.06 2045 ().990 0.01 
238 19.67 1.31 798 0.223 1.99 

2968 234.88 3.39 9710 0.591 0.40 
5656 439 3.92 18306 0.696 0.25 
2069 177.85 4.75 7092 0.806 0.14 
1815 142.87 2.82 5920 0.491 0.59 
2250 170.59 3.02 7190 0.526 0.50 
1842 159.03 3.37 6330 0.563 0.45 
3203 240.05 2.82 10171 0.503 0.56 

21279 1708 3.54 70164 0.616 0.36 

19• ================================================================================================================================================ 
ROUTE 

21 

23 

25 

27 

29 

31 

STUDENTS ElrH ADULT AVE FARE III LEASE 
RATE 

HOURLY 
RATE 

0.0128 0.0582 0.9289 1 0.5800 1.46 22.89 
2 0.0163 0.0302 0.9536 1 0.5877 ~ 

3 0.0449 0.0609 0.8942 1 0.5728 ~ 
4 0.0366 0.0738 0.8896 1 0.5705 ~ 
5 0.0491 0.0502 0.9007 1 0.5751 ~ 

6 0.0186 0.0468 0.9345 1 0.5822 ~ 
7 0.0153 0.0939 0.8909 1 0.5688 ~ 
8 0.0379 0.1194 0.8426 1 0.5566 ~ 
9 0.0358 0.0608 1),9034 1 0.5746 til 

10 0.0211 o.o937 o.8792 1 o.5665 m 
331 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ~ 
35

. 5UtiHARY 0.0337 0.0676 0.8987 0.5730 

Figure lu.l3 Monthly Route Summary 

t-' 
N ......, 



B23: Data from ro-board fare classification oomts. Total passengers paying student fares/ total 
passengers ro route 1. 

B34: Data from on-board fare classification comts. Total passengers paying student fares/Total 
passengers. 

~: (E6*C23) 

<23: Data. Passengers paying E & H fares/Total passengers ro :route 1. 

C34: Data. Total passengers paying E & H fares/total passengers. 

~: (E6*D23) 

D23: Data. Passengers paying a:Jult fares/total passengers ro l.'OUte 1. 

~: (F6/F23) 

E23: ( B23+C23+D23) Oleck fbr value of 1. 

F6: Input data. Fare zevenues mr a1alysis period mr route 1. 

F23: (B2Jir .4)i(C2Jir .3)i(D23* .6) ~le uses fares of 40, 30, and 60 cents J:eapectively fbr stu
dent, EJdl and adult fares. 

G6: Data. Scheduled IIDllthly revenue miles <n route 1. 

G23: Data. ~ating c:nsts allocated by mile, mileage rate. 

~: Data. Scheduled DIXlthly platfonn murs <X1 route 1. 

1123: Data. ~ating c:nsts allocated by blur, hourly rate. 

16: (FIJ/G6) 

~ 



!17: (El7 /Gl7) 

J6: ( G6*G23)-f{H6*H23) 

K6: (F6/J6) 

I<l7 : ( Fl7 I Jl7) 

1.6: (J6-F6)/F.h 

Ll7: (Jl7-F17)/El7 

Variations 

'lbis furma.t can be revised to use plSsenger CO\mts by drivers. I8ta would be entered directly 
in columns B, C, and D. 

Performance ueasures can be dumged as desired. 

~ 

~ 



IXlCtMFM'ATION: K>NlliLY REPCRT!m SYSTEM WITH ~a; 

}g?lication 

Report preparation can be siq>lified fur clerical staff by using separate input fOrms am blank 
~rt templates. Macros can be used tD facilitate routine procedures. '1his system requires a · 
spreadsheet program which can transfer data from Clle spreadsheet tD another. 

U9e 

. A separate spreadsheet is used tD input the t:equired lll)[lthly data. A blank template b>lds ~ 
necessary fOrmulas and data. A third spreadsheet s:cunulates year-to-date data. Additional 
spreadsheets are \Bed tD store each specific :report. 

tbtes -
The input sheet spreadsheet contains ro fOrmulas, and is used only fur entering the lll)[lthly 

data. The blank spreadsheet contains all the fOrmulas and data described in the mnthly route sum
nmy <hcumentation (see the previoU9 ~plication) , except the mnthly revenue, miles, ard platform 
h>urs data. A third spreadsheet, not illustrated, is exactly ~ same as the blank, except that it 
contains all the revenue, miles and platform b>ur data s:cumulated during the year tD date. 

To prepare the mnthly report: 

1. Ehter the mnthly operating statistics in the Input Sheet spreadsheet, am save it. 

2. Retrieve the blank template. Transfer the input data from Input Sheets tD oolUIIlls F, G, am H 
of the blank spreadsheet. Save it, giving it the name of the mnth. '1his is the mnthly report. 
'1he transferring and saving procedures can be <bne in Clle step U9ing a single macro. 

~ w 
0 



3. Retrieve the. -year to date spreadsheet. Transfer the input data to colt.mns F, G, am H of the 
spreadsheet, adding them to the existing values in the cells. Save this spreadsheet us~ the 
the existing name • nus step can a1 so be cbne using a macro. 

4. Other nacros can be used to trint the required mnth and year to date reports, am to t:etrieve 
the necessary spreadsheets. 'lbe entire report preparation can be a:complished by entering the 
data <n the input sheet and then using 7 single letter nscro <XliiiD8llds. 

t;; 
~ 



INPUT SHEET 
==================================== 

ROUTE I'IONTH KONTH PLATFCFM 
REVENUE MILES HOURS 

------------------------------------
1 36125 18750 1648 
2 50600 12200 1455 
3 44500 5950 492 
4 143375 74200 5872 
5 318600 14~400 10975 ~ 
6 142950 51725 4446 N 

7 72700 45375 3572 
8 94600 56250 4265 
9 89050 46050 3976 

10 127875 80075 6001 

Figure 10.14 M:mthly Reporting System: Input Sheet 



"ONTHLY ROUTE SU""ARY: 
================================================================================================================================================ 

ROUTE STUDENTS E&H ADULT TOTAL 
PASS 

TOTAL 
REVENUE 

TOTAL PLATFOR" PASS/"ILE OPERATING COST SUBSIDY PER 
"ILES HOURS COST RECOVERY PASSENGER 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR ERR 
2 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR ERR 
3 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR ERR 
4 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR ERR 
5 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR ERR 
6 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR ERR 
7 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR ERR 
8 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR ERR 
9 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR "ERR 

10 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR ERR 

TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ERR 0 ERR ERR 

================================================================================================================================================ 
ROUTE STUDENTS E&H ADULT AVE FARE MILEAGE 

RATE 
HOURLY 

RATE 

1 0.0128 0.0582 0.9289 1 0.5800 1.46 22.89 
2 0.0163 0.0302 0.9536 1 0.5877 
3 0.0449 0.0609 0.8942 1 0.5728 
4 0.0366 0.0738 0.8896 1 0.5705 
5 0.0491 0.0502 0.9007 1 0.5751 Ef 
6 0.0186 0.0468 0.9345 1 0.5822 ~ 
7 0.0153 0.0939 0.8909 1 0.5688 ~ J:!. 
8 0.0379 0.1194 0.8426 l 0.5566 ~ '< 
9 0.0358 0.0608 0.9034 I 0.5746 E 

10 0.0271 0.0937 0.8792 1 0.5665 ~ ·~ 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ rt 
SURftARY 0.0337 0.0676 0.8987 0.5730 ~ ~· 

Figure 10.15 Mmt:hly Reporting System: Blank Teoplate ro ~ 
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KONTHLY ROUTE SUKnARY: JANUARY 
================================================================================================================================================ 

ROUTE STUDEkTS E&H ADULT TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL PLATFOR" f'ASS/"ILE OPERATING COST SUBSIDY PER 
PASS REVENUE "ILES HOURS COST RECOVERY PASSENGER 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 BOO 3626 57862 62288 36125 18750 1648 3.32 65086 0.555 0.46 
2 1400 2599 82101 86099 50600 12200 1455 7.06 51117 0.990 0.01 
3 3486 4731 69477 77694 44500 5950 492 13.06 19943 2.231 -0.32 
4 9200 18550 223550 251300 143375 74200 5872 3.39 24274Z 0.591 0.40 
5 27202 27830 498951 553982 318600 141400 10975 3.92 457662 0.696 0.25 
6 4575 11499 229451 245524 142950 51725 4446 4.75 177293 0.806 0.14 
7 1949 11997 113869 127815 72700 45375 3572 2.82 148005 0.491 0.59 
8 6449 20296 143220 169964 94600 56250 4265 3.02 179745 0.526 0.50 
9 5550 9425 140004 154979 89050 46050 3976 3.37 158238 0.563 0.45 

10 6125 21149 198467 225741 127875 80075 6001 2.82 254278 0.503 0.56 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 66735 131762 1756950 1955388 11:037S 531975 42701 3.68 1754109 0.639 0.32 

==================;============================================================================================================================= 

Figure 10.16 l•bnthly Reporting System: SaJF1e Reports 





1XXlJo1Dfl'ATI(: SBtVICE VARIAt«E 'JBA(J(ItG 

.Application 

Adbereace of actual service provided to bdgeted ald scheduled service levels can be tracked 
using this template. '1bis method am be uaed to mnitor the effectiveoess of service bulget~, 
achecluling 8ld operations. 

Use 

JUJgeted service neasures ( l¥rurs of miles of service) can be entered in the teaplate at the· 
beginning of the fiscal year. As each mnthly period is concluded, the actual IIOOI.Dt of service 
scheduled, md operated {as recorded en fuel tickets) can be entered. 'lhe teaplate will then calcu
late the variation of scheduled ~ budgeted service, of operated from scheduled service, am of 
operated from hldgeted service. 

tbtes 

General: tbte the hd.lt-in tbculentation provided by labels in 1'0W8 3 am 7 of this template. 

B): Data. Budgeted service miles from annual operating hldget. 

C9: Input data. ·Actual service scleduled mr 11DD.th. Cbuld be obtained from the wage and fuel 
budget application. 

))) : { C9-B9) 

E9: {OO/B9) 

m: {D22/B22) 

t;; 
~ 



A B c D E F G i:{ I .J 

ftiLEA&E REPORT 1 

J 
a:aa:::::as:s::::::::::as:cz::s:::::::aa:::::::::::::::::::a::~============•===============c:::::::::::::::::a:::::::a::::::::::a: 

~ 

.7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

21 

23 

J~WUARV 

FEBRUARY 
MRCH 
APRIL 
"AY 
JUME 
Jl'LY 
AUGUST 
SEFTEftBER 
OCTOBER 
NOVE!tBER 
DECEPIBER 

SU"!'IAI\Y 

II 8 
BUD6ET 

SCHEDUlED 
fiittS 

149589 
138154 
155206 
147725 
147567 
146900 
138462 
140131 
145047 
149589 
144391 
146312 

1749073 

c D 
ACTUAL SCHEDUlED 

SCHEDULED DIFFEREWC£ 
ftiLES 

!C-BJ 

14762~ -1965 
135972 -2182 
154095 -1I11 
146726 -999 
146608 -959 
145162 -!738 
1~68~1 -157i 
138889 -1242 
143829 -1218 
147194 -2395 
1419~5 -2456 
144926 -13~6 

1729851 -19222 

Figure 10.17 Service Variance· Tracking 

E 
SCHEDUlED 

DIFFEREtiCE 
t 

ID/BJ 

-1.311 
-1.58% 
-o.nt 
-0.68% 
-0.651 
-1.!8% 
-1.13% 
-(f. 89% 
-0.841 
-1.60% 
-1.701 
-~.951 

-!.:Q7. 

f 6 M t J 
TOTAl ~ERA TED Of'E!'{ATED VARIANCE % 'JARIAICE 

ACTUAL VARIANCE VAF.IANCE FROif FRill 
RILES % BUDGET IUD&ET 

CFUE'I. TKJ <F-CI !6/CJ tD+SJ U/81 

150812 :nee 2.16% 1223 0.821 
138611 26:~ i.94% 457 0.3~ 
1559iS 1880 1.22% 769 0.501 
148027 1301 0.89% 302 0.201 
146937 329 0.221 -630 -0.431 
146195 1033 0.71t -705 -0.481 
139021 2130 1.56% 559 0.40% 
139926 1037 0.751 -205 -0.15% 
145892 2063 1.4~% 845 0.581 
148920 1726 1.17% -669 -1).4st 
1438!5 1880 1.32% -576 :-0.401 
14~81~ 1387 0.6!Y. -4QQ -9.341 

174~944 201)9~ 1.16% 87l 0.05~ f. 
2 

~ 
~-
ft) 

~ 
~ 
~· 

~ w ....., 



F9: Input data. Actual service q>erated during DDllth, obtained from fuel tickets. 

QJ: (F9-c9) 

If): (G9/C9) 

H22: ( G22/C22) 

19: (D9fG9) 

.J): (I9/B9) 

J22: ( 122/B22) 

Variations 

A similar report can be prepared :fbr l'Durs of service. 

A graphic illustration comparing the luigeted, scb!duled, and operated aoounts of service can 
be generated from this spreadsheet. · 

~ 





~: RilE OIE(l{ ANALYSIS* 

Application 

'lhis template a.maarizes ro-off oomt data 8ld p:oduces a load J;r<>file, passenger-mile 
statistics, am schedule d'erence checks 1Dr the trip surveyed. h mll~ application 8\ID 
marizes the data mr all trips surveyed ro th! t:OUte. 

Uae 

Backgmlnf data em the route includes the distance of each bus stop £rca tbt 1'0Ute tend.na1, 
a achedu1ed arrival times at each stop. For each trip sampled, tiDe of arrival, boardf.Iwl, 
a aU.ghtU.s at each stop are input. 

lbtes 

Colum A: a. stop IUIIber. 

·(blwa B: b stop location ar name. 

Chlwa C: Data. a. stop distance frCIIIl xoute tendnal in Idles. 

C34: (C32) 

Dll: ( Cll-clO) 

037: (1134) 

188: (M34) 

8 



A B c D EF G H I J K L N N 0 p Q R s T 
11 Route: 1-01ni Date: June 18,1984 

RIOE CHECK ANALYSIS Direction: Westbound Day: Saturday 
J Run: 105 Tiae: 10:40 AH 

=======================~===================== ====================================================== LOAD PROFILE Route: 1-0mni 
J Stop Distance Tile fr1 Pass Cu11 Load Pass- Speed 

Nu;ber Bus Stop l1i lesl Ter1inal Pass Hiles Sched Obsrv =================================== 
71 froa bhn !ainsl On Off On Off Avge 

Tert Stops Sched Obsrv Load 20 40 60 91 .................................................................................................... -----------------------------------
l Third lr Kirkwood · 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 + 

11 2 Third lr Park 0.2 0.2 0. 7 • 0.5 1 0 3 0 3 0.6 17.14 24.00 3 + 
3 Third l Chatham 0.4 0.2 1.5. 1.3 3 0 6 0 6 1.2 15.00 15.00 6+++ 

131 4 Third l lntan 0.6 0.2 2.3 • 2.3 3 0 9 0 9 1.8 15.00 12.00 9 ++++ 
5 Third &: Barnut 0.8 0.2 3.1 • 3.2 2 1 11 t 10 2 15.00 13.33 10 +++++ 

151 o Third &: Kossuth 1 0.2 4 • 4.4 3 2 14 3 11 2.213.33 10.00 11 +++++ 
7 Third &: Yonge 1.1 0.1 4.4 • 4.8 2 1 16 4 12 L2 15.00 15.00 12 ++++++ 

171 8 Yonge & Jordan 1.3 0.2 5.2 • 5.5 1 3 17 7 10 2 15.00 17.14 10 +++++ 
1 Yonge &: Ela 1.4 0.1 5.6 • 5.9 1 2 18 9 9 0.9 15.00 15.00 9 ++++ ~ 

~ 

191 10 Yonge &: Dixwell 1.7 0.3 6.9 • 7.5 2 1 20 10 10 3 13.85 11.25 10 +++++ 
11 Yonge &: Whalley 2 0.3 8.3 • 9 2 0 22 10 12 3.6 12.86 12.00 12 ++++++ 

211 12 Yonge l Princess 2.2 0.2 9.2 • 10 .., 2 24 12 12 2.4 13.33 12.00 12 ++++++ .. 
n Yonge &: Earl 2.5 (1.3 10.6 • 11.8 4 1 28 13 15 4.5 12.86 10.01) 15 +++++++ 

231 :4 Vonge & Dundas 2.7 0.2 11.6 + 12.7 3 0 31 13 18 3.6 12.0(1 13.33 18 +++++++++ 
!5 Yonge &: Bastille 2.9 0.2 12.5 + 13.3 1 1 32 14 18 3.6 13.33 20.00 18 +++++++++ 

251 :~ Ionge ' Madison 3.2 (1.3 13.9 • 14.5 I 
., :n 1b 17 5.1 12.86 15.00 17 +-t++++++ .. 

!7 Ionge & Hain .3.4 0.2 14.8 • 15.5 2 0 35 1b 19 3.8 13.33 12.00 19 t+++t++++' 
271 ie lt3in & Bloor 3.8 0.4 •J6. 7 • 17.3 1 1 S6 17 19 7.6 12.63 13.33 19 +++++++++ 

::r ~ain tr Derby 4.1 1).3 18.1 • 18.5 (1 1 36 18 18 5.4 12.86 15.00 18 +++++++++ • 

~ 291 : ,:· Ita in l Hawthorne 4. 3 0.2 19 • 19.3 I) 0 3b 18 hl 3.6 13.·33 15.00 18 +++++++++ 
:1 Main &: Everett 4.7 0.4 21 • 21 (I 1 36 19 17 6.8 12.01) 14.12 17 ++++++++ 

311 :2 Main & Dutbarton 4.9 0.2 21.9 • 2LB I) 4 lo 23 n 2. b 13.33 15.00 13 ++++++ fl :: Main & KcBeath 5.2 v.3 · 23.4 • 23.6 (I 13 36 36 I) (I 12.0•) 10.00 () . 
331 --------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~ 

iotal 5 ? 2~.4 23 .• 6 k 36 36 3b b7.5 13.33 13.22 ~ ·-351 ==================================================================================================== 
SUHHA~ ·: i 

371 Passengers 36 11a:li1Uill Load 19 1-'· en 
Passenger-11iles 67.5 Average Trip Lengi.87S 

J~, ============================================= ====================================================== 
Figure 10.18 Ride Oleck Analysis 



Colum E: Data. Scheduled travel time from trip start to each stop in ml.rutes. 

E34: (E32) 

Col\Dl G: Input data. ())served travel tt.e from trip start oo surveyed trip in minutes. 

G34: (G32) 

Fl3: If (Abs(G13-E13)>1), then 1, else 0. Set mrmat to ~aphic. Uses graphics ibrmat to uark 
those route &e!"JJBlts with a::tual arrival tiDe DDre than 1 mirute different from the scheduled arri
val time. 

Colum H: Data. Passenger boardings by stop. 

Cblum 1: Data. Passenger al.ight~s by stop. 

JlO: (HlO) 

Jll: ( JlOfml) 

J34: (J32) 

J37: Max(L12 ••• 132) 

J38: (D38/D37) 

KlO: (110) 

K11: (K10+-I11) 

KJ4: (KJ2) a Usually sh>uld equal JJ4. 

Ll.O: (J10-Kl0) 

~ 



MlO: 0 

Mll: (LlO*Dll) 

N[1: ((C11-c10)/(E11-E10))*60 

N34: ( C34/E34 )*60 

011: (( Cl1-c10)/Gll-G10))*60 

034: ( C34/G34)*60 

Ql.O: (L10) 

RIO: (L10/2). Set graphics format. Set cohmn width to 10. 

810: (L10-20)/2. Set graphics fOrmat. Set colUIIIl width to 10. 

TlO: (L10-40)/2. Set graphics fOrmat. Set colUIIIl width to 10. 

Variations 

A col\.111'1 to calculate passenger minutes could be provided • 

*adapted from Robert Chapleau a1d Karsten G. Haass, ''Use of SuperCalc to Canpute and Report 
Statistics in Public Transportation,'' paper presented at the Amual Meeting of the Transportation 
Research Board, washington, January 1984. 

..... 
f; 



IX>Cti1ENTATION: RilE QIE(l{ Sll+fARY 

Application 

Sumnarlzes oo-off 00\mt data fur a I'Uiber of oo-off 00\mts. 

Use 

en-off count data from a furm such as the Ride Check Analysis can be a:cunul.ated am expanded 
to provide a ridership profile fur the route. 

Assumptions 

The use of an expansion factor assmes that the sample of trips surveyed is random, ani repre
sents the same distribution of hoardings atd al.ightings as occurs throughout the study period. 

N:>tes 

G>lunns A though E are the same as corresponding ex>lUDns in the Ride Oleck Analysis. 

E3: N.eber of trips· sampled and accumulated in the SUDl1l8ry tempate. 

D37: (H34*J3) 

D38: (K34*J3) 

Fll: If (.Abs(El0-(Gll/E3))>1), then 1, else 0. Set tD graphic furmat. 

<hlumns G, Hand I are initially set at 0, and accunulate data transferred from colUDns G, H, am I 
of the individual trip analyses . 

~ 
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j 

'; 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

21 

23 

25 

27 

29 

31 

33 

35 

A B c D E F G H I J 
Route: 1-0ini Day: Saturday 

R!OE CHEC~ SUM~ARY Direction: Westboun Sched. trips: 22 
Trips checked: r E:<p Fact: 7.333 -· 

======================================================================================== 
Stop Distance Time frm Totai Avge Tot:ll Speed 

Nur.ber Eus Stop lei lesl Terminal Pass load Pass- Sched Dbsrv 
from bhn !111insJ On Off !l!i!es Avge 
Ter~ St~ps Sched Obsrv 

===========~==========================================================~======:========== 

I Thir~ ~ Kirkwood 0 
2 T~ird L Park 0.2 
3 Third & Chatham 0.4 
4 Third ~ rnman 0.6 
5 Third ~ Parnul!l o.e 
6 ~hird ~ Kossuth I 
7 Third ft l'cnge i .1 
8 Yonge & Jordan 1.3 
9 Vonge & Elll 1.4 

10 Yonge & Dixwell 1.7 
11 Y~nge ~Whalley 2 
12 Vc"ge ~ Princess " .., J.,j. 

13 Yonge ~ Earl .., .. 
.:..s.J 

14 Vonge ~ Dundas " ~ i..i 

15 Yonge & Bastille 2.9 
16 Yonge ~ Madison 3.2 
17 Yorg! ~ l"ai11 3.4 
19 Main ~ Blocr 3.8 
19 ~ain & DPrb"f 4,! 

20 Ma1n & Hawthorne 4.3 
21 Main & Everett 
22 Main ~ Du•barton 
23 ~ain ~ "cBeath 

Tdal ~Cherie~ tnpsl 

4.7 
4.9 
"i ., 
~·i. 

.. ., ,J,, 

0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.3 
0.3 
,., .., 
,,,;. 

0.3 
.0.2 
0.2 
0.3 
0.2 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.4 
0.2 
(1,3 

0 5 0 i ,67 0.00 
0.7 • 1.5 6 0 '3.67 0.33 17.14 24.00 
1. 5 • 3.9 8 0 6.33 0.73 15.00 15.00 
2.3 • 6.9 6 0 8.33 1.27 15.00 12.00 
3,! I 9.6 7 2 IQ, (\rj 1.67 15.00 !3. 33 

4 . 13.2 7 5 10.67 2.00 13.33 !O,iJO 
4.4 • 14.4 ~ 4 11.33 1.07 !S.OO 15.00 
5.2 • 16.5 4 9 9.67 2.27 15.00 17.14 
5.6 • 17.7 2 s 8.67 0.97 15.00 15.0(; 
6.9 . 22.5 7 4 9.67 ?.60 n.s5 11.2s 
8.3 . 27 5 I 11.00 2.90 12.86 12.00 
9.2 . 3'J s 4 11.33 2.20 13.~3 12.00 

10.6 • 35.4 12 3 14.33 3.40 12.86 10.00 
1:.6 + 38.1 B 1 16.67 2.87 12.00 13.33 
12.5 . 39.9 T j 16.33 3.33 13.33 20.00 "' 
13.9 • 43.5 4 4 16.33 4.90 12.86 15.00 
!4.8 . 46.S 5 () 1!!. (10 3.27 !3.33 12.00 
!b. 7 t 

r1 ~ 
~ ..... 2 4 :7. 3.3 7.20 12.63 13.33 

:e.! . .... .. 
.J...;.,.. 1 6 15.67 5.20 12.86 !5.00 

19 • 57.9 0 0 15.67 3.13 13.33 15.00 
21 • 63 0 3 14.67 6.27 12.00 14.12 

21.9 . 65.4 0 e 12.00 2.93 13.33 15.00 
23.4 . 10.e 0 36 ,(\1) 3.60 12.00 !0.00 

:3.4 7(!,8 1J3 103 64.1 !3.~3 4,406 
======================================================================================== 
SU~~ARY: EXPANDED STAT!ST!CS 

Total Passengers 755.3 
Total Passe~Qe~-"il!s 470.0 

Average Pass. per Trip 34.333 
Average 'rio L~Mgth 0.62 

========================================~==== ========================================== 

37 

)9 
I 

Figure 10.19 Ride Cll.eck Sunnary 

LOAD PhOF:LE Route: 1-0mri 

=================================== 
Avge 
Load 

1.66 . 
3.66 .j. 

6.33 +++ 
8.33 ++++ 

10 +++++ 
:0.6 +4-++-i-

!1.3 HH+ 

9.66 ++++ 
8.66 ++++ 
9.66 ++++ 

:o 

11 +++++ 
11.3 +++++ 
!.4,) +++++++ 
16.6 ++++++++ 
16.3 ++++++++ 
16.3 ++++++++ 

!9 +++++++++ 
1?.3 ••+++++• 
!5.6 +++++++ 
15.6 +++++++ 
14.6 +++++++ 

12 ++++++ 
.t: . 

40 to 

~ g. 

~ 
~ 

f 

~ 



J2: rbnber of trips scheduled during the period l:eing examined. nrl.s example uses Saturday as a 
study period. It could 1:e a weekday, a.m. peak, or evening. 

J3: ( J2/E5) Expansion factor used. In the exaq>le it liDS assuoed that 22 trips were operated 
<bring the study period of ~ day. 

JlO: (HlQ-IlO)/E3) 

Jll: (JlO+(Hll-Ill)/E3) 

Kl.O: 0 

Kll: Kl.O + (Dll*JlO) 

K37: ( H34/E3) 

1<38: (D38/D37) 

Lll: (Dll/(Ell-E10))*60 

Mll: (Dll*E3/(Gll-G10))*60 

CollDDS 0, P, Q, and R correspood to col\DIIls Q, R., S, snd T of the Ride Oleck Analysis. 

~ 
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00Cli1ENI'ATION: Rro1'E EVALUATION 

Application 

This template p!rmits the ewluation of planned or existing routes 
by allocating costs and revenues to the 1:0\lte en the blsis of service 
characteristics. 

Use 

The nndel requires the <Evelopment of mit cost by vehicle, rour, 
or mile of service for each cost element included • The preparation of 
these mit costs is a major element in the \lie of this teq>late. The 
mit costs are then t.Sed in formulas to develop the cost of each element 
allocated to each route. Several SlJIID8r'Y statistics are calculated. 

Assumptions 

'!he IIDCiel assumes that the same mit costs apply to all routes 
regardless of the specific characteristics of each a1e. lhi.s assunption 
~ld hold fairly ~11 as long as routes with similar Characteristics 
are being compared. 

The example shown applies to p:trk and ride express service. The 
formulas tmed for generating wait and prep time apply particularly to 
this type of service in this transit agency. 

tbtes 

Rows 2 through 16 soow service characteristics of each route. Rows 
18 through 32 soow the various cost elements applied to each route. 
Rows 34 through 48 generate several summary statistics en each route. 

B6: Data. N.Jnber of b.tses :in service ell route A. 

C6: Assunption. Projected rumber of daily riders ell route A. 

])) : Data. Average fare charged ell route A. 

FD: (C6*D6) 

H>: ( E6*260) . EXample assunes 260 days of service ~r year. 

G6: Data. Daily vehicle miles en route A, including deadhead. 

H6: IBta. Travel time on route A, including deadhead. 

16: ( B6*. 33) . Example assunes 20 minutes ( . 33 hour) of wait time per 
vehicle. 

J6: (B6* .25). Example assumes 15 minutes ( .25 hour) of prep time per 
vehicle. 
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Route Evaluation 

A B c D E F G H I J K 

1 ROUTE EVALUATION: PARK AND RIDE 
=================================================================================================== 

:3 ROUTE BUSES RIDERS FARE DAILY ANNUAL VEHICLE TRAVEL FREP ~ !Ji ~L 

REVENUE REVENUE MILES Ti~E 

J =================================================================================================== 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
6 
H 
I 

TOTAL 

4 
11 

15 
10 
5 
'l' 
•' 
5 

11 

81 

520 
1000 
!240 
1640 
680 
440 
260 
740 

1020 

7740 

1.55 806.00 209560 
1. 30 1300. 00 338(h)0 
1.30 1612.00 419120 
1.30 2132.00 554320 
1.55 1364.00 354640 
1.55 682.00 177320 
1.30 338.00 87880 
1.30 962.00 250120 
1.15 1173.00 304980 

12.30 10369.00 2695940 

336 
564 
814 

1522 
555 
262 
137 
271 
401 

16. 8tJ 
28.20 
40. /() 
76.1(! 
·jf 7C: 
.;.; • i'!J 

13.10 
6.85 

13.55 
20.05 

4862 243.1t) 

.), 6.3 
4.62 
4.95 
3.30 
1.65 
0.99 
2.64 
3.63 

.i..' .. '•f·.' 

================================================================================= 
WASES FRINGE PARTS 

BENEFS iNVENTRY 
MAINT FUEL 19 ROUTE TIRES INSL!R 

21 ================================================================================= 

23 

25 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
6 
H 

195.98 
354.45 
500.41 
869.2!) 
343.59 
164.00 
88.05 

186.45 
270.91 

80.35 
145.32 
205.17 
356.37 
14•3. 99 
6?.24 
36. 10 
76.44 

39.00 225.12 
107.25 377.88 
136.50 545.38 
146.25 1019.74 
97.50 371.85 
48.75 175.54 
29.25 91.79 
78.~)1) 181.57 

107.25 268.o7 

77.03 
129 •. 30 
186.61 
348.92 
11'7 "'1 
1.41 I J..·.J 

oo. o~~ 
31.41 
62.13 
91.93 

9.41 
15. 79 
22.79 
4:.62 
15.54 
7.34 
3.34 
7.59 

11 ,, 
.. '' ..... 

44.1.~ 

75.46 
108.91 
203.64 

74.26 
'7'!:; (i,;;, 
·-'-.i•'.'\.' 

18.33 

c:~ ... ~ 
·~·-'• U..i 

2G1.55 
...,., . '"' 
·,.•'..;.;, I'~· .. • 

~if i~ 
-..JJ.4.tl-..' 

351. 3B 

1:5.53 

27 

29 

31 

33 
TOTAL 2973.32 1219.06 789.75 3257.54 ~114.61 136.14 650.54 3042.29 

===:========================================= 
35 ROUTE DAILY RECOVERY ANNUAL 

37 

39 

41 

43 

45 

47 

COST RATIO COST 
============================================= 

A 

B 

F 
G 
H 

8i3.40 
1567.08 
2217.50 
3882.76 
1522.64 
725.38 
.~88. 39 
816.97 

1159.12 

0.92 227083 -17523 
0.83 407442 -69442 

5i6549 -157429 
0.55 1009518 -455198 
0.9G 395887 -41247 
0.94 188599 -1!279 
0.87 100981 -13101 
1.13 212411 37709 
0.99 309172 -4192 

----------------------~----------------------
TOTAL 13183.24 7.90 3427643 -731703 

49 ======================~==================~=== 

Figure 10. 20 Route Evaluation 

1, (H) 

3.50 

2. 5') 

2.00 
2.75 

19.12 
34.58 
48.82 
84.80 
.:.3. 55 
16 I (:1) 

B. 59 
18.11 
~' .~ 
L~,iL, 



150 

K6: (H6+I6+J6) 

B22: (K6*10.25). Example assunes wage rate of $10.25 per rour. 
C22: ( '822* .41). Example assumes 41% fringe rate. 

D22: ( B6*9. 75) • Example assumes {.arts inventory cost of $9.75 per 
vehicle per day. 

E22: (G6* .67). Example assumes maintenance costs of $.67 per vehicle 
mile. 

F22: ((G6/4)* .917). Example assunes fuel mileage of 4 miles per 
gallon, and fuel price of $.917 per gallon. 

G22: ( G6*. 028) • Example assumes tire cost of 2. 8 cents per vehicle 
mile. 

H22: ( G6* .1338) . Example assunes insurance cost of $.1338 per vehicle 
mile. 

122: ( Sum('B22 .• H22))* .3. Example asstues a:hni.nistrative 0\Terhead as 
'5J% of the total direct costs. 

B38: Sun( B22 •• 122) 

C38: (E6/B38) 

D38 : ( B38*260) • Example assumes 260 days of service per year. 

F.38: ( F6-D38) 

Variations 

The example could be restruct;ured to incorporate other assunptions 
as to the cost structure to be used, the service characteristics of the 
routes being evaluated, and the s::tual mit costs, as required by 
the specific circumstances. 

Other perfonoance neasures, such as net cost per {.&Ssenger, could 
be included. 





OOClMENrATION: sa-IEDULE BUILDER A 

bJ>plication 

&adways during each ~riod of the day a1d travel times are used to build a schedule from tm 
starting time of ~ first trip in the I'!Drning. 

Use 

Input data consists of readways by time of day, travel times between checkpoints on the route, 
and the service starting time . The template uses an ''if' • statement to convert from decimal b:>urs to 
a 60-minute rour. A "lookup" function is used tD identify the appropriate leadways between trips. 

t'btes --
The times shown in the schedule are in lnurs and minutes. The blo digits tD ~ right of the 

decimal point represent minutes. 

Columns A and B are a lookup table to determine the appropriate l'eadway for each tima period. 

AS: IBta. Start of time period 1. 

B5: IBta. Headway during time ~riod 1. 

Bll : Start of first trip • 

~: Lookup ( F7, AS ..• A9, 1 column <Ner) 

F7: (Bll) 

F8: If (( F7+C8) - Int( F7-+C8) > • 595) then ( F7-te&l-. 4) , else ( F7+C8) 

...... 
V1 
N 



G3: !Bta. Travel time between the first two time points. "0.06" represents 6 minutes. 

Gl: If ((F7iG3)-Int(F7iG3)>.595) then (F7iG3+.4), else (F7iG3) 

F40: If (Int (F7)>12) then (F7-12), else (F7). 

Variations 

See the fOllowing example fur a block-based strategy. 

I-' 
VI 
ll,) 



A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
1 

HEADWAY TABLE :ROUTE 11-CENTRAL AVE. 
31 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::======~==::::o:::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=~== 

5 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

21 

23 

25 

27 

29 

31 

;:i;~RT OF 
TIME. PERIDD HE:4JwA't : 

0. Oi) 1. 00 i 

b. (!i) 

8.00 
1~~. Ot) 
i8, :)(; 

START TR IF·: 

!} • 2() ; HEADWAY 
0.40 : 
:.).21) : 

b.OO ; 
~ I i)i,i 

i. •)(; 
(l,:i/i 

4.(;0 ; 0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
(1.40 
(1,41) 

0.40 
(•.41) 

0.4:: 
1).4J 
0.4(i 
0.40 
( •. 2(; 
'!.:O 
(;, 20 
0.20 

TRA~EL T!ME---- 0.0~ 

State & St~te & 
MadasGn ~ardl~il 

4.00 
5.00 
6. }j 
b.20 
6.4(1 
7.00 
7.20 
7.40 
a.oo 
8.40 
9 • .20 

10.00 
10.40 
11.20 
12.00 
12.40 
13.2(1 
14.00 
14.40 
15.21) 
!5, 4i.:! 

16.% 
16. 2(: 
16.4() 

4.06 
5.06 
6.06 
b.26 
o.4b 
7.iJb 
7.2b 
7,46 
8.06 
8.46 
9.26 

10.06 
10.4ti 
i 1. 2b 
12.0!l 
12.46 
13.2o 
14.06 
14.46 
15.26 
15.46 
!u .. ::.c 
lb.2t 
16.46 

·). ·)~ 

;c~:e ~· 

C;:.r.ra! 

4.10 
5.1 :; 
o.t(·· 
. .,,., 
·j, .J\: 

6. 5(.: 
i .1 (i 
7 .3i.: 
1.5( 
a.b 
8.5i) 
0 u. 
"1, :.•V 

10. 1') 

10.50 
Il.:;;v 
!2.10 
~ 2. 5(-
~ j. 3,·_ 

:4.10 
14. 5(: 
! ~l.3G 

~ 5. 5(-
: f, 1 10 
I.::. 3t 
lt..5(i 

O.C5 0.04 0.06 ; 0.05 G.06 0.04 0.05 0.04 D.rb 
:entrai G~ntral Central :central Cen~ral Central St~te ' State ~ State ~ 

~ Allen • Eagle ~ Jasmin :& Jas1in & Eagle ~ Allen Central Cardinal Madison 

4.15 
5.15 
6.15 
b.JS 
b. 55 
7.15 
1 ~r: 

I.~.J 

7.55 
8.15 
8.55 
9.S5 

!(t.15 
10.55 
11. 35 
12.15 
~t.55 

13.35 
14.15 
14.55 
15.35 
~5.55 

1~.15 

16.35 
16~55 

4.19 
5.19 
6.1'1 
6,:9 
6. ::;·~ 

7.19 
7.39 
7.59 
B.h' 
8.59 
9.39 

10.19 
10.59 
!L.39 
!2.19 
12.59 
13.39 
14.19 
14.59 
15.39 
15.59 
16.19 
16.3q 
16.59 

4.25 : 
5.25 i 
6.25 : 
1!.45 : 
;- ,::)5 ; 
..,. ..,=- ~ 

l.~.J f 

7.45 : 
8.05 : 
8.25 i 
9.05 : 
9.45 : 

10.25 : 
11.05 : 
11.45 : 
!2.25 : 
13.05 : 
13.45 i 
14.25 i 
15.05 : 
15.45 i 
16.05 : 
16.25 i 
!b.45 : 
17.05 : 

4.30 
5.30 
6.30 
6. 5(• 
·;' 1 :,) 

7.30 
1. ~~o 
8.10 
8.30 
9.10 
9.5(i 

10.30 
11.10 
11.5(1 
12.30 
13.10 
13.50 
14.30 
15.10 
15.50 
16.1>:; 
16.31) 
16. S;) 
17. 1(1 

4.36 
5.36 
6 •. 36 
• r-· 
0 • ..!0 

7. 1.~ 

7.36 
7.56 
6.16 
8.36 
.. j•" 
'1 •• b 

9.56 
10.36 
11.16 
11.56 
12.36 
13.16 
13.56 
14.36 
15.16 
!5.56 
16.16 
!6.)6 
16.56 
17.16 

4.40 
5.40 
6.40 
6.60 
7.20 
7.40 
7.b0 
8.20 
8.40 
9.20 

10.00 
10.40 
11.20 
12.00 
12.40 
13.20 
14.00 
14.40 
15.20 
16.00 
16.20 
16.40 
17.00 
17.20 

4.45 
5.45 
6.45 
7.05 
7,25 
7.45 
8.05 
8.25 
8.45 
9.25 

10.05 
10.45 
11.25 
12.05 
12.45 
13.25 
14.05 
14.45 
15.25 
16.05 
16.2'5 
16.45 
17. t)S 
17.25 

4.49 
5.49 
~.49 

7.09 
7.29 
i.49 
8.09 
8.29 
9.49 
9.29 

10.09 
1(). 49 
11.29 
12.0C1 
12.49 
13.29 
14.09 
14.49 
15.29 
16.09 
16.29 
16.49 
17.09 
17.29 

4.55 
5.55 
6.55 
7.15 
"! "'I: ,,.;, ... , 
7.55 
9.15 
8.35 
8.55 
9.35 

10. iS 
10.55 
11.35 
12.15 
12.55 
13.35 
14.15 
14.55 
15.35 
16.15 
16.35 
16.55 
17.15 
17.35 

t-' 

~ 
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35 ROUTE 11: CENTRAL AVENUE 
----------------a-------------------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,------------------------------------------------------

37 State & State & State & Central Central Central :central Central Central State & State & State ~ 

Madison Cardinal Central ~ Allen ~ Eagle & Jasmin :& Jasmin &Eagle & Allen Central Cardinal Madison 
39 ------------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------

4.00 4.06 4.10 4.15 4.19 4.25 : 4.30 4.36 4.40 4.45 4.49 4.55 
41 5.00 5.06 5.10 5.15 5.19 5.25 : 5.31} 5.36 5.40 5.45 5.49 5.55 

6.00 b.Ob 6.10 6.15 6.19 6.25 : 6.30 6.36 6.40 6.45 6.49 6.55 
43 6.20 6.26 6.30 6.35 6.39 6.45 : 6.50 6.56 6.60 7.05 7.09 7.15 

6.40 6.46 6.50 6.55 6.59 7.05 : 7.10 7.16 7.20 7.25 7.29 7.35 
45 7.00 7.06 7.10 7.15 7.19 7.25 : 7 •. )i) 7.36 7.40 7.45 7.49 7.55 

7.20 7.26 7.30 7.35 7.39 7.45 : 7.50 7.56 7.60 8.05 8.09 8.15 
471 7.40 7.46 7.50 7.55 7.59 8.05 : 8.10 8.16 8.20 8.25 8.29 8.35 ~ 

VI 
8.00 8.06 8.10 8.15 8.19 8.25 : 8.30 8.36 8.40 8.45 8.49 8.55 VI 

491 8.40 8.46 8.50 8.55 8.59 9.05 : 9.10 9.16 9.20 9.25 '1.29 9.35 
9.20 9.26 9.30 9.35 9.39 9.45 ; 9.50 9.56 10.00 10.05 10.01 10.15 

511 10.00 10.06 10.10 10.15 10.19 10.25 i 10.30 1(1.36 10.40 10.45 10.49 10.55 
10.40 10.46 10.50 10.55 10.59 11. OS : 11. ! (I 11.16 11.20 11.25 11.29 11.35 

531 11.20 11.2o 11.30 11.35 11.39 11.45 : 11. S1j 11.56 12.0(1 12,1j5 12.09 12.15 
12.00 12.06 12.10 12.15 12.19 12.25 : 12.30 12.36 12.40 12.45 12.49 12.55 

55 12.40 12.46 12.50 12.55 12.59 1. 05 : 1.10 1.16 1.20 I. 25 1. 29 I. 35 
1. 20 1. 26 1.30 1. 35 1. 39 1.45 : 1. 5(i 1. 5o 2.(10 2.05 2a09 2.15 

57 2.00 2.06 2.10 ., iJ:. 2.19 2.25 : 2.30 2.36 2.40 2.45 2.49 2.55 ... 1..: 

2.40 2.46 2.50 1.55 2.59 .).05 : .3 .1 t) 3.16 3.20 3.25 3.29 3 •. )5 Ul 

! 591 3.20 3.26 3.30 .) •. )5 3.39 3.45 : ... c:·· 3.56 4.00 4.05 4. (;~ 4.15 ~ •• jt} 

3.40 3.46 3.50 3.55 3.59 4.(15 : 4.1(! 4.16 4.20 4.25 4.29 4.35 
611 4. (;0 4.06 4.10 4.15 4.19 4.25 : 4.30 4.3b 4.40 4.45 4.49 4.55 (I) 

4.20 4.2b 4.30 4.35 4.39 4.45 : 4. 5(; 4.56 5.0(! 5.05 SJi9 5.15 ~ 631 4. 4(1 4.46 4,51j 4.55 4. 5'1 5.05 ; C' t(> 5.16 5. 2~) 5.25 5. ~!1 ~ ~~ 
..J. 1'-' ·.J • ._•..J 

~ 

Figure 10.21 Schedule Builder A 
~-
> 



OOCtMEN.rATION: SOIEil.nE 1lJII.JI!R B 

Application 

Trains or blocks ~ated by each bJs are b.dlt from starting, travel, am layover times. 

Use 

Input data consists of travel times between checkpoints en the route, am service starting 
time. 'lbe template am be alapted to the rumber of b.Jses required on the route. Military times are 
<X>nverted to clock tine as oo Schedule Builder A. 

Assumptions 

lhiform travel and layover times are used throughout the day. '!he ecample sh>ws a route served 
by two vehicles. 

N:>tes 

.~ times shown in the schedule are in lDurs and minutes as in Schedule Builder A. 

A7: First train or block rn.mber • 

.A8: Second train or block rumber. 

A9: (A7) 

AlO: (AS) 

..... 
VI 
~ 



A B c D E F Gh I J " L M N i."\. 

ll ROUTE !!-CENTRAL AVE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------•---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.------------------------------------------------------

J TRAVEL 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.05 : 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.05 
TIME State ~ State ~ State ~ Central Central Central :central Central Centra! State ~ State & State & 

J Madison Cardinal Central ~ Allen • Eagle ~ Jasmin :~ Jasmin t Eagle ~ Allen Central Cardinal Madison 
BLOCK NO.============================================================================================================= 

71 1.00 4.00 4.06 4.10 4.15 4.19 4.25 : 4.30 4.36 4.40 4.45 4.49 4.55 
2.00 4.30 4.36 4.40 4.45 4.49 4.55 : s.oo 5.06 5.10 5.15 5.1'1 5.25 

9 1.00 5.00 5.06 5.10 5.15 5.19 5.25 : 5.30 5.36 5.40 5.45 5.49 5.55 
2.00 5.30 5.36 5.40 5.45 5.49 5.55 : 6.00 6.06 6.10 b.15 6.19 6.25 

11 1.00 6.00 6.06 6.10 6.15 6.19 6.25 : 6.30 6.36 6.40 6.45 6.49 6.55 
2.00 6.30 6.36 6.4(1 b.45 6.49 6.55 : 7.00 7.06 7.10 7.15 7.19 7.25 

13 1.00 7.00 7.06 7.10 7.15 7.19 7.25 : 7.30 7.36 7.40 7.45 7.49 7.55 1-' 

2.00 7.30 7.36 7.40 7.45 7.49 7.55 : 8.00 8.06 8.10 8.15 8.19 8.25 V1 
""-' 

15f 1.00 8.00 8.06 8.10 8.15 8.19 8.25 : 8.30 8.36 8.40 8.45 8.49 8.55 
2.00 8.30 8.36 8.40 8.45 8.49 8.55 : 9.00 9.06 9.10 9.15 9.19 '1.25 

171 1.00 9.00 9.06 9.10 9.15 9.19 9.25 : 9.30 9.36 9.40 9.45 9.49 9.55 
2.00 9.30 9 •. 36 9.4(1 9.45 9.49 9.55 : 10.00 10.06 10.10 10.15 10.19 10.25 

19. 1.00 10.00 10.06 10.10 10.15 10.19 10.25 : 10.30 1(1.36 10.40 10.45 10.49 10.55 
2.00 10.30 10.36 10.40 10.45 10.49 10,55 I 11.00 11.06 11.10 11.15 11.19 11.25 

21 1.00 11.00 11.06 11.10 11.15 11.19 11.25 11.30 11.36 11.40 11.45 11.49 11.55 
2.00 11.30 11.36 11. 4(1 11.45 11.49 11.55 12.0:) 12.0b 12.10 12.15 12.19 12.25 

23 1.•)(1 12.01) 12.06 12.10 12.15 12.19 1£.25 12.30 12 .. 36 12.40 12.45 12.49 12.55 
2.00 12.30 12.36 12.40 12.45 12.49 12.55 13.00 13.0b 13.10 13.15 13.19 . 13.25 en 

251 1.00 13.00 13.06 13.10 13.15 1.3.19 13.25 13.30 13.36 13.40 13.45 13.49 13.55 ! 2.00 13.30 13.36 13.40 13.45 13.49 13.55 14.00 14.06 14.10 14.15 14.19 14.25 
271 1.00 14.00 14.06 14.1(1 14.15 14.19 14.25 14.30 14.36 14.40 14.45 14.49 14.55 (I) 

2.00 14.30 14.36 14.40 14.45 !4.49 14.55 15.00 15.06 15. 10 15.15 15.19 15.i5 

~ 291 1. 00 15.00 15.06 15.1(: 15.15 15.19 15.25 15.30 15.36 15.40 15.45 15.49 15.55 
2.(10 15.30 15.36 15.40 15.45 15.49 15.55 16.00 16.06 16.10 16.15 16.19 16.25 1-' 

311 ~ 
li 
tp 

Figure 10.22 Schedule Builder B 



B3: IBta. 1.'ravel time in ~es between the fi.rst two time points. ".06" represents 6 minutes. 

B7: Input data. Starting time of train or block 1. 

B8: Input data. Starting time of train or block 2. 

B9: If ((N7+N3)-Int(N7-+N3)>.595) then (N7-+N3+.4), else (N7-+N3). 

BlO: If ({N8+t~~-Int(N8+N3)>.595) then (NS+Nlt-.4), else (N8+N3). 

B37: If ( Int( 87)>12), then (B7-12), else ( B7). 

C/: If((B7+B~)-Int(B7+B3)>.595) then (B7+Blt-.4), else (B7+B3) 

17: If ((G7-tG~)-Int(G7-tG3)>.595) then (G7-tG3+.4), else (G7-tG3). 

J7: If ((I7+I3)-Int(I7+I3)>.595) then (I7+Ilt-.4), else (I7+I3) 

Variations 

'!he template can be a:Jjusted to ~coomodate a:Jditional buses oo the route by changing the fur
mlas in colunn B. 

Different travel times fur different times of day could be included by using a lookup flnction, 
similar to that tSed fur l'eadways in Schedule Builder A. 

~ 





OOClMENI'ATION: RUN &.MMARY 

Application 

'lhis spreadsheet SlmiiBrizes the various paid time components of scheduled nms. It can also be 
used to examine the :inpact of work rule dlanges oo. a given set of nms • The example illustrates 
various ways of manipulating clock times . 

Use 

Infonnation mtered for each nm :includes the nm rumber, route and train (or block) , start and 
finish tiffie of each piece of the nm, report time and travel time. Overtime, guarantee spread time 
and total pay time for each nm are calculated by the spreadsheet. Each p:ty time component is sun
marized for all the nms mtered. All times are given in military time ( 24-hour clock) for com
putational purposes. 

Assumptions 

The \\Ork rules governing cwertime, guarantee and spread time are incorporated in the formulas 
of columns AD, AF, and AH. Platfonn time includes cEadhead time. 

tbtes 

A7: Data. Run number. 

B7: Data. Run rumber (s). 

C7 : Data . Block number ( s) . 

FJ: Data. Code indicates origin of the nm. R = relief G = garage 

F7, G7: Data. Beginning time of the first piece of nm 101. 

lU, 17: Data. Fnding time of the first piece of nm 101. 

~ 
0 



1 

3 

J 

7 

9 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

A B c D FG I 
H J KLMNOP Q R STU V w.x Y'- M 1ili Mfill &M' AG.&I P:IAJ 

RUN SUMMA~Y: ROUTE 1 
================================================================================================================================= 

I I 
! I I 

Rm~ ROUTE TRAIN ; ON OFF PLAT I ON OFF PLAT :PLAT REF' ~RAV SUAR OT SPR PAY I 

NUMBER NUMBER l 1 1 1 2 " 2 :TOTAL iiHE I l. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
101 1 22 :s 5 10 13 30 R 8 20 : 0 0 : 8 20 10 5 0 30 0 B SO 
103 1 23 ~G · 5 30 13 45 R 8 15 : 0 0 : B 15 10 5 0 25 0 a 43 
!~J5 I 24 :G 5 25 14 0 R B 35 : 0 0 ! B 35 11 5 0 45 c 9 13 l 

107 1 25 ~P. 9 I 0 16 45 6 i 35 : 0 0 : 7 35 5 20 0 0 a o 
109 I 26 :R 10 45 iB 1j 6 7 30 l 0 0 ; 7 30 5 25 0 0 B 0 
102 1 27 :G 14 20 22 0 G 7 40 : 0 0 : 7 40 10 10 0 0 a o 
104 1 28 :s 15 SO 23 30 G 7 40 : 0 0 : 7 40 10 10 0 0 8 0 
141 1 27/23 !G 6 10 9 35 6 3 25 :R 1: 45 18 35 6 4 50 : 8 15 10 5 0 25 95 9 30 
143 f 25'22 :s .. 4" 9 :o R 3 25 i~ 13 30 I 7 15 G 3 45 l 7 10 D 10 30 0 40 B 20 ' J ,,J 

145 1 26124 :G s ss ;o 45 R 4 50 :R 14 0 17 35 6 3 35 : B 2S ! i1 !0 0 .35 50 9 28 

TOTALS 79 25 1 20 0 so 1 35 2 40 3 5 86 4 

211 ================================================================================================================================= 

Figure 10. 23 Run Sunnary 

t-' 
~ 
t-' 
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j 



J7: Data. Code indicates terminal of first piece of the run. 
R • relief. G = garage. 

J!:l: If (G7>I7) then (H7-F7-l), else (H7-Fl) 

L7: If (G7>I7) then (I7-G7+60), else (I7-G7) 

Columns N through U: Same as colunns E through L for the second piece of the nm. 

11: If (P7>R7) then (Q7-Q7-l), else (Q7-Q7). 

117: If (R7<P7) then (R7-P7-t60), else (R7-P7). 

WJ: (K7+T7+Int((L7 + U7)60)). 

Wl.9: Sum (W7 •• Wl6) + Int (Sum(X7 ••• Xl.6)/60). 

XI: (L7+U7-(Int((L7+U7)/60))*60) 

Xl9: Sum (X7 •• X16)-Int(Sum(X7 ••• xX6)*60 

Y19: Sum (Y7 ••. Y16)+Int(Sum(Z7 •. Z16)/60) 

Z7: Data. Paid report time for run 101 , in minutes • 

Z19: Sum (Z7 ••. Z16)-Int(Sum(Z7 .•• Z16)/60)*60 

M.l9: Sln (M7 •.. M16)+Int(Sum(AB7 •.. AB16)/60) 

M7: Data. Paid travel time for run 101 , in minutes. 

Ml9: Slml(AB7 ••• AB16)+Int(Sum(AB7 ••• AB16) /60k60 

.AC19: Int( Sum(AD7 •.• AD16) /60) 

AD7: If (X7+Z7+AB7+W7*60>480) then (400-U-Z7-AB7-W7*60), else 0. 
The example guarantees 8 hours p1id time per nm . 

...... 
0'\ 
N 



AD19: Sum (AD7 •.• AD16)-Int(Sl.Ull(AD7 .•. AD16)/60)*60 

AE19: Int (Sum(AF7 .•• AF16)/60) 

M7: If (X7+Z7+W7*60-480>0) then (X7+Z7+W7*60-480), else O. 
'Ihe example property pays <Nertime for report time and platform 
time only in excess of 8 hours ( 480 minutes) . 

AF19: Sum (AF7 ... AF16)-Int(Sum(AF7 ... AF16)/60)*60. 

AG19: Int(Sum (AH7 ... AH16)/60) 

AH7: If ((Q7*60tR7) - (F7*60-tG7)+Z7)>660) then (Q7*60+R7-F7*60t-Z7-G7-660), else 0. The example 
property pays spread premium for spread <Ner 11 hours ( 660 miiU.ltes) . The formula ass'l.lres that 
the report time for all runs with excessive split occurs at the early report of tOO nm. 

AH19: Sum (AH7 ... AH16)-Int(Sum(AH7 ... AH16)/60)*60. 

AI7: W7+Int((X7+Z7+AD7+AB7+.5*(AF7+AH7) )/60) 

AI19: Sum (AI7 .•. AI16)+Int(Sum(AJ7 ... AJ16)/60) 

AJ7: Round ((X7+Z7+AB7+.5*(AF7+AH7)) -Int( (X7+Z7+AB7+AD7+.5*(AF7+AH7) )/60)*60,0) 

AJ19: Sum (AJ7 ... AJ16)-Int(Sum(AJ7 ... AJ16)/60)*60 

1-' 

"' w 





CHAPrER 11 

0\TABASE APPLICATIONS 

Iatabase managers may have the IIDSt profound long-term impact oo 
transit management by dramatically increasing the ar!X)unt of information 
available in a useful form to managers for c:Ecision-maki.ng. 'This 
increased amount of information allows managers to rronitor the perfor
mance of the agency more closely, and to make decisions based oo a more 
complete picture of ~ problem than was previously possible. 

Iataba.se managers have been slower than spreadsheets to be alopted 
widely by the transit industry for a nunber of reasons: 

-Database management programs capable of handling the canplex 
requirements of the transit industry have, until recently, been 
difficult to learn and use. 

-Database management applications are rarely self-contained. They 
usually require defining connections between data files and 
establishing operating procedures fur maintaining the usefulness 
of the database. 

-The po\>Jer and benefits of database management are less inmediately 
appealing than are those of spreadsheets. 

Virtually any data Wl.ich is maintained oo forms or tables can be 
stored instead in a database manager. lbwever n::>t every case of such 
record keeping would benefit from it. Applications \\here aitomation 
offers real benefits include: 

-Data \ohich m.lSt be sunmarized or sorted in several different ways 
or wch is referenced frequently. 

-Large amounts of data Wl.ich are particularly Cllllbersome to 
manipulate. Data wch is .occtmrulated and analyzed e»er long time 
periods oould be included in this category. 

Ibctnnentation 

The fields included in each record are listed mder ''file 
structure." The length of each field will &:!pend on the ~rticu.lar 
characteristics of the agency. Notes are provided on some data items. 
Notes beginning "= ... " represent calculated data fields in Wl.ich the 
contents is calculated from other data fur the record. The types of 
data fields vary between database managers, and are not included hare. 
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'lhe section entitled ''Reports" suggests s:>me of the -.ys in \hich 
the data can be SliiiDarlzed or analyzed for management pn-poses. 

"Complementing files" includes a list of a:her files lbich would 
enhance the use of the c:bclloented file as p:o:t of a system. 
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IDCU1ENI'ATION: CUSTCMER 8m.VICE RECCRDS 

Application 

A database manager is used to I!Dnitor the status of response to 
customer complaints, suggestions, and romnendations. 

Use 

Customer contacts are recorded oo a four -part funn as they are 
received • '!he fonn includes : a serialized report runber; data oo the 
customer; the time, location, am nature of the conment; which repart
nent it is referred to and date of referral; response of the repart:Jrent 
referred to ; and response by customer service to the customer. Data oo 
the content of the contacts and action taken in response to each com
III.lili.cation is entered daily using the database manager. This data is 
l.Eed to generate reports to I!Dnitor the progress of responsive action. 

File Structure 

Data Item 

1. Report II 

2. By/re 

3. Jlite in 

4. Olstomer name 

5. Complaint 

6. IBte occured 

7. Time occured 

8. Route II, Direction 

9. Bus II 

10. l.Dcation 

11. Fmployee II 

12. ~t referred to 

13. J)lte to respond by 

14. IBte received from Q!partment 

Couments 

1\fumber from fonn 

Staff initials/c=letter, p=phone 

Da.te received 

~faults to "not given" 

50 spaces provided 

Ops , Maint, f4(tg, & Plng 

~faults to "open" 
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15. Respoose tD cus~aner 

16. Date of response 

17. Closed date 

~rts 

Reports generated from the fl.le include: 

1. St1111DAI'Y of <l:lstomer contacts by month, 8IKJ by department 
referred to. Data items 12, 2, 3, 5, 8, md 1 are included in 
the report. 

2. Report of oontacts mt yet closed by department J:efsrred tD. 

3. Report of contacts by route and type. 
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IXlClMENI'ATION: O..IENT RECCRJ1) 

Application 

Jlitabase managenent is u;ed tD maintain client :records for lunan 
service transportation. 

Use 

Data on registered clients is maintained in the file. Information 
in the file can be referred tD for scheduling, billing, mailings and 
ridership sumnaries • 

File Structure 

I8ta Item 

1. Client ID no. 

2. Name 

3. Name 

4. Street .Address 

5. City 

6. State 

7. Zip 

8. Phone n.unber 

9. Alternate }ilone runber 

10. Certifying agent 

11. Agent a:idress 

12. Agent }ilone 

13. Client Soc. Sec • number 

14. Handicap/ aid required 

Cooments 

last 

First, Middle 

Individual cbctor, etc. 

Agency or address 

B=blind, O=rcane, walker, etc • 
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Reports 

1. List of clients by certifying agent. 

2. Mailing lists by area, certifying agent, or type of handicap. 

QomplementB!Y Files 

1. Certifying agents 

2. &heduled trips 
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IDGLMENTATION: PARTS INVENI'CRY 

Application 

This simple application of database management to parts inventory 
can re used to track stock quantities and rraintain '(:Srts order infor
ma.tion. This rraterial is l::EI.sed on the '(:Srts inventory on DBMaster'" 
distributed by the TIME Support Center. 

Use 

Once the p:trts infonnation is input, 4 types of transactions are 
entered in the file: parts withdrawals, parts restocking, orders 
placed, and orders received. 

File Structure 

Data Item 

1. Part name 

2. late of last change 

3. UPC 

4. Stock number 

5. Bin location 

6. N.unber in stock 

7. Order threshold 

8. Slack 

9. Last price 

10. Stock value 

11 . Last withdrawal date 

Comments 

q,dated automatically, \<hen the 
p:~.rts record is <hanged • 

Uniform or manufacturer's part 
code number 

Updated when parts are aided or 
withdrawn from inventory 

=number in stock - order threshold. 
\hen slack is less than or equal 
to 0 an order is needed . 

Unit price of part 

=number in stock * last price 

Updated vhen part is withdrawn 
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Data Item Ccmnents 

12. Nnber withdrawn fbnber of mits withdrawn at 
last withdrawal date. 

13. Order ootstanding? Y or N for yes or m. Slnuld 
~ changed each time an order is 
ammitted or delivered. 

14. last order date Update \ben order is submitted. 

15. Purchase order n.nnber qxiate Wien an order is submitted. 

16. 'tbnber ordered Update W1en an order is submitted. 

17. Url.tprice Update men an order is submitted. 

18. Total cost = nunber ordered * unit price 

19. J:ate received Update W\en an order is received. 

Reports 

1. Orders reeded, all p:trts with slack less than or equal to 0, 
El1d. order ootstanding equal to N. 

2. Stockouts, all p:trts with rumber in stock less than or equal to 
0. 

3. All pitts rot withdrawn since a specified· date. 

4. Orders ootstanding for plrtS W\ich have rot yet been received. 

Qomplementary Files 

1. Al.temate suppliers of parts 

2. Work orders specifying parts used 

3. Ciders placed 
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CLOSSARY 

Jddress bus. The path u:~ed by the CPU to identify locations in neoory. 

~lication pr:ogran. A program designed to ~rfonn a practical task, 
such as accounting, parts inventory, or route costing. 

JBCII. American Standard Code for Information Interchange. A standard 
for representing the characters of the a1 phabet, Illllerical digits and 
JUtCtuation in binary code ( ls and Os . ) 

Asyochromus part. Same as serial port. 

Alto dial, IU:o snswer tmdea. A programna.b le mdem which can store 
and dial telephone runbers or atSWer incaning calls without u:~er 
involvement. 

Backup. A copy of a program or data made for protection in case the 
original is damaged. 

BASIC. Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. An easy-to
learn, high-level programning language, much used on microcomputers. 

Baud m.te. Rate of data transfer CNer telephone lines in bits ~r 
second. Standard rates are 300 am 1200 baud. 

BIOS. Basic Input Output System. Part of the operating system 'Ahl.ch 
controls input and rutput devices attached to the computer, including 
the keyboard, IJX>l1itor, am printer. 

Bl.t. Binary Digit. The smallest division of computer data, either 
1 or 0. 

Bit size. 'lhe rumber of bits processed as a group by a CPU micropro
cessor. 

Board. A resin board rolding d:lips and circuitry ~ch enhances the 
computer's q>eration. Boards can be p.trChased as an option and plugged 
into one of the computer's eKpB.tlSion slots. 

Jbot. To turn on a computer and load the operating system into na:oory, 
·preparing it for use. 
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lbffer. Metoory used as temporary storage for data being transferred 
between the computer and a peripheral. 

ftJs. A path CNer \ohi.ch data travels between parts of a computer 
system. 

Centronics. The standard connection for p:t.rallel coomunication. 

(bip. A tiny integrated circuit etched ro a silicon '\<~&fer. A chip can 
be a microprocessor or nennry. 

Clock speed. The speed at \\hi.ch a microprocessor operates, measured in 
negahertz or millions of cycles ~r second. 

Ownand. An order to the computer to execute a task. 

CanMnd-driveo. A program used by giving comnands known by the user, 
rather than by selecting from a rrenu. 

~iler. Software Y.hit:h translates a program written in a high level 
language (source code) into binary object code mderstood by the CPU. 

COntroller. A microprocessor Which coordinates a peripheral device 
(printer or l1Dnitor, for ex:ample) with the CPU. 

Coprocessor. A microprocessor used to supplenent the CPU by performing 
specialized tasks. 

<bpy p:otect:i.oo. Techniques used by software cti.stributors to prevent 
unauthorized copying or distribution of their programs. 

au. Central Processing Unit. The microprocessor that c:bes the actual 
computing and controls the flow of information :fn the canputer. 

QlT. Cathode Ray 'fube. A video display monitor. 

Qnosor. A marker Which rooves around the l1Dnitor screen to show you 
\there you are in the text or program. 

ll!li.syWieel pr:inter. An impact printer using raised inverted letters at 
the end of the petals of a netal or plastic "daisy". 

18tsbase. A collection of :Information, organized fur easy analysis and 
retrieval . t-fa.y be a group of files • 

nttsbase llfiiVIgPr. A program which allows the user to organize, build, 
and use a database. 

rata t:raladssioo alapters. Devices Which permit the computer to 
transmit data to and receive data from peripheral devices by using a 
predefined :fbrmat . 
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Jlebus&er. Software Wrl.ch relps a user to identify a1d rorrect program 
errors by following the datailed qlet'ation of the program. 

DIF. !Bta Interchange Format. A standard fbrmat fur data, permitting 
transfer of data between programs W:dch use the DIF standard. 

Disk, diskette, · floppy disk. A plastic oagnetic disk \thich is the uost 
usual madium for recording and storing data. 

D1sk ckive. A piece of equipment \thich reads data from a1d writes data 
en a disk as directed by a program and the CPU. 

lbctW!Dtatioo. The material which accompanies the program to teach the 
U3er row to use it a1d provide information fbr future :reference. 

lbt ·IB:rix printer. A printer \thich fbrms letters a1d images from rows 
and oolumns of tiny dots. 

PL-asable Pmgr.....,le Bead Olly Mellory. ( EPR.()f) Me!oory lidch is mt 
erased wb!n the computer is turned off, and 'ttbich can be progr8l'lllled ald 
erased by users. 

Paor trappfllg. A method fbr checking input to a program by cauparing 
data with acceptable or macceptable input values and :rejecting maccep
table data with a nessage to the user. 

El.ectrol•wlnp.scent display. A rlisplay used en SX~~e portable computers 
in W:dch characters are fbnned by wires Wrl.ch glow '\'hen current is 
passed through them. 

Elqalsioo slot. See slot . 

ft.le. A collection of data treated as ooe mit Vdch can be a program, 
a piece of text, or statistical information. 

Pile Manager. A program which allows the user to a:ganize, build ald 
use a file of data. 

Fbed, bard, or Wfnchester disk. A permanently installed uetal magnetic 
disk capable of rolding large aoomts of information, ard rapid reading 
and writing of data. 

lbmat. A pattern of subdividing a disk to ·a:ganize the information 
written oo it. Also a standard way of writing data so that it can be 
lllderstood by a program. 

Ml-duplex mdaa. A modem permitting data to be transferred to ald 
from it simultaneously. 

Ceoeric softwm:e. Programs wch can be u:;ed as a 111llti-purpose tool, 
rather than having a specific application. Word processors, 
spreadsheets or database DIU18gers are COliiDOil examples . 
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lillf~lex: mdem. A modem which can cnly transmit or receive data 
at a time. 

l&lf-height. A compact resign fur disk drives, mlf the '\Olume of the 
standard size. 

&rd ropy. Program rutput printed en ~per, as q>posed to that dis
played on the monitor. 

HBrd disk. Fixed disk. 

Hardware. The physical components of the computer, as q>posed to the 
programs or ~ftware . 

Hi.gb level language. A computer language u:;ing English-like -words, 
W:rl.ch m.JSt be translated by a compiler or interpreter before the CPU 
can understand it. 

Ink jet printer. A printer \Jlich prints characters by shooting ink out 
of a grid of tiny nozzles. 

Integrated prograns. Programs wch ~rform different functions but are 
designed to be wed together as a package. 

Interpreter. A program which translates a high-level language program 
into machine language step by step as it runs. 

IG.lobytes. ( K) About 1 ()()() bytes of IIeiiDry. 

Keyboard. A device resembling a typewriter keyboard used fur input of 
information to the computer. 

letter q..J81.ity printer. A printer \Jlich produces text of the sa.tre 
quality as an electric office typewriter. 

Light pen. A device used to identify points oo the IIOnitor screen. 

Liquid crystal. A type of display folDld in small computers \-here liquid 
is darkened by applying an electric field to it. 

local Area Network. (LAN) A system of hardware and programs for con
necting microcomputers to each other and allowing them to share 
peripherals. 

~yte. One million bytes, approximately. 

Machine Language. The language made up of Os and ls is tnderstood by 
the CPU. 

Macro. A series of spreadsheet corn:nands, stored and eKecuted as a 
group. 

Miss storage. Peripheral revices , such as disk drives , wed to store 
data. 
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~- A list of q:>tions displayed by the program from which the user 
can select a COJIIDBild. 

~-driven. Programs vhich are q:>erated by the user selecting from 
menus of choices. 

Mi.croprocessor. A chip Yhich ~rforms computations or controls infor
mtion flow, such as the CPU. 

Mxlem. Modulator-Deroodulator. A device Yhich translates data from a 
computer's serial port into nodulated signals to be sent a.~er a 
telephone line and converts incoming signals back into a furm understood 
by the computer. 

lbnochrome. A monitor wch displays tones of a single color. 

lbuse. A device vhich the tSer rolls across a <Esktop to IIOVe the 
cursor. 

lbtitor. The television-like display used fur viewing oomputer rutput. 

Klltl-processor. A computer containing two microprocessors Yhich can 
be selected as alternate CPUs. 

K.tltl-tasldng. A computer wch can ~rform several tasks at one time 
by dividing CPU time between them. 

Mlltl-user. A computer W"lich can be used by several operators at a 
time from separate l<eyboard terminals. 

Cbject code. The furm of a compiled program in nachine language wch 
can be executed by the computer. 

Off-the-shelf. Software \\hich is widely comnercially distributed and 
can be purchased at computer stores . 

~sting system. A master program which allows the computer to nm 
other programs by controlling flow of data between the CPU and 
peripherals. 

(\>tical scamer. A device \\hich reads special markings, such as bir 
codes, for direct input to the computer. 

tetwork. See Local Area Network. 

Package. A group of programs distributed as one product. 

Parallel port. A port \\hich transmits 8 bits of data, or a byte, 
simu1 taneously. 

PeriJilerals. Devices W:rl.ch are plugged into the computer, such as disk 
drives and printers . 
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Pbrel. A dot on a mnitor display, many of Wrl.ch make up 1:00 image. 

Port. An outlet through \\bich the computer can COIIIIIUnicate data. 

Printer. A device Wrl.ch prints oomputer output <Xl piper, creating hard 
copy. 

Pmgr•. A collection of COl'IIDBllds to the computer to be ex:ecuted as 
a group. 

Progr811118ble mad Cllly 11B1Dry. ( I:'RCM) Blank read <nly IDeiOOI'y wch 
can have a program written <n it permanently. 

Protocol. Standard conventions llrl.ch allow two computers to coordinate 
C0l11l1Unications • 

Random a:cess III!IJilJrY. (RAM) Internal IJeliX)ry oo ddps Wrl.ch is erased 
l>hen the canput:er is turned off • 

. Read ml.y meaory. (R<M) Permanently progranmed DBOOry wch rolds 
programs installed by the oomputer manufacturer. 

Resolutic:n. The quality of image <Xl a IJD[litor display, affected by the 
size and rumber of dots or pixels en the display. 

Recm:d. A collection of information treated as a mit. A lltlllber of 
records make up a file. 

RS-232-c. 'lhe standard fur serial or asynchronous p:>rts. 

Sector. A portion of a diskette treated as roe mit for reading s:td 
writing data. 

Serial part. A port through ~ch data is transmitted <ne bit at a 
time. Signals are used to indicate en each byte, or group of 8 bits, 
stops and starts. 

Slot. An rut:let oo the b.1s fur plugging in boards containing a:iditional 
~ry, controllers or other enhancements of the computer. 

Soft:wre. Programs and languages used with a computer system. 

Source code. 'lhe text of a program in a high-level language. 

Spooler. A program which designates some portion of RAM to serve a8 
buffer for temporary storage of material to be pr:inted. 

fP:eadsheet. A program used to set up aBi manipulate large tables of 
information. 

Surae protector. A device placed between the wall outlet and power 
cable of the nd.crocomputer to protect the computer from c;1amaging voltage 
surges. 
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System software. Software supporting application programs, including 
the operating system, prograrmning languages and U:ilities. 

Text editor. A program which allows the user to Enter and dlange text 
stored in a file . 

Text fbrmatter. A program which allows the user to furmat text fur 
printing by controlling margins, page length, indentation, and oo oo.. 

"..hermal. Jrlnter. A printer 'Yhich funns images by heating points oo 
~at sensitive p:tper. 

'Ddmle printer. ht impact printer '\\hich uses raised inverted letters 
on "thimble" shaped piece. 

Track. A concentric circle oo. a disk UJed fur <Efining and locating 
storage sections on a disk. 

'DJtorial. A simulated application of a program provided to introduce 
users to the program. 

U:ilities. Programs used to E!lhance the UJe of the computer and 
increase control and flexibility of computer use. 

Wb:lclester dl.sk. Fixerl disk. 

Window. ht area of the mnitor screen used to display different 
applications or portions of the same application. 

\brei processor. A program for entering, editing, and fOrmatting text 
cbcunents. 
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'lhree {d>lications by lMrA are available from: 

Their titles are: 

Microcomputer Reports 
c/o Price Williams 
962 Wayne Averrue, Suite 500 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 

Selected Readings, Volume 1, Getting Started in Microcomputers 

Selected Readings, Volume 2, Selecting a Single User System 

Software and Source Book 

Transit Industry Microcomputer Exchange (TIME) 

The Transit Industry Microcomputer F.xchange is a federal sponsored 
microcomputer users group. They publish a news letter, "TIME Capsule , " 
and distribute {d>lic domain roftware <:Eveloped by other users • Their 
address is: 

TIME Support Center 
Rensselaer ~lytechnic Institute 
Ci.vil Engineering ~~nt 
'lroy, NY 12181 
(518) 266-6227 

National Cooperative Transit Research and Development Program(~) 

An inventory of software ro all computers at transit agencies is being 
conducted for NCJ.'RP. For information en the status of this project 
contact: 

Mr. Harry Smith 
Irojects Engineer 
'Iransportation Research Board 
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
\-.6shington, OC 20418 
(202) 335-3224 
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Periodicals 

fumerous periodicals are available '\Jli.ch offer various perspectives 
on the microcomputer industry and u;es. '!hey are particularly helpful 
for comparative reviews \ohich describe the use and attributes of the 
type of product . Reviews of specific products vary in u;efulness, 
depending on the willingness of a particular periodical to ronestly 
describe a ~t's Shortcomings. 

Some of these periodicals are d:>tained by most public libraries and 
they are widely available at newsstands. 

General Magazines 

Mlgazines wch deal with the industry as a '"'le' without fucusing 
on ~rticular types of product are helpful for becoming familiar with 
the technology and its u;es • <nee a type of microcomputer has been 
selected they become less helpful, because material en other types of 
microcomputers may rot be relevant. 

:Eersonal Caoputing is a readable general magazine \ohich is helpful 
for its general discussions of computer uses and products. tvbnthly. 
$18/year. 

Personal Computing 
P.O. Box 2942 
1bulder, <D 80322 

lbpilar ~ing is a readable general magazine \ohich has u;eful 
overviews of product types and applications. Monthly. $15/year 

Popular Computing 
P.O. lbx 307 
Mlrtinsville, NJ 08836 

InfoWorld is a newsmagazine en the computer industry. Its 
descriptive ro-holds-barred reviews of specific software and hardware 
products are particularly useful. Weekly. $31/year. 

Info World 
375 Cochituate Road 
Framingham, Ml\ 01701 

BYTE is a thoroUgh, more technically oriented magazine. It contains 
comprehensive discussions of product types and ways of using microcom
puters. Mnthly. $21/year. 

BYl'E 
P.O. Box 590 
Mlrtinsvi.lle, NJ 08836 
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Product-Specific Magazines 

If you have selected a pgrticular type of microcomputer it is l'elp
ful to obtain one of the magazines specific to a microcomputer type. 
Because of their -well-defined focus these offfer techniques and 
suggestions of immediate value in using the microcomputer and relp the 
reader to understand and explore the range of abilities of the machine. 

For the IBM PC and compatibles: 

:EC lbrld. Monthly. $24/year ( 14 issues) 

PC \brld 
555 fu Haro Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

:EC lilgazine. Bi-weekly. $34/year 

PC Magazine 
R:; Corrmun.ications Corp. 
<he Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 

For Apple microcomputers: 

Dibble. Monthly. $26.95/year 

nibble 
P.O. Box 325 
Lincoln, MA 01773 

Business Computer Magazines 

A number of JEriodicals treat the use of computers within organiza
tions. In a::ldition to the technical aspects of automation these magazi
res discuss issues of management , JErsonnel , and ci!cision-making in 
relation to computers . Many of them include microcomputers as \ell as 
larger computer systems. Two of these are: 

Jbsiness ~ Systems 
270 St. Paul Street 
~ver, CD 80206 

funthly, free to rusiness JErsonnel 
:responsible for computers, $35/year 
fur others 

~r~isioos 
P.O. Box 1417 
Riverton, NJ 08077 

16 issues/year. Free to ececutives 
of organizations that use computers. 
$35/year for others 
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Software Reviews 

Pn independent service wch reviews software fur the 111-f PC is 
Software Digest Ratings Newsletter. Fach DDtlthly report covers one type 
of software, and rates programs on a variety of criteria. M:mthly. 
$135/year. 

Software Digest 
Che Wymewood Road 
Wynnewood, PA 19096 



ARTIClES CF mTERF.ST 

General 

lnlual Software Review, PC.Vorld, 1983/1984. An inventory of software 
for the Im PC. Provides a good cnerview of the range ald atpabilities 
of available products. 

VanDi. ver, Gerald, IBM Personal ~ter XT: The Software Guide, Micro 
Infonnation Publishing Iric • , PrrLSke, Miririesota, 1983. 

Olapter 2: System Desigr} 

FC \Jorld 

''Blueprint Your Database,'' by Mam.Jel Sotomayor, Vol. 2, No. 7, July 
1984. 

Personal Computing 

"Overcoming Computer Resistence," by Arielle Fmnett, Vol. 7, No. 12, 
December 1983, p. 80. 

Getting Started in Microcomputers: Selected Readings Volune 1 

''Microcomputer Applications in Human Service Agencies" by James B. 
Taylor with Jacque Gibbons. Reprinted from Th.lman Services M>oograph 
Series. Although it is written fur l1lman services agencies this ~per 
presents a practical approach to reeds assessment. Available free from 
aidress given meier l.MrA above. 

Selecting a Single User System: Selected Readings Volume 2 

''Microcomputers in Transportation: Selecting a Single User System" by 
Richard Albright. Available free from aidress given mder lMrA above. 

~ter 3: Generic Software 

BYTE 

"The Word Processing Maze" by Andrea Lewis and ''Evaluating Word 
Processing Programs" by Arthur Naiman, Vol. 9, No. 2, February 1984, 
p. 235 and 243. 

"Statistical Software for Microcomputers: A C.omparative Analysis of 24 
Packa~s," by James Carpenter, DerUlis Deloria, and IBvid Morganstein, 
Vol. 9, No. 4, April 1983, p. 234. 
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~Magazine 

"Project Database", Vol. 3, Nos. 11 to 16. June 12, 1984 to August 14, 
1984. N:>s. 11, 12, and 13 cover :flle m9Ilagers. N>. 14 cOV'ers rela
tional database managers han:lling 2 files with a cpery language. l'bs. 
15 and 16 cover database managers with a procedural language. 

~World 

"IDtus" Symphony: Three User Reports," PQlorld, July 1984. 

''War of the Words, by Imton L. Alperson, Naveober 1983. Canparative 
review of Microsoft \obrd, Visi'Word, and WordStar. 

Personal <keputing 

''Word Processing for Printers: Finding the Right Fit," by Arielle 
Ebmett, Vol. 8, tb. 8, hlgust 1983, P· 122. 

''Relational Data Bases that Take CXl the 'Big' Jobs", by Elliot King, 
Vol. 8, No. 5, May 1984, ·P· 122. Includes a table comparing database 
products. · 

"Picking the Perfect lbrd Processor", by Arielle Fmnett, Vol. 8, N>. 5, 
May 1984, p. 112. 

''lbw to Buy Data-Base Software", by David C'Xlbel, Vol. 8, No. 2, February 
1984, p. 116. 

Popular Computing 

"Software Integration", by Michael J. Miller, Vol. 3, No. 2, December 
1983, p. 106. 

''Word Processing: Finding the Right Software", by David Gabel, Vol. 7, 
Nb. 4, April 1983, p. 110. 

lllsiness Graphics are the subject of a special issue, Vol. 3, No. 1 , 
Nbvenber 1983. Articles include ''A <bided Tour of Business Graphics'', 
by Larry M::Clain, p. 86. 

"Statistical Software" , by Peter Callamaras, Vol. 2, No. 12, October 
1983, p. 206. Includes comparative reviews of 7 programs. 

Qlapter 4: Application Software 

Software and Source Book. This plblication lists application roftware, 
both public doma'lli a1d proprietary, fur transportation applications 
including transit. It is available free from the a:ldress listed mder 
lMTA above. 
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Chapter 5: Operating Systems 

Computer Decisions 

"Broadening your Personal Computers' Horizons", by Susan Foster, Vol. 
16, No. 1 , January 1984. Overview of available operating systems. 

R:: Magazine 

''Live Free with UNIX, by Erlc S. Rayxoond, Vol. 3, No. 10, May 29, 1984, 
p. 145. 

PC World 

"Understanding Operating Systems," by D .M. '1\lcker, Vol. 2, No. 5, May 
1984. Explanation of the :functions of the operating system. 

"Understanding tNIX", by Mark Zachmarm, Vol. 3, No. 10, May 29, 1983, p. 
155. 

Popular Computing 

"Operating Systems," by Rick r.a:>k, Vol. 3, No. 10, August 1984. 

"'lhe UNIX Operating System md its Clones" by Bernard Cole, Vol. 2, No. 
7, May 1983, p. 106. 

Chapter 6: Progranming Languages 

BY'IE 

"Is BASIC Getting Better?", by C. Michael Vose, Vol. 9, No. 4, April 
1984, p. 298. 

Chapter 7: Utilities 

:OC World 

''Remote and l.hattended", and "A lbst of Hosts", by Larry Jordan, Vol. 2, 
N::>. 2, February 1984. ~scription of &to-answer COI1Illl.lnications 
programs and comparison of 6 programs • 

"'lh.e Corrmunicators", by Larry Jordan, Vol. 1, No. 5, EXplanation of com
IIll11ications software and comparison of 12 camrunications programs. 

Popular Computing 

"What fu You Do After You Plug It In? - Talking :Jn Tones", by Will :lam 
Barden, Vol • 3, No. 2, Decenber 1983, p. 65. 

Commmications are discussed in a special issue, Vol. 3, No. 4. 
Articles include ''Data Commmications :fbr Personal Canputers", by Edwin 
E. Mier, p. 98; '"lh.e Micro to Mainframe Connection", by Olarles Feltman, 
p. 104; and 'Micro-to Micro ComnUnications" by T. J. Byers, p. 112. 

''Buyers Guide to Conmunications Software", by David B. Powell, Vol. 3, 

N::>. 9, p. 121. 
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